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ABSTRACT 

In plant communities, individual plants can have a positive or negative effect on the survival, establishment, 

and growth of other plants in the community through, for example, competition or facilitation. These plant 

community interactions can be represented as a network, where the nodes are the different species and 

edges connecting two nodes indicate that one species positively or negatively influences another. 

Interactions among species have been shown to affect plant community properties such as diversity, 

resilience, and community invasibility, but studies have only considered the effects of conspecific 

interactions and a few heterospecific interaction network architectures, in communities with a relatively 

small number of species. 

Therefore, the overall objective of this thesis was to explore how the wide range of interaction network 

architectures possible in diverse plant communities might affect community properties such as diversity, 

stability, resilience, invasibility, and sensitivity to initial species pool composition (i.e. priority effects). I 

also aimed to explore how plant interaction networks could lead to and explain complex relationships 

among these community properties.  

Specifically, my research aims were to investigate: 

1. How alpha diversity (diversity within communities), beta diversity (diversity among communities) and 

total diversity over time differs among plant communities with different species interaction networks. 

2. How interaction networks affect plant community stability and resilience to disturbance, and possibly 

lead to relationships between resilience and other community properties such as diversity and compositional 

stability. 

3. How interaction networks affect plant community invasibility, and possibly lead to relationships between 

invasibility and other community properties such as diversity, compositional stability, and the average 

growth rate of the community (productivity). 

4. How interaction networks affect the sensitivity of plant communities to the composition of their initial 

species pool (i.e. priority effects). 

To address these aims, I used a stochastic grid-based simulation model to test how emergent community 

properties differed among theoretical plant communities with different species interaction network 

architectures, both with and without conspecific interactions. 
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Several key novel results were found:  

1. Species interaction networks can affect the diversity of plant communities. A combination of 

positive heterospecific and negative conspecific interactions can increase total diversity over time 

more than just negative conspecific interactions alone. 

2. Species interaction networks can affect the compositional stability and resilience of plant 

communities. Communities with interaction networks that promote higher alpha diversity and 

compositional instability generally recover diversity and composition more slowly following 

disturbance. Certain previously unexplored network architectures can increase the return of lost 

species following disturbance.  

3. Species interaction networks can affect the invasibility of plant communities. Communities with 

lower average growth rates are more invadable, and average growth rates are influenced by 

diversity, which is in turn affected by interaction networks, which means that plant interaction 

networks can lead to and explain relationships between diversity and invasibility.  

4. Species interaction networks can affect the extent to which differences in the initial species pool 

affects the diversity and composition of the plant communities that subsequently assemble over 

time  (i.e. priority effects). 

 

This thesis provides new theoretical insights into how different architectures of species interaction networks 

can affect plant community dynamics. Such insights could have important implications for the conservation, 

restoration, and management of native plant communities. Understanding the direct and indirect effects of 

plant interaction networks on community dynamics can help resolve disputes on complex relationships 

between diversity, stability, and other community properties such as resilience to disturbance and 

invasibility.  
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

Plant-plant interactions and community dynamics 

Within plant communities, species interact with each other in a myriad of ways that result in plants having 

either positive or negative effects on the survival, establishment, and growth of other plants (Figure 1). 

Positive interactions can occur through the addition of beneficial resources (e.g. canopy leaching or 

hydraulic lift), or through protection from herbivores or climatic extremes. Negative interactions can occur 

through competition for resources, e.g. light or nutrients; or allelopathy. One type of plant interaction that 

has received much recent attention is plant–soil feedback interactions, where plants alter the biotic and/or 

abiotic conditions of the soil they grow in (such as through nitrogen fixation, the accumulation of beneficial 

soil biota, or the accumulation of pathogens), which in turn affects the growth performance of future plants 

growing in that soil. 

 

Empirical studies have frequently shown that plant species interactions can affect community properties 

such as diversity (Mangan et al. 2010; Soliveres & Maestre, 2014). A well-known example of this is 

‘priority effects’, where initial species affect the abundance of later arriving species, which results in 

differences in diversity and composition among communities assembled under different compositions of 

initial species (Fukami, 2015). Less progress has been made in understanding the general mechanisms 

underpinning when, why and how species interactions affect community dynamics. Consequently, the 

predictability of the effects of plant interactions on community dynamics is low, with a few exceptions. 

Such insights, however, are of great interest to the field of community ecology and could help with the 

management and restoration of plant communities.  

 

Notably, some mechanistic effects of plant conspecific interactions (i.e. interactions among individuals of 

the same species) have been identified and are widely accepted (see Table 1 for definitions of these and 

other terms used in this thesis). For example, negative conspecific plant-soil feedback interactions can 

promote diversity through a mechanism where individuals of the same species (conspecifics) make 

conditions less suitable for each other, which thus encourages the establishment of other species better 

suited to the altered conditions (Bever, 2003; Mangan et al. 2010; van der Putten et al. 2013). Conversely, 
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positive conspecific plant-soil feedback interactions can reduce diversity by altering soil conditions to 

encourage the growth and recruitment of conspecifics (Klironomos, 2002).  

 

Table 1. Definitions of terms used in this thesis.  

Term Definition  

Alpha diversity  Diversity within a community (e.g. the number of species within a community)  

Beta diversity  Diversity among communities (e.g. the variability in species composition among 

communities in a defined geographical area) 

Compositional 

stability 

The stability of species abundances in a community over time. When stability is 

low, species turnover is high and/or the abundance of species has greatly 

changed over time 

Conspecific 

interactions 

Interactions that occur between individuals of the same species. Also known as 

intraspecific interactions 

Gamma diversity  Diversity across communities (e.g. the overall number of species   across several 

communities within a defined geographical area) 

Heterospecific 

interactions 

Interactions that occur between two or more different species. Also known as 

interspecific interactions 

Intransitive 

competition 

A rock-paper-scissor type of species interaction network that could represent a 

negative ring network architecture, where there is no single best competitor as 

all species negatively affect and are negatively affected by some other species 

in the community   

Invasibility  How vulnerable a native community is to invasion from a foreign species  

Modular network 

architecture 

A type of heterospecific interaction network architecture where species interact 

in groups/modules, with relatively few interactions occurring among species 

from different modules 

Nested network 

architecture 

A type of heterospecific interaction network architecture where a few highly 

interactive species interact with many other species that do not interact with each 

other 

Network 

architecture 

The arrangement or layout of a network of interacting species, where network 

nodes represent species and the links between nodes represent interactions 

between species  

Plant-soil feedback 

interactions 

Where plants alter the biotic and/or abiotic conditions of the soil they grow in, 

which in turn affects the growth performance of future plants growing in that 

soil. 

Priority effects Where initial species alter the abiotic or biotic conditions in ways that either 

positively or negatively impact later arriving species, that can result in long-term 

differences in the diversity and composition of plant communities assembled 

under a different initial composition of species   

Random network 

architecture 

A type of interaction network architecture where positive or negative 

conspecific and heterospecific interactions are randomly assigned to species 

pairs 
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Resilience Resilience is a broad concept relating to how well a system can absorb and 

recover from disturbance. It can be understood as having at least two different 

components: 1) Resistance: how well a system absorbs or withstands 

disturbance, and 2) Recovery: how quickly a system recovers to a reference state 

following disturbance 

Ring network 

architecture 

A type of heterospecific interaction network architecture where species A 

affects species B which then affects species C which then affects species A, 

creating a ring structure e.g. Species 1>Species 2>Species 3>….>Species 

n>Species 1 

Species interaction 

network  

The representation of all species interactions in a community as a network, 

where the nodes are species and links connecting nodes indicate that one species 

positively or negatively influences another 

Total diversity over 

time 

A measure of the diversity of species ever present in a community over a given 

time. This measure will be high when alpha diversity is high, but it can also be 

high when alpha diversity is low if there is high species turnover 

 

Some mechanistic effects of heterospecific plant interactions (i.e. interactions among different species) 

have also been identified. These include facilitation from nurse species, where certain species facilitate the 

growth and establishment of other species in the community (Verdù & Valiente-Banuet, 2008); 

successional or forest-gap dynamics, where species facilitate and are replaced by another species that in 

turn facilitate and are replaced by another and so on (Yamamoto, 2000); and intransitive competition, a 

‘rock-paper-scissor’ type interaction where there is no single best competitor as all species both negatively 

affect and are negatively affected by at least one other species in the community, which promotes species 

coexistence (Soliveres et al. 2015). 
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of plants interacting in a community. Arrows signify a positive or 

negative interaction, that could represent, for example, facilitation or competition. Thickness of arrows 

signifies the strength of interaction.  

 

Exploring the effects of all conspecific and heterospecific interactions on plant community properties is 

empirically challenging for several reasons. Firstly, techniques for identifying all the species interactions 

in diverse communities are limited (Blanchet et al. 2020). Secondly, untangling the effects of species 

interactions on community dynamics from other processes (e.g. dispersal limitations, functional differences 

among species and abiotic variables) is also empirically challenging (D’Amen et al. 2018). Finally, our 

ability to empirically test how different aspects of species interactions affect community dynamics over 

time, especially in slow-growing plant communities, is severely limited.  

 

Despite this, studies using simulation modelling have shown that communities simulated with different 

types of species interactions can result in communities with divergent properties and dynamics. 
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Communities simulated with experimentally observed (identified in vitro) conspecific and heterospecific 

plant interactions can maintain higher diversity than communities simulated with only conspecific 

interactions or without any interactions (Teste et al. 2017). Furthermore, communities simulated with 

conspecific and heterospecific interactions randomly assigned to species can result in 1) more transient 

community dynamics than communities simulated with only conspecific interactions or without any 

interactions (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013); and 2) more resilient communities compared to communities 

simulated without any interactions (Zee & Fukami, 2015). 

 

These results raise several interesting and unexplored questions that became the inspiration for this thesis: 

• What is it about the combination of experimentally observed conspecific and heterospecific 

interactions that promoted diversity in the Teste et al. (2017) study?  

• Could diversity have been promoted by the experimentally observed heterospecific interactions 

alone in the Teste et al. (2017) study? 

• How do different types of heterospecific interactions (e.g. facilitation from nurse species, 

intransitive competition) influence community dynamics compared to experimentally observed or 

randomly generated heterospecific interactions? 

• Do the effects of different types of heterospecific interactions on community dynamics change with 

the addition of conspecific interactions? 

 

Species interaction networks  

A network approach can be a helpful way to explore the effects of species interactions on community 

properties, where nodes are species, and the links connecting nodes indicate that one species positively or 

negatively influences another. Considering species interactions in this way helps untangle the complexities 

of species interactions and allows for the effects of network characteristics on community dynamics to be 

explored. Using the network approach, several network characteristics that can affect community properties 

have been identified. These include 1) connectivity, the number of interactions among species (Lurgi et al. 

2014), 2) interaction symmetry, differences in the number or strength of interactions among species 

(Bascompte et al. 2006; Frost et al. 2019), and 3) the network architectural type, the arrangement of 

interactions among species, also known as network topology or structure (Hui et al. 2016; Minoarivelo & 

Hui, 2016).  

 

Nested, modular and ring architectures are some common heterospecific interaction network architectures 

found in ecological communities (Table 2) and are illustrated in Figure 2. In nested architectures, a few 
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highly interactive species interact with many other species that do not interact with each other. For modular 

architectures, species interact in groups/modules, with relatively few interactions occurring among the 

different modules. For ring architectures, species A affects species B which then affects species C which 

then affects species A creating a ring structure. Many simulation studies also consider the effects of 

randomly generated species interaction architectures on community dynamics (see Fukami & Nakajima, 

2013; Zee & Fukami, 2015). However, randomly generated architectures (Figure 2) usually have 

characteristics that are not common in real ecological communities. For example, the number of interactions 

among species is often quite homogenous in randomly generated networks, whereas natural networks often 

have a more heterogeneous distribution of interactions among the species than expected by chance (e.g. a 

few highly interactive species and many non-interactive species) (Bascompte et al. 2007). Communities 

with no interactions are also possible, as classically explored by Hubbell (2001). In real communities, 

species interaction networks can also contain aspects of multiple architectures. For example, plant-

pollinator communities can exhibit an overall modular architecture of interactions yet have nested type 

interactions occurring within each module (Olesen et al. 2007).  

 

Table 2. Examples of different heterospecific interaction network architectures occurring in ecological 

communities. 

Architectural 

type  

Interaction 

type  

Ecological example Reference  

Ring Positive Plant–plant: 

facilitation during 

succession  

Wood & Del Moral (1987); Facelli & Facelli 

(1993); van der Putten et al. (2013 and 

references therein) 

   Forest gap dynamics Yamamoto (2000) 

 Negative Plant–plant: Priority 

effects 

Fukami (2015); van der Putten et al. (2013 and 

the references cited therein) 

  Plant–plant: 

Competitive 

intransitivity  

Laird & Schamp (2006); Lankau et al. (2011); 

Soliveres et al. (2015); Stouffer et al. (2018)  

Modular Positive Plant–pollinator  Olesen et al. (2007); Dupont & Olesen (2009) 

 Plant–fungi  Toju et al. (2014) 

 Negative Animal–animal food 

web  

Krause et al. (2003); Lewinsohn et al. (2006); 

Guimerà et al. (2010) 

Nested Positive Plant–plant 

facilitation/ nurse 

species  

Verdù & Valiente-Banuet (2008) 

   Plant–seed disperser  Bascompte et al. (2003); Jordano et al. (2003); 

Lewinsohn et al. (2006); Thébault & Fontaine 

(2010); Guimarães et al. (2006) 
OR Plant–pollinator 

 Negative Plant–plant: 

invasion  

Stinson et al. (2006) 
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   Plant–plant: 

parasitic plants 

Press & Phoenix (2005) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. A simplified illustration of some plant species interaction network architectures. Dashed arrows 

represent a positive or negative interaction.  

 

Compared to other ecological communities, species interaction networks in plant communities are mostly 

elusive. Nonetheless, some types of plant species interaction networks have been identified through 

studying spatial patterns of species co-occurrence to infer species interactions (e.g. Saiz et al. 2017). These 

include positive nested architectures, where highly interactive nurse species positively affect (facilitate) the 

growth and establishment of other less interactive species in the community (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 

2008); and intransitive competitive architectures, which could represent a type of negative ring architecture 

(Soliveres et al. 2015). Negative nested architectures have not been documented in plant communities but 

could occur during species invasion, where an invasive species alters conditions to be less favourable to 

many native species (Gaertner et al. 2014). Similarly, positive ring architectures could occur during forest 
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gap dynamics, where pioneers colonise gaps which are then filled by increasingly shade-tolerant species 

until the system is mature and senesces before starting again (Yamamoto, 2000), and/or during plant 

succession (Wood & Del Moral, 1987). For these examples however, the final link between the last and 

first species in the ring architecture is missing. Modular architectures could also occur in plant communities. 

For example, functionally similar species typically have negative interactions, while functionally different 

species typically have positive interactions (Gómez‐Aparicio, 2009; Montesinos‐Navarro et al. 2012; 

Valiente-Banuet & Verdú, 2013). These interactions among functional groups could lead to negative 

modular architectures (modules of functionally similar species interacting negatively with each other) and 

positive modular architectures (modules of functionally different species interacting positively with each 

other).  

 

The effect of species interaction networks on community properties and dynamics is primarily investigated 

using mathematical and simulation models (e.g. Teste et al. 2017; Allesina & Levine, 2011; Cipriotti et al. 

2014; for an exception see Saiz et al. 2017). Unlike empirical observations and ex-situ experimentation, 

simulations allow for virtual experimentation where long-term patterns can be identified, and abiotic 

variables can be controlled. In these simulations, it is often assumed that all species are identical apart from 

differences in how interactions affect their fitness. This neutral model approach is often not intended to 

represent any real system, but it allows for any effects of plant interaction networks to be clearly 

distinguished.  

 

Emergent plant community properties  

For this thesis, I chose to investigate the effects of plant species interaction networks on several emergent 

plant community properties, primarily diversity, compositional stability, resilience to disturbance, 

invasibility and priority effects. I will now discuss the effects of plant interaction networks on each of these 

community properties, highlighting for each the current state of knowledge, knowledge gaps and potential 

usefulness.  

 

Diversity 

It is widely recognised that negative conspecific interactions can promote alpha diversity (diversity within 

communities) by allowing species coexistence, while positive conspecific interactions can reduce alpha 

diversity by promoting species dominance (Bever et al. 2012; van der Putten et al. 2013). It is also suggested 

that negative conspecific interactions can reduce beta diversity (diversity among communities) and gamma 

(regional) diversity by promoting community convergence (Bever et al. 2012; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). 

In contrast, positive conspecific interactions can promote beta diversity by promoting community 
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divergence and the emergence of alternative stable states, each dominated by a different species (Bever et 

al. 2012; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). Several heterospecific plant network architectures have been found 

to promote species coexistence and thus alpha diversity, including intransitive competition, which can 

reduce competitor fitness and promote species coexistence (e.g. Laird & Schamp, 2006; Allesina & Levine, 

2011; Cipriotti et al. 2014; Stouffer et al. 2018), and by positive nested interactions, that facilitate the growth 

and establishment of other less competitive species in the community (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008).  

As previously noted, simulation studies compared diversity among communities with both heterospecific 

and conspecific interactions to communities with only conspecific interactions or no interactions (Teste et 

al. 2017; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). Teste et al. (2017) found that communities simulated with 

experimentally observed (in vitro) conspecific and heterospecific interactions maintained higher alpha 

diversity than communities simulated with only conspecific interactions or communities without any 

interactions. In contrast, communities simulated with randomly assigned conspecific and heterospecific 

interactions had lower alpha diversity but higher gamma diversity than communities simulated with only 

negative conspecific interactions or no interactions (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013).  

 

While previous studies have shown that some architectures of species interaction networks can affect plant 

community diversity, many other types of interaction architectures likely exist in plant communities. 

Therefore, the effects of a greater range of network architectures on community diversity should be 

explored. Furthermore, the effects of heterospecific interactions, both with and without conspecific 

interactions, should also be investigated as it is necessary to further our understanding of the interactive 

effects of these types of plant interactions. Understanding how species interaction networks can affect 

community diversity may offer insights that aid in the conservation and restoration of plant communities.  

 

Compositional stability 

It is largely unknown how interaction networks affect the stability of species abundances over time 

(compositional stability) (Morecroft et al. 2016). However, some studies suggest that certain types of 

interaction networks can decrease compositional stability. Fukami & Nakajima (2013) found that random 

interaction networks result in more transient species compositions (measured as a greater amount of species 

extinctions and colonisations) compared to communities with only conspecific interactions or without any 

interactions. Mack et al. (2019) found that negative conspecific interactions can stabilise species 

compositions over time, whereas competitive intransitive interactions can promote sustained transient 

species compositions, which can be stabilised by the addition of small amounts of negative conspecific 

interactions. Understanding how interaction network architectures affect compositional stability could have 

important implications for species conservation and community resilience, as species interaction network 
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architectures can affect the presence of rare, and/or functionally redundant species over time. Therefore, 

the effects of other types of interaction networks on the compositional stability of communities both with 

and without conspecific interactions should also be explored.  

 

Resilience to disturbance 

Identifying factors that affect and can indicate a community’s resilience to disturbance is a key goal in 

ecology and can provide important insights for the management and restoration of plant communities. 

Despite this, studies on the effects of interaction networks on plant community resilience are limited. 

Among the few studies that have explored the effect of interaction networks on plant community resilience, 

resilience is often measured by simulating a community until it reaches stability, then disturbing the 

community by randomly removing species or removing species based on their role within the species 

interaction network (e.g. Zee & Fukami, 2015; Mack et al. 2019; Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008; Losapio 

et al. 2017). Generally, if the community experiences no secondary loss of species following the removal 

of these initial species or can recover lost species at a faster rate, the community is considered resilient. 

Using this approach, plant communities simulated with nested architectures of positive interactions (i.e. 

nurse species) were found to be resilient when species facilitated by nurse species were lost to disturbance, 

but not when nurse species were lost (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008). Plant communities with intransitive 

competitive interactions among three to five species were found to be prone to high amounts of secondary 

extinctions following disturbance (i.e. low resilience), as under this interaction architecture no two species 

can coexist in the community without the presence of another species (Mack et al. 2019). In contrast, plant 

communities with negative conspecific interactions were found to have low amounts of secondary 

extinctions following disturbance (i.e. high resilience), as this type of interaction promotes species 

coexistence regardless of the presence of other species (Mack et al. 2019). Negative conspecific interactions 

can also promote community resilience by reducing the spatial clustering of species, which reduces the 

probability of whole populations of species being lost during a fragmentation type of disturbance (Zee & 

Fukami, 2015).  

 

The effects of species interaction networks on resilience have been more frequently explored in trophic and 

plant-pollinator communities, and in some instances show a coupling with diversity. For example, Thebault 

& Fontaine (2010) found that plant-pollinator communities recovered faster when they had high diversity 

and a positive nested network architecture. In contrast, trophic communities recovered faster when they had 

low diversity and a negative modular network architecture. Therefore, it is worthwhile exploring whether 

other architectures that promote diversity also promote resilience. As modular network architectures can 

affect resilience in other ecological communities, their effect on plant community resilience should also be 
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explored, along with other types of network architectures. Given that species interaction network 

architectures may also affect the compositional stability of communities, and compositional stability could 

affect the rate of species re-immigration into the community, it is also worthwhile exploring whether 

architectures that promote compositional instability also promote resilience. 

 

Invasibility 

Studies exploring the effects of species interaction networks on plant community invasibility have only 

considered a few types of possible interaction network architectures (e.g. Mack et al. 2019; Hui et al. 2016; 

Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). In these studies, the effects of species interaction networks on plant community 

invasibility are often explored by simulating communities with different interaction networks to a point of 

stability, then introducing an invader and measuring the extent it establishes in the community. Plant 

communities with intransitive competitive network architectures were found to be less susceptible to 

invasion than communities with negative conspecific interactions, which were highly susceptible (Mack et 

al. 2019). The effects of species interaction network architecture on community invasibility have been more 

frequently explored in other ecological communities, primarily trophic and plant-pollinator. For example, 

a negative nested architecture has been found to increase invasibility in trophic communities (Hui et al. 

2016), but not in plant-pollinator communities (Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). In contrast, a positive modular 

architecture increased invasibility in both trophic and plant-pollinator communities (Hui et al. 2016; 

Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). As modular and nested network architectures can affect the invasibility of other 

ecological communities, their effects on plant community invasibility should also be explored. 

 

Although the existence of a general relationship between diversity and invasibility is debatable (Fridley et 

al. 2007), some studies suggest that how diversity affects invasibility depends critically on the processes 

regulating diversity in resident communities (Moore et al. 2001; McDougall et al. 2005; Richardson & 

Pyšek, 2006). For example, for species to stably coexist in a community, each should be able to invade an 

established population of the other (Chesson, 2000). Therefore, mechanisms that promote species 

coexistence may also promote invasion by foreign species (Grainger et al. 2019). As certain characteristics 

of species interaction networks can affect species coexistence and diversity, further investigation of how 

networks influence community invasibility and potential associations with coexistence and diversity should 

be undertaken.   

 

Priority effects 

The initial species present during community assembly can have long-term effects on the resulting diversity 

and composition of plant communities when early arriving species influence the growth and survival of 
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later arriving species, a phenomenon known as priority effects (Fukami, 2015). There is currently no well-

established method to identify whether a community will experience priority effects or not. It is 

hypothesized that high beta diversity, which reflects the ability of a community to exist in multiple 

alternative stable states, could be indicative of stronger priority effects (Martin & Wilsey, 2012; Fukami, 

2015). As plant species interaction network architecture affects the arrangement of species interactions and 

beta diversity, it also likely affects priority effects. However, investigations into the effect of species 

interaction network architecture on priority effects have been limited. 

 

The effects of plant species interaction networks on priority effects have primarily been investigated 

empirically in communities with nested interaction network architectures. Here, the facilitation from nurse 

species (positive nested interactions) or competition from quickly establishing herbaceous species (negative 

nested interactions), can result in different trajectories of diversity and composition depending on whether 

these highly interactive species are initially present or not (Gómez‐Aparicio et al. 2004; Padilla & Pugnaire, 

2006; Gómez-Aparicio 2009). It is important that the effects of other types of network architectures on 

priority effects are explored, as such insights could help practitioners better restore plant communities to 

meet desired outcomes, as well as further our understanding of community recovery from severe 

disturbance.  

 

Thesis objective, aims and structure  

Previous research using simulation and/or empirical methods suggests that species interaction networks can 

affect several emergent community properties. However, such studies mostly considered the effects of only 

a single type of heterospecific interaction network architecture on a community property, or conspecific 

and heterospecific interactions separately, in communities with a relatively small number of species. 

Therefore, many aspects of how plant interactions affect long–term community dynamics and emergent 

community properties remain unknown.  

 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate how a wide range of species interaction networks affect 

several emergent community properties, primarily: diversity, stability, resilience to disturbance, invasibility 

and priority effects. Additionally, I also aimed to explore how plant interaction networks could lead to and 

help explain complex relationships among these emergent community properties.  
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Specifically, my research aims were:  

Aim 1: To investigate how alpha diversity, beta diversity, long-term diversity (total diversity over time) 

and species abundances differ over time among plant communities with different species interaction 

network architectures;  

Aim 2: To investigate how species interaction networks affect plant community compositional stability and 

resilience to disturbance, and possibly lead to relationships between resilience and other community 

properties such as diversity, species dominance, and compositional stability;  

Aim 3: To investigate how species interaction networks affect plant community invasibility, and possibly 

lead to relationships between invasibility and other community properties such as diversity, 

compositional stability, and the average growth rate of a community; and  

Aim 4: To investigate how species interaction networks affect the sensitivity of plant communities to the 

composition of their initial species during community assembly (priority effects). 

 

To address these aims, I constructed theoretical plant species interaction networks with a range of different 

architectures and tested their effects on community properties over time. The theoretical architectures 

included: nested, modular, and ring architectures with either positive or negative interactions among 100 

species, each with three different levels of species connectivity. These heterospecific network architectures 

were also considered both with and without negative conspecific interactions to explore the interactive 

effects of these heterospecific and conspecific interactions. To test how these different plant species 

interaction networks affected emergent community properties, I used a stochastic grid-based simulation 

model of plant community dynamics adapted from a previously published model (Teste et al. 2017). The 

model contains four main processes: immigration, recruitment, growth and mortality, and can represent 

species interactions in two ways: interactions can either occur between neighbours or between the current 

and previous occupant of the cell. To help distinguish the effects of species interaction networks on the 

community properties of interest I assumed that all species were identical apart from differences in how 

they interact with other species and that the abiotic conditions were the same for the community over space 

and time, as commonly done in similar studies (see Fukami & Nakajima, 2013; Teste et al. 2017).  

 

Thesis structure:  

This thesis is structured as four research chapters (Chapters 2–5), with each chapter written as a standalone 

manuscript intended for publication in a scientific journal. As such, a degree of repetition, particularly with 

regards to the methods, is unavoidable. The research chapters are bounded by Chapter 1, this general 

introduction to the thesis, and Chapter 6, which synthesises the findings and limitations of this research and 

discusses areas for future research.  
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The four research chapters address the following aims:  

 

Chapter 2 addresses Aim 1 and investigates how plant interaction networks affect community diversity.  

Chapter 3 addresses Aim 2 and investigates how plant interaction networks affect community stability and 

resilience, and explores relationships among resilience and other community properties also 

affected by plant interaction networks. 

Chapter 4 addresses Aim 3 and investigates how plant interaction networks affect community invasibility 

and explores relationships between invasibility and other community properties also affected by 

plant interaction networks. 

Chapter 5 addresses Aim 4 and investigates how plant interaction networks affect priority effects in 

communities.  
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ABSTRACT 

 Negative conspecific interactions have been shown to promote diversity in plant communities, as have 

some heterospecific interactions such as intransitive competition and facilitation. However, it is unclear 

whether combinations of conspecific and other heterospecific interactions can also promote diversity in 

plant communities. We therefore investigated the effects of heterospecific plant interaction network 

architecture with and without conspecific interactions on alpha diversity, beta diversity and long-term 

diversity. 

We simulated long-term plant community dynamics for theoretical plant interaction scenarios with 

modular, ring and nested networks of positive or negative heterospecific interactions and conspecific 

interactions, using a stochastic grid-based simulation model that accounted for stochastic effects. 

Throughout the simulations several measures of diversity were recorded. 

The way that heterospecific interactions affected diversity depended strongly on various characteristics of 

the architecture of the interaction network. Negative conspecific interactions generally promoted alpha 

diversity and reduced beta diversity, with a few key exceptions. Positive heterospecific ring interactions 

that resulted in cyclic appearance and disappearance of species groups led to the greatest total diversity 

over time.  
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This study provides new theoretical insights into how the network architecture of heterospecific plant 

interactions can affect the diversity of plant communities over time and provides the first evidence that 

heterospecific plant interactions can increase long-term diversity more than negative conspecific 

interactions alone. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Biotic interactions play an integral role in determining ecological community characteristics such as 

diversity. In plant communities, species interact in a myriad of ways that result in plants having either 

positive or negative effects on the survival, establishment, and growth of other plants in the community. 

Positive interactions can occur through the addition of beneficial resources, e.g. nitrogen fixation, canopy 

leaching or hydraulic lift; or protection from herbivores or climatic extremes; or inoculation/accumulation 

of beneficial soil biota. Negative interactions can occur through competition for resources, e.g. light or 

nutrients; the accumulation of pathogens; or allelopathy. Many of these plant-plant interactions, both 

positive and negative, have been shown to affect diversity (van der Putten et al. 2013).  

One type of plant interaction that has received much recent attention is plant–soil feedback interactions 

(PSFI), where plants alter the biotic and/or abiotic properties of the soil they grow in, which in turn alters 

the growth performance of plants growing in that soil. There is mounting evidence that this type of plant 

interaction plays a key role in influencing the diversity of plant communities (Reynolds et al. 2003; Bever 

et al. 2010; Mack & Bever, 2014; Bennett et al. 2017; Teste et al. 2017; Mack et al. 2019). In particular, 

negative conspecific plant interactions can promote diversity by making soil conditions less suitable for 

individuals of the same species (conspecifics), which decreases the competitiveness of the conspecifics and 

increases the probability of a conspecific being replaced by different species better suited to the altered soil 

conditions (Bever, 2003; Mangan et al. 2010; van der Putten et al. 2013).  

While negative conspecific interactions are considered the primary vehicle by which PSFI enable and 

maintain high levels of diversity in plant communities, the role of heterospecific interactions should also 

be considered (Kulmatiski et al. 2008; Bever et al. 1997). However, few plant communities have had their 

heterospecific interaction networks exhaustively and accurately quantified (Frost et al. 2019), as identifying 

biotic interactions between all species pairs from (often sparse) empirical data is difficult (Blanchet et al. 

2020). Nonetheless, mathematical and simulation modelling has shown that heterospecific plant 
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interactions affect community dynamics. Computer simulated communities parameterised with 

experimentally observed (in vitro) conspecific and heterospecific plant interactions maintained higher 

diversity than communities without any interactions or communities with only conspecific interactions 

(Teste et al. 2017). Another study found that plant communities simulated with randomly assigned 

conspecific and heterospecific interactions had lower alpha diversity than communities with only negative 

conspecific interactions or no interactions, but higher beta and gamma (regional) diversity (Fukami & 

Nakajima, 2013) 

The heterospecific interactions between all species in a community can be represented as a network, where 

the nodes are species and edges connecting nodes indicate that one species positively or negatively 

influences another. The analysis of interaction networks is increasingly being used in ecology as a 

framework to explore the complexity of species interactions and their effects on ecosystem functioning 

(Bascompte, 2007; Heleno et al. 2014). In ecology, trophic, host–parasite and plant–pollinator interactions 

have been the main focus of community-network studies investigating how the architecture of the network 

of interactions affects community functioning, diversity and stability. Recently there have been attempts to 

investigate the effects of plant–plant interactions through a network approach in natural communities 

(Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008; Comita et al. 2010; Cipriotti et al. 2014; Teste et al. 2017; Saiz et al. 

2018), theoretical communities (Allesina & Levine, 2011; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013; Alcantara et. 2017; 

Stouffer et al. 2018), or a mix of both (Mayfield & Stouffer, 2017; Mack et al. 2019).  

Several network properties that can affect community properties have been identified, including 

connectivity - the number of interactions among species (Lurgi et al. 2014), interaction symmetry - the 

differences in the number or strength of interactions among species (Bascompte et al, 2006; Frost et al. 

2019), and the network architecture of interactions - the arrangement of interactions among species, also 

known as network topology (Hui et al. 2016; Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). Network architectures commonly 

observed in ecological communities include nested, modular and ring network architectures (Table S1). 

Nested networks are characterised by a group of generalist species that interact with many specialist species, 

with few to no interactions occurring between specialists. Modular networks are characterised by 

groups/modules of interacting species with relatively few interactions occurring among the different 

modules. Ring network architectures involve a ‘scissor-paper-rock scenario’, where species A affects 

species B which then affects species C which then affects species A, creating a ring structure A>B>C>A 

(see Laird & Schamp, 2006). For all these network architectures, the interactions between species can be 

positive or negative.  

Studies have shown, through either mathematical models or computer simulations, how some nested, ring 

and random networks of heterospecific interaction networks can promote diversity in plant communities 
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(for positive nested see Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008; Bastolla et al. 2009; for negative ring/ intransitive 

competition see Alcantara et al. 2017; Gallien et al. 2016; Stouffer et al. 2018; for random interactions see 

Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). However, these previous studies generally considered only a single type of 

heterospecific interaction network architecture, or conspecific and heterospecific interactions separately, 

and often only considered interactions among just a few species. Therefore, it remains largely unknown 

how different network architectures of species interactions, both with and without conspecific interactions, 

compare in their effects on long–term community diversity.  

As plant interactions can affect diversity, and many different plant interaction network architectures are 

possible, the effects of plant interaction network architecture on long-term diversity should be investigated. 

To address this, we designed and conducted two virtual experiments using a stochastic grid-based 

simulation model.  

(1) The first experiment considered scenarios without conspecific interactions but with various 

heterospecific network architectures, including nested, modular and ring, to examine how different 

heterospecific network architectures might affect diversity. This experiment also considered a null 

scenario without any interactions to provide a baseline for comparison.  
 

(2) The second experiment considered the heterospecific network scenarios from the first experiment, 

but with the addition of negative conspecific interactions. It also included a scenario with negative 

conspecific interactions and no heterospecific interactions to provide a baseline for comparison. 

This experiment aimed to examine whether heterospecific interaction networks with negative 

conspecific interactions would have higher diversity than 1) the equivalent heterospecific 

interaction networks without conspecific interactions, and 2) networks with negative conspecific 

interactions but with no heterospecific interactions.  

 

For all interaction scenarios in all experiments we considered alpha diversity (diversity within 

communities), beta diversity (diversity among communities) as well as total diversity over time. We also 

considered the relationship between the different types of diversity, as well as changes in species 

abundances over time. 
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METHODS 

Model overview  

We used a stochastic grid-based simulation model, based on a model devised by Teste et al. (2017) and 

later adapted by Trevenen et al. (2017). Our model simulates plant community dynamics with an annual 

time step on a 100 by 100 square grid, with each grid cell being occupied by at most one individual plant. 

All cells are set to be empty at the start of a simulation, and the soil in all cells is set to be unconditioned. 

Then, at each time step for the duration of the simulation (10 000 time steps), the following processes occur 

in order: immigration, recruitment, growth and mortality. With immigration, each empty cell has a 0.001 

probability of being colonized by a new individual chosen randomly from a pool of 100 possible ‘species’, 

with each species being equiprobable. With recruitment, empty cells are colonised by new individuals that 

are the offspring of plants currently in the simulated area, with the species identity of these new individuals 

chosen randomly with a probability weighted by the total current biomass of that species (based on an 

assumption that larger plants are more fecund). For the first time step, there was no recruitment; this allowed 

new immigrants from time steps 1 & 2 to establish. Dispersal was set to be global, meaning that there was 

no weighting given to distance from existing plants when choosing species identity of recruits. We assume 

that each plant alters the ‘soil’ properties of its cell, which, can either have a positive, negative or no 

(neutral) effect on the growth rate of the next future occupant of that cell (Figure 1) or its neighbours. With 

growth, the size (biomass) of an individual is increased according to its growth rate, which depends on its 

own species identity and the soil conditions in its grid cell. The size of individual plants is also constrained 

in a simple way by capping the size of neighbouring plants (immediate neighbours so 5 individuals in total) 

to not exceed a certain combined biomass. This represents a situation where resource limitation would 

become a limiting factor on the growth of large neighbouring individuals as would occur in nature. With 

mortality, each individual has a 0.1 probability of dying and its cell being set to empty (including newly 

immigrated or recruited individuals). We assume that all species are identical apart from differences in how 

heterospecific soil affects their growth rates; this neutral model approach is not intended to represent any 

real particular system, but it allows us to identify the effects of plant interactions that may well be a 

component of real systems. For more details on the model and all these processes see Teste et al. (2017). 

For the simulation code which is performed in the programme R (R Core Team, 2021) see Supplementary 

Material section “Simulation model code”.  

Teste et al. (2017) developed the model to predict how the empirically observed effects (ex-situ) of plant–

soil feedback interactions on the short-term growth of 16 plant species would affect the long-term 

maintenance of diversity for communities of these species. The model can represent species interactions in 

two ways: the growth or survival of an individual plant can be affected by (1) the species identity of the 
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four neighbouring individuals in the grid, or (2) the single previous occupant of the cell. In this study, we 

chose to mainly focus on longer-term soil-mediated interactions (growth affected by the single previous 

occupant of the cell, see Figure 1), but we also considered neighbour interactions that might better represent 

other types of plant interaction, such as shading, or protection from herbivores or climatic extremes. Like 

Teste et al. (2017), we found that changing the effect type from neighbour to the previous occupant had 

little effect on patterns of diversity over time, therefore we assume that our study represents plant 

interactions more generally.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic description of the processes represented in the stochastic grid-based simulation 

simulation. Different plant species are distinguished by different shades of green, and the cell soil colour 

represents soil conditioning by the previous occupant. A) Plants establish into the empty cells either from 

immigration (grey arrow) or recruitment from plants already established in the area (green arrow). B) Plants 
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condition the soil in the cell they inhabit. C) Over time plants die and are replaced by new plants through 

immigration or recruitment. The growth rate of each plant is affected by the soil that was conditioned by 

the previous occupant. Positive (+), negative (−) and neutral (o) symbols represent the interaction effect of 

the previous occupant on the growth rate of the current occupant of the cell through soil conditioning. Black 

arrows represent the simple competition model, with larger plants suppressing their neighbours’ growth. 

From left to right, the cells represent a negative conspecific interaction; a positive conspecific interaction; 

a negative heterospecific interaction; and a neutral heterospecific interaction. 

 

Plant–soil feedback interaction scenarios and experiments 

We designed two virtual experiments that included a total of 38 theoretical PSFI scenarios (see Table 1 for 

scenario details, Figure 2 for illustration of the main types of PSFI network architectures and Figure S1 for 

a visualization of the scenarios). 

For these experiments, we defined three set growth rates: a standard rate where plants increased in size 

(biomass) by 1.65 times each time step, a slow rate where plants increased in size by 1.49 times each time 

step, and a fast rate where plants increased in size by 1.82 times each time step. Plants affected by positive 

interaction from the previous cell occupant grew at the fast rate, plants affected by negative interaction 

grew at the slow rate, and plants not affected by interaction grew at the standard rate. An interaction network 

scenario is thus defined by a 100x100 matrix that specifies the growth rate of each species in the soil of 

each species (Figure S1). These growth rates were chosen to represent the range of growth rates observed 

in a glasshouse experiment designed to identify the effects of PSFI on plant growth (Teste et al. 2017).  

For the first experiment, we created 19 different heterospecific interaction network scenarios, including 

nested, modular and ring network architectural types (Table 1, Figure S1). For the nested scenarios, the 

interactions between species were one directional, where a number of highly interactive functionally-

equivalent species either positively or negatively affect the growth of all the other species. For modular 

scenarios, interactions between species occurred in discrete modules of functionally-equivalent species, 

where a species either positively or negatively affects the growth of other species within the module, and 

its growth is also equally affected by the other species in the module. For ring scenarios, interactions 

between functionally-equivalent species were one directional, where the first species affect a number of 

other species, each of which in turn affect a number of other species, which in turn affect a number of still 

different species, and so on, eventually creating a ring structure. For each architectural type, we also varied 

the number of interacting species (which we termed “group size”) to consider the effects of connectivity 

(Lansing, 2003; Lurgi et al. 2014). This involved changing the number of species that interacted in each 
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module for the modular networks from 5 to 10 to 20, changing the number of highly interactive species for 

nested networks from 5 to 10 to 20, and changing the number of other species that each species interacts 

with from 5 to 10 to 20 for ring scenarios (See Figure 2 section B). Note that the number of species that 

facilitated/hindered any given species is one less than group size in a modular system and equal to group 

size in a ring system and nested system. We considered both positive and negative heterospecific PSFI, 

giving 3x2=6 variations of each architectural type. In this experiment we also considered a null scenario 

with no interactions between the species to provide a baseline for comparison. For all scenarios within this 

experiment, we assumed no conspecific PSFI, hence the growth rate of all species in their own soil was set 

to standard.  

For the second experiment, we added negative conspecific PSFI to the 19 PSFI scenarios from experiment 

1 (including the null scenario) to examine whether heterospecific networks with negative conspecific PSFI 

would have higher diversity than 1) the equivalent heterospecific networks without conspecific PSFI, and 

2) networks with negative conspecific PSFI but with no heterospecific PSFI.  

For all scenarios we set the growth rate of species in unconditioned soil to be the mean growth rate for that 

species across the 100 species in the pool, although previous testing found that the growth rate of species 

in unconditioned soil had negligible impact on results (Teste et al. 2017).  

 

Table 1. The PSFI scenarios used in this study with details on heterospecific interaction type 

(negative/positive means heterospecific interactions cause slow/fast growth rates); heterospecific 

interaction architecture; group size; and presence of negative conspecific interactions. Group size indicates 

the number of species interacting with each other in each module for the modular networks, the number of 

highly interacting species for nested networks, and the number of species that interact with other species 

for ring scenarios. Each of the 19 scenarios listed had two versions: one with no conspecific interactions 

(plants grow at standard rate in conspecific soil; experiment 1) and one with negative conspecific 

interactions (plants grow at slow rate in conspecific soil; experiment 2); indicated by adding NC suffix in 

the PSFI scenario name. There were 38 scenarios in total, 19 in each experiment.  

PSFI scenario  

name 

Heterospecific 

interaction type 

Heterospecific 

interaction 

architecture 

Group 

size* 

Conspecific 

interaction 

Null /NC Null Null  - None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.5 /NC Positive Modular 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.10 /NC Positive Modular 10 None/Negative 
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Pos.Mod.20 /NC Positive Modular 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.5 /NC Negative Modular 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.10 /NC Negative Modular 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.20 /NC Negative Modular 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.5 /NC Positive Ring 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.10 /NC Positive Ring 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.20 /NC Positive Ring 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.5 /NC Negative Ring 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.10 /NC Negative Ring 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.20 /NC Negative Ring 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.5 /NC Positive Nested 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.10 /NC Positive Nested 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.20 /NC Positive Nested 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.5 /NC Negative Nested 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.10 /NC Negative Nested 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.20 /NC Negative Nested 20 None/Negative 
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Figure 2. An illustration of the PSFI network architectures considered in this study. Different colour shades 

represent different species. Dashed arrows represent an interaction (positive or negative). A) shows 

simplified examples of all the different types of architectures used in this experiment. B) shows simplified 

examples of changing the group size in the heterospecific architectures, i.e. changing the number of species 

that interact with other species from 1(A) to 2 (B) for ring architectures; changing the number of species 

interacting within a module from 4 (A) to 3(B) for modular architectures; changing the number of highly 

interactive species from 1(A) to 2(B) for nested architectural types. Note that the number of species and 

thus interactions in our study was much greater than those illustrated in these simplified illustrations, and 

that the networks in our study are closed systems.  
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Simulations and analysis 

Each of the 38 PSFI scenarios was simulated 100 times to account for and investigate the variation resulting 

from the stochasticity of the model, with each simulation run for 10 000 time steps to allow for communities 

to reach stable long-term dynamics. Alpha diversity was measured for each simulation at each time point 

in two ways: 1) Inverse Simpson’s Diversity Index (1/D), which takes into account the number of species 

present and the abundance of each species (the total biomass of the species in the 100x100 grid); and 2) 

species richness, the number of different species in the grid. Beta diversity among the 100 simulated 

communities for each PSFI scenario was calculated at each time step as the average Bray-Curtis 

dissimilarity between each of the communities and their group centroid in multivariate space (Anderson et 

al. 2006). We also measured total diversity over time, by calculating the mean abundance (biomass) of each 

species over the entire 10 000 time steps and then calculating the Inverse Simpson's Diversity of these 

average abundances. This measure will be high when alpha diversity is high, but it can also be high when 

alpha diversity is low if there is high species turnover.  

To determine whether two PSFI scenarios differed in diversity, we plotted the mean diversity with a 95% 

confidence interval and deemed non-overlapping confidence intervals to indicate a significant difference 

between the PSFI scenarios for that particular time point. For each scenario, we also calculated the ratio 

between the average growth of all species in conspecific soil and the average growth of all species in 

heterospecific soil, as a measure of relative conspecific:heterospecific interaction intensity, to explore 

whether this would explain the effects of the different PSFI scenarios on alpha, beta and total diversity over 

time. To help understand our results, we also used heat maps to illustrate how the abundance of individual 

species changed over time using abundances calculated every 500 time steps.  

A robustness analysis was conducted to determine whether the main results were still supported under 

different parameterizations of the model. This involved re-running the analysis for 15 particular PSFI 

scenarios under alternative immigration rates, mortality rates, competition dynamics, simulated world sizes, 

dispersal mechanism (local rather than global), initial conditions (empty world where plants immigrate in 

vs world full of randomly selected species), interactions strengths, and setting interactions to occur between 

neighbours rather than the previous occupant affecting the current occupant (Table S2, Figures S5, S6 and 

S7). We also considered calculating total diversity over time excluding the first 100, 500 or 1 000 time steps 

of the simulation, which saw high rates of immigration, to see if this affected the results. All data were 

analysed using the R environment for statistical computing (R Core Team, 2021) with alpha and total 

diversity over time calculated using the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2017). 
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RESULTS  

Alpha diversity 

The alpha diversity of communities varied greatly among different PSFI scenarios in terms of both Inverse 

Simpson’s Diversity index (1/D) (Figures 3 & 4) and richness (Figure S2). The effects of the PSFI scenarios 

on alpha diversity were consistent for richness and Inverse Simpson’s index for all scenarios except the null 

and modular scenarios as explained below.  

In experiment 1, the addition of heterospecific PSFI did not result in higher diversity than that returned by 

a null scenario (Null, mean 1/D = 5.4), except for positive modular scenarios (Pos.Mod.20 and Pos.Mod.10, 

mean 1/D = 9.4 and 6.5). However, when alpha diversity was measured as species richness, positive 

modular scenarios were less diverse than the null and negative modular scenarios, indicating that positive 

modular scenarios promote evenness amongst a small group of species, in contrast to dominance within a 

more species-rich group (Figure S2). For ring scenarios, diversity was lower when interactions were 

positive (mean 1/D = 2.1 vs 3.6 for negative), while for nested and modular scenarios, diversity was higher 

when interactions were positive (nested mean 1/D = 5.4 vs 1.7, modular mean 1/D = 6.7 vs 3.4). Increasing 

the group size within modular, nested and ring scenarios resulted in large increases or decreases in diversity 

of up to 159%. Increasing group size resulted in an increase in diversity for positive modular scenarios; a 

decrease in diversity for negative modular, negative ring and negative nested scenarios; and made no 

significant difference to diversity for positive nested and positive ring scenarios.  

In experiment 2, the addition of negative conspecific interactions to all experiment 1 PSFI scenarios resulted 

in higher alpha diversity with an average increase of 170%. The extent to which diversity increased 

following the addition of negative conspecific interactions varied considerably among the PSFI scenarios, 

with some scenarios experiencing large increases in diversity following the addition of negative conspecific 

interactions. These included positive and negative ring scenarios (242% and 217%), negative modular 

scenarios (219%) and positive nested scenarios (211%). Whereas other scenarios experienced a much 

smaller increase in diversity following the addition of negative conspecific interactions, such as positive 

modular scenarios (18%) and negative nested scenarios (92%). Overall, the addition of negative conspecific 

interactions to the heterospecific PSFI scenarios generally led to an increase in alpha diversity but did not 

significantly increase diversity beyond that returned by a simple negative conspecific scenario without 

heterospecific PSFI (Figure 3, Figure 4). 
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Figure 3. Changes in Inverse Simpson’s Diversity (1/D) over time for each PSFI scenario. The lines 

represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons represent the 95% confidence 

interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time indicates a significant difference 

between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow 

to distinguish from the mean line.  

 

Beta diversity 

Lower beta diversity was associated with higher alpha diversity and varied among heterospecific network 

scenarios and the addition of negative conspecific PSFI accordingly (Figure 4). High beta diversity was 

associated with scenarios that saw the dominance of a few species, with the identity of the dominant species 

changing among each replicate community; these included the positive ring and positive modular scenarios 
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(Figures 4, S3, S4). In contrast, beta diversity decreased the most when alpha diversity and evenness were 

promoted, which was associated with the addition of negative conspecific interactions to the PSFI scenarios 

(Figures 4, S3 vs S4).  

 

Total diversity over time  

High total diversity over time was associated with high alpha diversity, except for all positive ring scenarios 

with large group sizes, which had exceptionally high total diversity over time yet low alpha diversity (Figure 

4). The positive ring scenario with negative conspecific interactions (Pos.Ring.20.NC) returned the highest 

total diversity over time, followed by the negative conspecific scenario (Null.NC) (Figure 4). Low total 

diversity over time was associated with negative nested scenarios and positive modular scenarios, which 

saw the long-term dominance of a few species (Figures 4, 6, S3 & S4). 
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 Figure 4. Results on alpha (Inverse Simpson’s Diversity), beta and total diversity over time for every PSFI 

scenario. Points represent the mean value from 100 replicates (at time step 10 000 for alpha and beta 

diversity), with horizontal lines above and below the points representing the 95% confidence interval.  
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Relationship between diversity and the heterospecific:conspecific growth ratio 

While there was some indication that lower conspecific:heterospecific growth ratio related to higher alpha 

diversity, lower beta diversity and higher total diversity over time, the ratio only explained a small amount 

of the variation in diversity among the PSFI scenarios (Figure 5).  

 

Species abundances over time  

Species abundances varied over time in different ways for the different PSFI scenarios (Figures 6, S3 & 

S4). For example, in the positive ring scenario species tended to stay abundant for a period, then disappear, 

and then reappear after some time, while for other scenarios species tended to either become extinct and 

stay extinct or become abundant and then stay abundant. 

 

Robustness analysis  

We found that changing the parameterisation of the model had little effect on the relative ranking of the 

PSFI scenarios for alpha (Inv Simpson’s Diversity), beta and total diversity over time (Figures S5, S6 & 

S7). There were some minor but interesting changes; for example, for alpha diversity under higher 

immigration, the null scenario (Null) resulted in greater alpha diversity than the positive modular PSFI 

scenario (Pos.Mod.20), and under local dispersal Pos.Mod.20.NC had the highest alpha diversity (Figure 

S5). For beta diversity, under local dispersal Neg.Mod.20.NC had the highest beta diversity. This was 

higher than that of a scenario with only positive conspecific interactions, which under all other model 

parameterisations had the highest beta diversity (Figure S6). For total diversity over time, under lower 

mortality, the null scenario with negative conspecific interactions (Null.NC) resulted in equal total diversity 

over time to the positive ring scenario (Pos.Ring.20.NC), yet for higher mortality and higher interaction 

strength two positive ring scenarios (Pos.Ring.20, Pos.Ring.20.NC) resulted in higher total diversity over 

time than the null scenario with negative conspecific interactions (Null.NC) (Figure S7). We found that 

calculating total diversity over time excluding the first 100, 500 and 1000 time steps had little effect on the 

order the PSFI scenarios ranked from most diverse to least diverse (Figure S7).  
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Figure 5. A scatter plot showing the relationship between alpha (Inv Simpson’s diversity), beta and total 

diversity over time against a ratio between the average growth of all species in conspecific soil and the 

average growth of all species in heterospecific soil, as a measure of relative conspecific:heterospecific 

interaction intensity. Points represent the average from 100 replicate simulation runs of each PSFI scenario. 

Different colours and symbols represent different heterospecific PSFI network architectural types (modular, 

ring, nested or no interactions/null); solid/outline represent positive/negative PSFIs; with cross/without 

cross represent with negative conspecific interactions/without; and colour shades represent the different 
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group size variations of the PSFI network scenarios. Lighter shades represent the architectural variation 

with a group size of 5, middle shades a group size of 10, and darker shades a group size of 20.  

 

 

Figure 6. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps from a 

randomly chosen replicate simulation for six PSFI network scenarios. These six PSFI scenarios are 

presented because they best help explain our results (see discussion). The colour gradient uses a square root 
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scale to increase clarity, as represented in the legend. For the positive nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 

species that facilitate the growth of the others were species 81–100. For the negative nested PSFI network 

scenario, the 20 species that hindered the growth of the others were species 81–100. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Main conclusions 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore and compare how nested, modular and ring 

heterospecific interaction networks, both with and without negative conspecific interactions, affect plant 

community diversity over time, all else being equal. We found the architectural type of the heterospecific 

interaction network (nested, modular, ring) had a profound effect on diversity, as did the interaction type 

(positive or negative) and to a lesser extent the group size (number of interactions i.e. connectivity) within 

the different architectural scenarios. As expected, negative conspecific interactions mostly increased alpha 

diversity (Bever, 2003; Mangan, et al. 2010; van der Putten et al. 2013), but we found that heterospecific 

interactions could greatly negate the positive effect of negative conspecific interactions on alpha diversity. 

Scenarios with both heterospecific interactions and negative conspecific interactions never resulted in 

higher alpha diversity at a single point in time than a simple scenario with only negative conspecific 

interactions. Most interestingly, however, heterospecific interactions did result in higher total diversity over 

time than the simple negative conspecific interaction scenario when heterospecific interactions encouraged 

species abundances to cycle temporally under the positive ring interaction scenarios. This suggests that 

heterospecific interactions in a positive ring network architecture could promote and maintain higher 

diversity than negative conspecific interactions alone, which to our knowledge has never been shown 

before. More generally, our findings highlight the potential importance of plant interaction network 

architecture in shaping the diversity of plant communities, which could have useful implications for 

conservation and restoration.  

According to the classical competition theory, greater species coexistence and therefore diversity is thought 

to occur when conspecific competition is more intense than heterospecific competition (MacArthur & 

Levins, 1967; Goldberg & Barton, 1992; Tilman & Pacala, 1993; Barabás et al. 2016). Consistent with this 

theory, we found that the PSFI scenarios with a lower conspecific:heterospecific growth ratio generally had 

higher alpha diversity and total diversity over time, and lower beta diversity. However, the relatively weak 

correlations between conspecific:heterospecific growth ratio and diversity measures, and the wide range of 

diversity for PSFI scenarios with the same or similar conspecific:heterospecific growth ratio, indicates that 
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other aspects of the PSFI networks were also important in influencing community dynamics and diversity. 

These are related to the dynamic and stochastic qualities of our model, which captures the fact that species 

abundances and locations, and thus the mean growth rate of any given species, will change over time and 

space.  

 

Plant interaction networks and alpha diversity  

Nested scenarios were found to promote diversity when the interaction between species was positive but 

reduce diversity when negative, regardless of the group size. In positive nested scenarios, the functional 

group of facilitating species, representing for example nurse species or nitrogen fixers, promoted diversity 

by encouraging the establishment of other species in the community. However, facilitating species became 

disadvantaged in the simulated communities as they were facilitated by fewer other species than the non-

facilitating, less interactive species (19 species vs 20 species in experiment 1 when group size was 20), 

resulting in their lower percentage abundance (Figures 6, S3 & S4). As nurse species and nitrogen fixers 

are often abundant in real communities (Verdù & Valiente-Banuet, 2008), these facilitators must require 

other mechanisms that promote growth to counteract this disadvantage. These could include a lack of 

competition, positive conspecific interactions, higher seed set or a fast growth rate.  

We suggest that dominance of the functional group of highly interactive antagonistic species arises in our 

simulated negative nested communities due to differences in the number of species negatively affected by 

other species. For example, in experiment 1 when the group size is 20, each of the 20 highly interactive 

antagonistic species have 19 species negatively affecting their growth, while the remaining 80 less 

interactive neutral species have 20 species negatively affecting their growth. Interestingly, the addition of 

negative conspecific interactions to this network scenario did not significantly curb the dominance of the 

antagonistic species, probably because the difference in the number of species negatively affected by other 

species just shifted to 20 vs 21. This resembles dynamics associated with positive conspecific interactions, 

where conspecifics will grow better in conspecific soil, promoting species dominance (Klironomos, 2002). 

Such dynamics as these are seen during plant invasion where highly interactive invading species reduce the 

growth rate of many native species in a community, through changing soil properties, which over time 

results in successful invasion and dominance (Gaertner et al. 2014). 

Modularity in food webs is thought to promote diversity by slowing the effects of sudden species loss from 

cascading throughout a community (see Krause et al. 2003; Guimerà et al. 2010). In our plant communities, 

we found that modularity promoted evenness when the interactions between species were positive. Positive 

modular interactions typically resulted in the equal dominance of species from one module, and the 
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presence of a few species from other modules (Figures 6, S3 & S4). We suggest this arises as members of 

a module promote the growth of other members of the module. Over time, as the abundance of the members 

in a module increases due to the positive interactions, species from other modules that have fewer members 

established become outcompeted. Due to the promotion of evenness amongst the species within a module, 

this scenario resulted in higher diversity (1/D) than a null model with no interactions when the group sizes 

were large (10 & 20). When parameterized with higher immigration, the null scenario had the highest alpha 

diversity out of the scenarios without negative conspecific interactions, presumably as the increased 

immigration countered the recruitment from dominant individuals. Increasing the group size for the 

modular scenarios would likely increase diversity beyond that of the null scenario, especially under higher 

immigration, for in a modular scenario with a group size of 100 (one module with 100 species) all species 

will grow better in heterospecific soil, which is equivalent to a negative conspecific scenario, which resulted 

in the highest alpha diversity. When dispersal was restricted to be local, the positive modular scenario with 

negative conspecific interactions (Pos.Mod.20.NC) had the highest alpha diversity, as local dispersal and 

negative conspecific interactions encouraged and maintained any situation where different species 

belonging to the same module became positioned close together and thus facilitated each other’s growth. 

In contrast, negative modular interactions under most model parameterisations resulted in higher species 

richness but high species dominance, with one species from each module dominating (Figures 6, S3 & S4). 

We suggest this dominance arises because when multiple species from a module establish, they reduce each 

other’s growth, so modules with only one species established will be advantaged. Species dominance under 

this network scenario was offset by the addition of negative conspecific interactions resulting in higher 

alpha diversity, but not higher than that resulting from a simple negative conspecific interaction scenario. 

These results provide novel insights into the possible effects of modular interaction networks in plant 

communities, that to our knowledge have not been considered before, but could well exist in real 

communities. For instance, functionally similar species generally interact in competitive ways, while 

functionally different species generally interact in positive ways (MacArthur & Levins, 1967; Gómez‐

Aparicio, 2009; Navarro-Cano et al. 2019) which could lead to negative modular architectures (modules of 

functionally similar species interacting in negative ways) and positive modular architectures (modules of 

functionally different species interacting in positive ways). 

Ring interactions have been shown to result in successional dynamics of species turnover when 

heterospecific interactions are directly or indirectly positive (van der Putten et al. 2013), or species 

coexistence through competitive intransitivity when heterospecific interactions are negative (Laird & 

Schamp, 2006; Lankau et al. 2011; Soliveres et al. 2015; Stouffer et al. 2018). We found positive ring 

interactions between species created a cycle where a few species dominate for a period, which facilitate and 
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are then replaced by other dominant species, which in turn facilitate and are replaced by others (Figure 6, 

S3 & S4). This was similar dynamics to a community undergoing succession, or forest-gap dynamics, where 

pioneers colonise gaps which are then filled by increasingly shade-tolerant species until the system is 

mature and senesces, starting again (Yamamoto, 2000), though in our theoretical systems the last species 

in the chain facilitates the establishment of the first species. Since the dominant species are always being 

replaced by the specific species they facilitate, the low alpha diversity resulting from positive ring 

interactions is not increased by the addition of negative conspecific interactions.  

Intransitive competition, i.e. negative ring interactions, has been shown to promote species coexistence in 

species-poor communities, by each species reducing the competitiveness and therefore dominance of 

another species in the community (Laird & Schamp, 2006; Mack et al. 2019). In our simulated species-rich 

communities, there was a much lower probability of a species encountering soil conditioned by a species 

that negatively suppressed its growth. We found that this led to the stable dominance of a few non-

interacting species. Having species interactions occur between neighbours instead of between the current 

and previous occupant increased the alpha diversity of negative ring communities slightly in relation to the 

other scenarios, presumably as it increased the probability of a species encountering another species that 

negatively suppress its growth at any point in time (Figure S5). Such results provide important insights into 

the possible implications of intransitive competition in species-rich communities (Allesina & Levine, 2011; 

Alcantara et al. 2017), such as the possibility that a community with intransitive competition may 

experience species dominance when all members of the interaction network are not present, e.g. following 

disturbance (Mack et al. 2019). 

 

Plant interaction networks, total diversity over time and beta diversity 

High alpha diversity was associated with high total diversity over time. Studies have shown that negative 

conspecific interactions can promote diversity through successional dynamics (van der Putten et al.1993; 

Bonanomi et al. 2005). It is expected that in a community of infinite size, equivalent species with only 

negative conspecific interactions should attain exactly equal abundances (i.e. maximum possible alpha 

diversity) (Bever et al. 1997). Therefore, our results indicate that the stochasticity of the model might be 

playing a critical role in reducing alpha and total diversity over time in communities with only negative 

conspecific interactions, as seen in other simulation studies (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). Communities with 

randomly generated combinations of heterospecific and conspecific interactions have been found to result 

in greater amounts of colonization and species extinction events (i.e. higher species turnover), than 

communities with negative conspecific interactions alone (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). However, this study 
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could not identify what aspects of the randomly generated interaction networks were driving the higher 

species turnover. Through exploring a range of architectures of heterospecific interactions we were able to 

expand on this previous work and identify that a positive ring architecture of heterospecific interactions 

with high connectivity (larger group size) and also negative conspecific interactions can result in higher 

species turnover, and consequently have a higher total diversity over time, compared to a scenario with 

only negative conspecific interactions. To our knowledge this is the first study to show that a strongly 

deterministic successional pattern driven by a positive ring architecture of interactions can help overcome 

the stochastic effects that were able to reduce the total diversity over time for the scenario with only negative 

conspecific interactions. This key result was accentuated with higher mortality and higher interaction 

strength, as this accelerated the rate of turnover in the positive ring cycle.  

Consistent with the literature, high beta diversity was mostly associated with low alpha diversity and was 

found in communities where the interaction networks led to low alpha diversity and high species 

dominance, with the identity of the dominant species changing among the community replicates (Fukami 

& Nakajima, 2013). However, most interestingly, when dispersal was restricted to be local, the negative 

modular scenario with negative conspecific interactions had the highest beta diversity. This was likely 

because local dispersal and negative conspecific interactions encouraged and maintained any situation 

where different species belonging to a different module became positioned close together and thus 

facilitated each other’s growth. This scenario resulted in higher beta diversity than a scenario with only 

positive conspecific interactions, which has been previously found to be the strongest promoter of beta 

diversity (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013).  

 

Potential applications and future directions  

Understanding how plant interaction network architecture shapes community diversity and the role of 

species within these networks may be important when managing communities for conservation, restoration 

or weed invasion. For example, when trying to conserve communities with known positive ring interaction 

networks, it is valuable to know that species rare at one point in time may become common later without 

any intervention required. On the other hand, if a group of species that make up a whole section of the ring 

network are lost, for example, the nitrogen fixer species involved in the early stages of succession, then this 

missing link may cause the whole cycle to break down. When trying to restore plant communities, if we 

know that species from an area have positive modular heterospecific interactions, we could consider 

reintroducing species from different modules, to counteract the tendency for one module to dominate as 

seen in our simulations.  
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Applying theoretical model outputs to understand real-world situations is challenging, as other factors such 

as dispersal limitations, life history strategies (see Hubbell, 2001), and heterogeneous abiotic conditions 

(Godsoe et al. 2017) can also affect the distribution and abundance of species. Furthermore, plant 

interaction networks may change over time through processes such as phenotypic plasticity and 

evolutionary responses (Thrall et al. 2007; Schweitzer et al. 2014) or across different abiotic conditions 

(Png et al. 2019). In this study we used a ‘neutral model’ approach that assumes species are identical except 

for differences in species interactions. This had the important advantage of allowing us to investigate the 

effects of plant interactions in isolation, without being confounded by other species differences, as would 

occur in real systems. However, it also meant that differences among species were relatively subtle, which 

could explain why our simulated communities took a long time to stabilise and for patterns to emerge. 

Potentially the emergence of patterns could be accelerated by considering species differences that would 

occur in nature, or by allowing plant interactions to affect species survival and establishment instead of 

growth rates, as suggested in the sensitivity analysis of the Teste et al. (2017) study. Further work is 

therefore needed to understand the extent to which plant interaction networks contribute to diversity 

outcomes in real communities, and to predict whether effects of plant interaction networks might emerge 

faster in real systems with a wider range of species differences, which may also depend on varying abiotic 

drivers.  

Exploring these questions will require the ability to identify and quantify plant interaction networks through 

empirical data. Therefore, further work on developing empirical and analytical methods for identifying and 

quantifying such networks is required. The long-term effects of these networks on plant community 

dynamics can then be investigated through simulation studies such as this one, and the results may then be 

applied to real systems. We predict that in addition to diversity, plant interaction networks will affect the 

efficacy of different restoration and replanting efforts, as well as the way that communities respond to 

disturbance and exotic invasion (resilience).  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

Table S1. Examples of different interaction network architectures found in ecological communities. 

Architectural 

type  

Interaction 

type  
Ecological example Reference 

Ring Positive Plant–plant: 

facilitation during 

succession  

Wood & Del Moral (1987); Facelli & Facelli 

(1993); van der Putten et al. (2013 and 

references therein) 

   Forest gap dynamics Yamamoto (2000) 

 Negative Plant–plant: Priority 

effects 

Fukami (2015); van der Putten et al. (2013 and 

the references cited therein) 

  Plant–plant: 

Competitive 

intransitivity  

Laird & Schamp (2006); Lankau et al. (2011); 

Soliveres et al. (2015); Stouffer et al. (2018)  

Modular Positive Plant–pollinator  Olesen et al. (2007); Dupont & Olesen (2009) 

 Plant–fungi  Toju et al. (2014) 

 Negative Animal–animal food 

web  

Krause et al. (2003); Lewinsohn et al. (2006); 

Guimerà et al. (2010) 

Nested Positive Plant–plant 

facilitation/ nurse 

species  

Verdù & Valiente-Banuet (2008) 

   Plant–seed disperser  Bascompte et al. (2003); Jordano et al. (2003); 

Lewinsohn et al. (2006); Thébault & Fontaine 

(2010); Guimarães et al. (2006) 
OR Plant–pollinator 

 Negative Plant–plant: 

invasion  

Stinson et al. (2006) 

   Plant–plant: 

parasitic plants 

Press & Phoenix (2005) 
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Figure S1. Graphical representations of the interaction matrices representing the 38 PSFI scenarios used in 

this study. In each image, the x-axis represents the 100 plant species, the y-axis represents soil conditioned 

by each of the 100 species, and the colour of a pixel represents the growth rate of that species in that soil. 

In other words, the colour of the pixel at x=i and y=j represents the growth rate of species i in soil 

conditioned by species j. Three set growth rates were used: a standard rate where small plants increase in 

size by 1.65 times each time step (orange), a slow rate where small plants increase in size by 1.49 times 

each time step (red), and a fast rate where small plants increase in size by 1.82 times each time step (yellow). 

Note that in the 19 scenarios used in experiment 2, there is a red diagonal line representing negative 

conspecific interactions i.e. all species grow slower in conspecific soil. For PSFI scenarios in experiment 

Experiment 1  Plant interaction 
scenarios

Experiment 2  Plant interaction 
scenarios

Growth rates 

Fast Standard Slow
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1, the red diagonal line representing negative conspecific interactions is now orange to represent species 

growing at a standard rate in conspecific soil i.e. no conspecific interactions –as illustrated by the contrast 

between Null and Null.NC.  

 

 

Figure S2. Changes in richness over time for each PSFI scenario. The lines represent the mean value from 

100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-

overlapping ribbons at any point in time indicates a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for 

that time point. Note that confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean 

line.  
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Figure S3. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps from 

one replicate chosen randomly for the PSFI network scenarios in experiment 1. For the positive nested PSFI 

network scenario, the 20 species that facilitate the growth of the others were species 81–100. For the 

negative nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 species that hindered the growth of the others were species 

81–100. 
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Figure S4. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps from 

one replicate chosen randomly for the PSFI network scenarios in experiment 2. For the positive nested PSFI 

network scenario, the 20 species that facilitate the growth of the others were species 81–100. For the 

negative nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 species that hindered the growth of the others were species 

81–100. 
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Robustness analysis  

A robustness analysis was conducted to determine whether the main results were still supported under 

different parameterizations of the model. This involved re-running the analysis for 15 particular PSFI 

scenarios under alternative immigration rates, mortality rates, competition dynamics, simulated world sizes, 

dispersal mechanism (local vs global), start conditions (empty world where plants immigrate in vs world 

full of randomly selected species), interactions strengths also where interactions were set to occur between 

neighbours rather than the previous occupant affecting the current occupant (Table S1). We also considered 

calculating total diversity over time excluding the first 100, 500 or 1000 time steps of the simulation, which 

saw high rates of immigration, to see if this affected the results. Each of the PSFI scenarios under each 

model parameterization was simulated 30 times to account for the variation resulting from the stochasticity 

of the model. The 15 PSFI scenarios chosen for the robustness analysis included all the PSFI scenarios from 

experiment 1 and 2 that had a group size of 20. This group contained the Pos.Ring.20.NC scenario that had 

the highest total diversity over time and Pos.Mod.20 that had greater alpha diversity than the Null PSFI 

scenario in experiment 1. Also included in the analysis was the null scenario as a reference, the null scenario 

with negative conspecific interactions (Null.NC) as a reference and also because it had the highest alpha 

diversity, and a null scenario with positive conspecific interactions (Null.PC), which was not included in 

the paper but was included in the robustness analysis as a reference as it has low alpha diversity and total 

diversity over time yet high beta diversity.  
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Table S2. Alternative model parameter values chosen to investigate the robustness of the results. World size refers to the total number of grid cells 

in the simulation i.e. 100x100, 50x50 or 150x150. Competition with/without refers to whether the simulation included a simple competition model 

where the size of neighbouring plants (immediate neighbours so 5 individuals in total) was capped to not exceed a certain combined biomass. Effect 

type refers to whether the growth of an individual plant was affected by the species identity of the four neighbouring individuals in the grid 

(Neighbour), or the single previous occupant of the cell (Previous). For immigration, three levels were tested in the analysis with each empty cell 

having either a 0.01 , 0.001, or 0.0005 probability of being colonized by a new individual chosen randomly from the pool of 100 possible species, 

with each species being equiprobable. For mortality, each individual had either a 0.2, 0.1 or 0.05 probability of dying and its cell being set to empty. 

For dispersal, new recruits from existing individuals could either propagate anywhere in the simulated world (Global dispersal) or only into neighbour 

empty cells (Local dispersal). For start conditions, the model was either initialized with all cells set to be empty and the soil in all cells set to be 

unconditioned (Empty world), or initialized by putting a plant of a set minimum size in each of the cells, with the species identity of each individual 

chosen randomly from the 100 possible species (Full world). Lastly, for interaction strength, the strength of the interactions between species could 

either be medium where plants increase in size by 1.49 times a time step from a negative interaction, 1.82 times a time step from a positive interaction 

and 1.65 times a time step from a neutral interaction, strong (Higher interaction strength) where plants increase in size by 1.35 times a time step 

from a negative interaction, 2.01 times a time step from a positive interaction and 1.65 times a time step from a neutral interaction, or weak (Lower 

interaction strength) where plants increase in size by 1.56 times a time step from a negative interaction, 1.73 times a time step from a positive 

interaction and 1.65 times a time step from a neutral interaction. 

 

Model 

Parameters 

World 

size 
Competition 

Effect 

type 

Immigration 

rate 

Mortality 

rate 

Dispersal 

mechanism 

Start 

conditions 
Interaction strength  

Reference 

conditions 
100 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Smaller 

world size 
50 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 
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Larger world 

size 
150 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Higher 

immigration  
100 With Previous 0.01 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Lower 

immigration 
100 With Previous 0.0005 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Higher 

mortality 
100 With Previous 0.001 0.2 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Lower 

mortality 
100 With Previous 0.001 0.05 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

No 

competition 
100 Without Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Neighbour 100 With Neighbour 0.001 0.1 Global 
Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Local 

dispersal 
100 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Local  

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Full world 

start  
100 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global Full world 

Pos=1.82, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.49 

Higher 

interaction 

strength  

100 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 
Empty 

world 

Pos=2.01, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.34 

Lower 

interactions 

strength 
100 With Previous 0.001 0.1 Global 

Empty 

world 

Pos=1.73, 

Neutral=1.64, 

Neg=1.56 
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Figure S5. Robustness analysis for results on Inverse Simpson’s Diversity index. Each facet shows alpha 

diversity at the final time step (10 000) for 15 PSFI scenarios under a different set of parameter values. The 

parameters used for the simulations described in the main text are referred to as “reference conditions”. The 

points represent the mean value from 30 replicate simulation runs and the lines above and below the points 

represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping lines indicate a significant 

difference between the PSFI scenarios in alpha diversity. Note that confidence interval lines are often too 

narrow to distinguish from the mean point. 
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Figure S6. Robustness analysis for results on beta diversity. Each facet shows beta diversity at the final 

time step (10 000) for 15 PSFI scenarios under a different set of parameter values. The parameters used 

for the simulations described in the main text are referred to as “reference conditions”. The points 

represent the mean value from 30 replicate simulation runs and the lines above and below the points 

represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping lines indicate a significant 

difference between the PSFI scenarios in beta diversity. Note that confidence interval lines are often 

too narrow to distinguish from the mean point.
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Figure S7. Robustness analysis for results on total diversity over time. Each facet shows total diversity 

over time for 15 PSFI scenarios under a different set of parameter values, and excluding the first 100, 

500 or 1000 time steps from analysis. The parameters used for the simulations described in the main 

text are referred to as “reference conditions”. The points represent the mean value from 30 replicate 

simulation runs and the lines above and below the points represent the 95% confidence interval for the 

mean, so non-overlapping lines indicate a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios in total 

diversity over time. Note that confidence interval lines are often too narrow to distinguish from the 

mean point. 

 

Simulation model code   

The simulation code for the model in this chapter is presented as 1) an R script of the simulation model 

and 2) an R script for the matrices of the different PSFI scenarios.  

Simulation R script   

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

 

################################## 

##### parameters 

 

nruns= 1                     # the number of runs  

nyrs = 2                       # the number of years   

worldsize=100                   # how big the world is 

nsp=100                      # number of species   

minsize = 0.01                  # the minimum size of a plant  

pmortnormal= 0.1                # establishment mortality rate  

pimmigration = 0.001            # immigration from species not in the world 

recruitment='global'            # can be recruited from anywhere (global) or from closest living plant (local)  

effect.type='previous'          # can be previous or neighbour  

comp.type='notsimple'           # simple = no competition, not simple (or anything else) = there is competition  

seedbankdeclinerate= 1          # the percentage of seedbank decline per year 1 = 100% (so no seedbank)  

initial.empty.prop= 1           # how much empty space will there be 

 

############################## 

## Unconditioned soil  

############################## 

init.soiltype.unconditioned = TRUE   ## set new soil to be unconditioned  

#unconditioned.soil="min"   

#unconditioned.soil="max" 

unconditioned.soil="mean"            ## growth of species in unconditioned soil is set to mean (standard growth) 

#unconditioned.soil="sterile"  

 

# Number of species at the start of the simulation  

no.sp=0  # if = 0 then it is an empty world to start with and plants immigrate in naturally 

all.sp=1:nsp 

initialspeciespool = no.sp; initialspeciespooln = "no.sp" 

 

############################## 

###### Plant interaction matrices  

############################## 
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source('Master_PSFI_matricies_diversity.R') 

 

############################### 

ani = FALSE     

 

library(vegan) 

 

### set up neighbourlist  

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

neighbourlist = matrix(0,nrow=worldsize^2,ncol=4) 

rr = pos$x 

cc = pos$y 

rru = rr-1 ### uppper row. row 0 -1 

rru[rru==0]=worldsize ## eachother  

ccu = cc-1 

ccu[ccu==0]=worldsize  

rrd = rr+1 

rrd[rrd==worldsize+1]=1  

ccd = cc+1 

ccd[ccd==worldsize+1]=1 

#cbind(rr,cc,rru,ccu,rrd,ccd) 

neighbourlist[,1] = rru+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,2] = rrd+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,3] = rr+(ccu-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,4] = rr+(ccd-1)* worldsize 

 

 

########## define functions 

rgr.func = function(i){ 

 if (planttype[i]==0) return(0) 

 if (soiltype[i]==0) { 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="min") return(min(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="max") return(max(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="mean") return(rowMeans(rgrm)[planttype[i]]) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="sterile") return(no.soil.biota[planttype[i],1]) 

 } 

 if (effect.type=='self') return(rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[i]]) 

 if (effect.type=='previous') return(rgrm[planttype[i],soiltype[i]])  

 if (effect.type=='neighbour') { 

  grs = rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[neighbourlist[i,1:4]]] 

  grs = c(grs, rep(exp(4), 4-length(grs))) 

  return(prod(grs)^(1/4)) # effect of neighbour  

 } 

} 

 

# plant max size is its constraint, grows until it reaches max size  

## there is a curve in here used to reflect a more realistic growth curve, however when tested it was made no 

difference.  

constrainfunc = function(plantsize ,potgrowth, maxsize){  

 if (comp.type=='simple') {      

  plantsize = plantsize+potgrowth 

  plantsize[plantsize>maxsize]=maxsize 

  return (plantsize) 

 } else { 

  psc = plantsize  

  psc[1:(worldsize-1),] = psc[1:(worldsize-1),] + plantsize[2:worldsize,]  

  psc[2:(worldsize),] = psc[2:(worldsize),] + plantsize[1:(worldsize-1),]  

  psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] = psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] + plantsize[,2:worldsize]  

  psc[,2:(worldsize)] = psc[,2:(worldsize)] + plantsize[,1:(worldsize-1)]   
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  maxsz = matrix(maxsize*5, nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

  maxsz[1,]=maxsz[1,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[worldsize,]=maxsz[worldsize,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,1]=maxsz[,1]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,worldsize]=maxsz[,worldsize]-maxsize 

  actgrowth = potgrowth*((maxsz-psc)/maxsz) 

  actgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth]=potgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth] 

  actgrowth[actgrowth<0]=0  

  return(plantsize+actgrowth) 

 } 

} 

 

########################################################################################## 

### loop options flags 

iiii=0  # counter set to 0  

ptm <- proc.time()  

for (hypn in 1:39){  

 

iiii=iiii+1 

print(paste('hyp:',hypn)) 

if (hypn<49) {rgrm = hyplist[[hypn]] 

head(rgrm) 

rgrm = exp(rgrm)  

head(rgrm) 

} 

 

### set up overall records and start runs loop  

allrichrec=NULL  

allshrec=NULL  

allsimprec=NULL 

allinvsimprec=NULL 

allallrec=list() 

alltotalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

#############################################  

#############################################  

# beginning of loop  

#############################################  

#############################################  

 

for (run in 1:nruns){ 

print(paste('run',run,'elapsed time:')) 

#print(proc.time()-ptm)  

 

##now setting up the worlds for a single simulation   

planttype=matrix(sample(initialspeciespool,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize) 

planttype[runif(worldsize^2)<initial.empty.prop] = 0  

plantsize=matrix(minsize ,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize)  

plantsize[planttype==0]=0 # adding in spaces  

if (init.soiltype.unconditioned) {soiltype=matrix(rep(0,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} else 

{soiltype=matrix(sample(1:nsp,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} # soil type is all unconditioned or  

soil type is random across the world  

soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*5) 

 

## set up recorders for each simulation 

richrec = NULL 

shrec = NULL 

simprec = NULL 
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invsimprec=NULL 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

totalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

if (recruitment=='global'){ 

 seedbank=rep(0,nsp) 

} else { 

 seedbank = array(0,dim=c(worldsize*worldsize,nsp)) 

} 

 

#############################################  

#############################################  

# beginning of simulation 

#############################################  

############################################# 

 

for (t in 1:nyrs){      

 #print(t)    

 ######################################################################## 

 ## immigration 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize   

 ifimmigrant=rbinom(length(spaces), 1,pimmigration) 

 immigrant = spaces[ifimmigrant==1]  

 planttype[immigrant]= sample(1:nsp,length(immigrant),replace=TRUE) 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## recruitment and seedbank dynamics 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 if (t>1){ 

 if (recruitment=='global'){ 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate)  

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) seedbank[planttype[e]]=seedbank[planttype[e]]+plantsize[e] 

  probs=seedbank/sum(seedbank) 

  newrecruits = sample(1:nsp,length(spaces),replace=TRUE,prob=probs) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits  

 } else if (seedbankdeclinerate==1) {    ## ie no seedbank 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   poss=neighbourlist[i,] 

   if (all(planttype[poss]==0)) return(0) 

   return (sample(planttype[poss],1,prob=plantsize[poss]))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 } else {    ## local AND persistent seedbank 

  #print ('yes') 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate) 

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) {  ## replenish seedbank locally 

   poss=neighbourlist[e,] 

   if (any(planttype[poss]!=0))  { 

    pts = planttype[poss] 

    pss = plantsize[poss][pts>0] 

    seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] = seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] + 

pss 

   } 

  } 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   if (sum(seedbank[i,])==0) return (0) else return 

(sample(0:nsp,1,prob=c(minsize,seedbank[i,])))  
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  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 

 } 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 } 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## mortality 

 ######################################################################## 

 pmort = pmortnormal 

 chance.death = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , function(i) pmort ))  

 chance.death [plantsize>minsize ] = pmort  

 chance.death [planttype == 0 ] = 0 

 chance.death[is.na(chance.death)]= pmort  

 ifdie = chance.death>runif(worldsize^2) 

 soiltype[ifdie] = planttype[ifdie] 

 planttype[ifdie]=0 

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## growth 

 ######################################################################## 

 rgr = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , rgr.func ))  

 rgr[is.na(rgr)]=0 

 potgrowth = plantsize*rgr - plantsize 

 plantsize = constrainfunc(plantsize ,potgrowth , 100) 

 

 ## plot and record 

 if (ani) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab=t,ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=log(plantsize)/4) 

 richrec = c(richrec,length(unique(as.vector(planttype)))-1) 

 biomassbyspecies = tapply(plantsize ,planttype, sum) 

 biomassbyspeciesrec = rbind(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

data.frame(biomass=biomassbyspecies,species=names(biomassbyspecies),year=t)) 

 totalbiomassrec = c(totalbiomassrec , sum(biomassbyspecies ))   

 shrec = c(shrec,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "shannon") ) 

 simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "simpson") ) 

 invsimprec= c(invsimprec, diversity(biomassbyspecies, index ="inv")) 

 

 if (run ==1 & t ==2){ 

 save(planttype, file = 

paste0('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,

pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 save(plantsize, file = 

paste0('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,p

mortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(planttype, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,p

mortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(plantsize, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,p

mortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

} 

 

} ## end of each year 

 print(run) 
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 write.csv(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

paste('biomassouts/biomassbyspecies',run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortno

rmal,pimmigration,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 allrichrec=rbind(allrichrec,richrec) 

 allshrec=rbind(allshrec,shrec) 

 allsimprec=rbind(allsimprec,simprec) 

 alltotalbiomassrec = rbind(alltotalbiomassrec ,totalbiomassrec ) 

 allinvsimprec=rbind(allinvsimprec, invsimprec) 

 

}   ## end of each run 

 

 write.csv(allrichrec , 

paste('allrichrec2',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,com

p.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(allshrec, 

paste('allshrec2',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.

type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(allsimprec, 

paste('allsimprec2',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,co

mp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(alltotalbiomassrec , 

paste('alltotalbiomassrec2',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigrat

ion,comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 write.csv(allinvsimprec, 

paste('allinvsimprec2',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,

comp.type,'.csv',sep='')) 

 

}  ## end of all loops 

 biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

 totalbiomassrec = NULL 

########################################################################################## 

########################################################################################## 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017.### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

 

Corresponding R script for the PSFI matrices 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

 

 

######################################################################################## 

###########  making the matrices 

######################################################################################## 

 

# growth rates 

 

p = 0.6           # fast growth -average increase in growth rate due to plant soil interaction 

n = 0.4  # slow growth -average decrease in growth rate due to plant soil interaction  

m = 0.5  # standard growth 

 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

# Null scenarios  

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
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####################################################################################### 

##   Null  

#######   

Null = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

#windows() 

#image(Null[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Null,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Null 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

# conspecifics 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  negative conspecific  

#######  

 

Null.NC = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Null.NC)=n 

#image(Null.NC[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Null.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

 

############################# 

## 3 Null.PC 

####### positive conspecific  

 

Null.PC = matrix(m, nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Null.PC)=p 

#image(Null.PC[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Null.PC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Null.PC 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Ring PSI NC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.10.NC 

#######  

neff = 10 

ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.10)=n 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(ring.10==1) 

Pos.Ring.10.NC=ring.10 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.5.NC 

#######  

neff = 5 

ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.5)=n 
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for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(ring.10==1) 

Pos.Ring.5.NC=ring.5 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.20.NC 

####### general ring help 20 species on etiher side but dosent help itself.  

neff = 20 

ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.20)=n 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Ring.20.NC=ring.20 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.10 

#######  

neff = 10 

Neg.Ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.10)=n 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(Neg.Ring.10==1) 

Neg.Ring.10.NC=Neg.Ring.10 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.5 

#######  

neff = 5 

Neg.Ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.5)=n 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(Neg.Ring.10==1) 

Neg.Ring.5.NC=Neg.Ring.5 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.20.NC 

#######  

neff = 20 

Neg.Ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.20)=n 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Ring.20.NC=Neg.Ring.20 
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######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Modular PSI NC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.10.NC 

#######  

Pos.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Pos.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.10)=n 

#image(Pos.Mod.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),][80:100,1:20]) 

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.10.NC=Pos.Mod.10 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.5.NC 

#######  

Pos.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Pos.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.5)=n 

#image(Pos.Mod.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Pos.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.5.NC=Pos.Mod.5 

 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.20.NC 

#######  

Pos.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 Pos.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.20)=n 

#image(Pos.Mod.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Pos.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.20.NC=Pos.Mod.20 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.10.NC 

#######  

Neg.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Neg.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.10)=n 

#image(Neg.Mod.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.10.NC=Neg.Mod.10 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.5.NC 
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#######  

Neg.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Neg.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.5)=n 

#image(Neg.Mod.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.5.NC=Neg.Mod.5 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.20.NC 

#######  

Neg.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 Neg.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.20)=n 

#image(Neg.Mod.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.20.NC=Neg.Mod.20 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Nested PSI NC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.10.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=10) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=90) 

Pos.Nest.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.10.NC)=n 

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Nest.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.10.NC) 

Pos.Nest.10.NC 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.20.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=20) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=80) 

Pos.Nest.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.20.NC)=n  

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Nest.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.20.NC) 

Pos.Nest.20.NC 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.5.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=5) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=95) 

Pos.Nest.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.5.NC)=n 

#windows() 
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#image(Pos.Nest.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.5.NC) 

Pos.Nest.5.NC 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.10.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=10) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=90) 

Neg.Nest.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.10.NC)=n 

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.10.NC) 

Neg.Nest.10.NC 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.20.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=20) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=80) 

Neg.Nest.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.20.NC)=n  

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.20.NC) 

Neg.Nest.20.NC 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.5.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=5) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=95) 

Neg.Nest.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.5.NC)=n  

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.5.NC) 

Neg.Nest.5.NC 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Ring PSI MC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.10 

#######  

neff = 10 

ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.10)=m 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(ring.10==1) 

Pos.Ring.10=ring.10 
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############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.5 

#######  

neff = 5 

ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.5)=m 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(ring.10==1) 

Pos.Ring.5=ring.5 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.20 

#######  

neff = 20 

ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(ring.20)=m 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = p 

} 

#image(ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Ring.20=ring.20 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.10 

####### 

neff = 10 

Neg.Ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.10)=m 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(Neg.Ring.10==1) 

Neg.Ring.10=Neg.Ring.10 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.5 

#######  

neff = 5 

Neg.Ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.5)=m 

for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

rowSums(Neg.Ring.10==1) 

Neg.Ring.5=Neg.Ring.5 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.20 

#######  

neff = 20 

Neg.Ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

diag(Neg.Ring.20)=m 
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for (i in 1:100) { 

 Neg.Ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%100+1] = n 

} 

#image(Neg.Ring.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Ring.20=Neg.Ring.20 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Modular PSI MC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.10 

#######  

Pos.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Pos.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.10)=m 

#image(Pos.Mod.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),][80:100,1:20]) 

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.10=Pos.Mod.10 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.5 

#######  

Pos.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Pos.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.5)=m 

#image(Pos.Mod.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Pos.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.5=Pos.Mod.5 

 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.20 

#######  

Pos.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 Pos.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = p 

} 

diag(Pos.Mod.20)=m 

#image(Pos.Mod.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Pos.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.20=Pos.Mod.20 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.10 

#######  

Neg.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Neg.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.10)=m 

#image(Neg.Mod.10[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 
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#windows() 

#image(Neg.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.10=Neg.Mod.10 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.5 

#######  

Neg.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Neg.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.5)=m 

#image(Neg.Mod.5[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.5=Neg.Mod.5 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.20 

#######  

Neg.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=100,ncol=100) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 Neg.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = n 

} 

diag(Neg.Mod.20)=m 

#image(Neg.Mod.20[seq(100,1,by=-1),]) 

#image(Neg.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.20=Neg.Mod.20 

 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Nested PSI MC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.10 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=10) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=90) 

Pos.Nest.10= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.10)=m 

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Nest.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.10) 

Pos.Nest.10 

 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.20 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=20) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=80) 

Pos.Nest.20= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.20)=m  

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Nest.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.20) 

Pos.Nest.20 

 

############################## 
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##  Pos.Nest.5 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=100, ncol=5) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=95) 

Pos.Nest.5= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Pos.Nest.5)=m 

#windows() 

#image(Pos.Nest.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Pos.Nest.5) 

Pos.Nest.5 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.10 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=10) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=90) 

Neg.Nest.10= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.10)=m 

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.10) 

Neg.Nest.10 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.20 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=20) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=80) 

Neg.Nest.20= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.20)=m  

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.20) 

Neg.Nest.20 

 

############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.5 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=100, ncol=5) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=100, ncol=95) 

Neg.Nest.5= cbind(b,a) 

diag(Neg.Nest.5)=m  

#windows() 

#image(Neg.Nest.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

mean(Neg.Nest.5) 

Neg.Nest.5 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

hyplist=list() 

hyplist[[1]]=Null  

hyplist[[2]]=Null.NC 

hyplist[[3]]=Null.PC 

hyplist[[4]]=Pos.Ring.10.NC 

hyplist[[5]]=Pos.Ring.5.NC     

hyplist[[6]]=Pos.Ring.20.NC    

hyplist[[7]]=Neg.Ring.10.NC 
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hyplist[[8]]=Neg.Ring.5.NC 

hyplist[[9]]=Neg.Ring.20.NC 

hyplist[[10]]=Pos.Mod.10.NC 

hyplist[[11]]=Pos.Mod.5.NC 

hyplist[[12]]=Pos.Mod.20.NC 

hyplist[[13]]=Neg.Mod.10.NC 

hyplist[[14]]=Neg.Mod.5.NC 

hyplist[[15]]=Neg.Mod.20.NC 

hyplist[[16]]=Pos.Nest.10.NC 

hyplist[[17]]=Pos.Nest.20.NC  

hyplist[[18]]=Pos.Nest.5.NC  

hyplist[[19]]=Neg.Nest.10.NC   

hyplist[[20]]=Neg.Nest.20.NC 

hyplist[[21]]=Neg.Nest.5.NC 

hyplist[[22]]=Pos.Ring.10 

hyplist[[23]]=Pos.Ring.5 

hyplist[[24]]=Pos.Ring.20 

hyplist[[25]]=Neg.Ring.10 

hyplist[[26]]=Neg.Ring.5 

hyplist[[27]]=Neg.Ring.20    

hyplist[[28]]=Pos.Mod.10 

hyplist[[29]]=Pos.Mod.5 

hyplist[[30]]=Pos.Mod.20 

hyplist[[31]]=Neg.Mod.10 

hyplist[[32]]=Neg.Mod.5 

hyplist[[33]]=Neg.Mod.20 

hyplist[[34]]=Pos.Nest.10 

hyplist[[35]]=Pos.Nest.20 

hyplist[[36]]=Pos.Nest.5 

hyplist[[37]]=Neg.Nest.10 

hyplist[[38]]=Neg.Nest.20 

hyplist[[39]]=Neg.Nest.5 

 

hypnames = c(  

"Null",  

"Null.NC",  

"Null.PC",  

"Pos.Ring.NC",  

"Pos.Ring.10.NC",  

"Pos.Ring.5.NC",      

"Pos.Ring.20.NC",     

"Neg.Ring.NC",  

"Neg.Ring.10.NC",  

"Neg.Ring.5.NC",  

"Neg.Ring.20.NC",  

"Pos.Mod.10.NC",  

"Pos.Mod.5.NC",  

"Pos.Mod.20.NC",  

"Neg.Mod.10.NC",  

"Neg.Mod.5.NC",  

"Neg.Mod.20.NC",  

"Pos.Nest.10.NC",  

"Pos.Nest.20.NC",  

"Pos.Nest.5.NC",   

"Neg.Nest.10.NC",    

"Neg.Nest.20.NC",  

"Neg.Nest.5.NC",  

"Pos.Ring",  

"Pos.Ring.10",  

"Pos.Ring.5",  
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"Pos.Ring.20",  

"Neg.Ring",  

"Neg.Ring.10",  

"Neg.Ring.5",  

"Neg.Ring.20",   

"Pos.Mod.10",  

"Pos.Mod.5",  

"Pos.Mod.20",  

"Neg.Mod.10",  

"Neg.Mod.5",  

"Neg.Mod.20",  

"Pos.Nest.10",  

"Pos.Nest.20",  

"Pos.Nest.5",  

"Neg.Nest.10",  

"Neg.Nest.20",  

"Neg.Nest.5") 

 

 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  
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ABSTRACT 

Characteristics of species interaction networks can affect plant community diversity, but our 

understanding of their effects on compositional stability and resilience is limited. 

We used a stochastic grid-based simulation model to explore how different networks of plant 

interactions affected the resilience and stability of plant communities. To measure resilience, we 

assessed how quickly and to what extent the alpha diversity and composition of a community recovered 

following a mortality-causing disturbance event(s). We also considered whether species interaction 

networks that lead to communities with higher diversity and compositional stability also create more 

resilient communities. 

We found that the recovery, diversity and compositional stability of communities was significantly 

affected by characteristics of the interaction network, namely the network architecture. Generally, 

interactions that promoted higher alpha diversity and compositional instability, including negative 

conspecific interactions, also led to less resilient communities, with a few key exceptions.  

Our simulations demonstrate that interaction networks likely play an important role in regulating 

community stability and resilience, and can lead to emergent relationships among community diversity, 

stability and resilience. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Identifying factors that affect and can indicate a community’s resilience to disturbance is a key goal in 

ecology. Such knowledge will help guide the management and restoration of plant communities. 

Species interaction networks are increasingly being used as a framework to explore the effects of 

complex species interactions on the stability and resilience of ecological communities (e.g. Ings et al. 

2008; Thebault & Fontaine, 2010; Rohr et al. 2014). In plant communities, the effects of species 

interaction networks on resilience are mostly investigated using mathematical and simulation models, 

which allow for long term patterns of recovery to be identified (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008; Zee 

& Fukami, 2015; Losapio et al. 2017; Mack et al. 2019). In such studies, resilience is often investigated 

by removing species in a modelled theoretical community, at random, or based on their role within the 

interaction network (e.g. Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008). If the modelled community does not 

experience a secondary loss of species following the initial removal of species, or can recover lost 

species at a fast rate, the community is considered resilient.  

The architecture of heterospecific species interaction networks has been widely shown to affect 

community resilience (Thebault & Fontaine, 2010; Kefi et al. 2016). These include, i) nested 

architectures, where a group of highly interactive species interact with many other species, with few to 

no interactions occurring among the other species; ii) ring architectures, where species A affects species 

B which then affects species C which then affects species A, creating a ring structure A>B>C>A; iii) 

random architectures, with a randomly generated mix of positive and negative conspecific and 

heterospecific interactions; and iv) communities with no species interactions, as famously studied by 

Hubbell (2001), that are often used as a baseline for comparison. Plant communities simulated with 

nested architectures of positive interactions, i.e. nurse species, were found to be resilient when species 

facilitated by nurse species were lost to disturbance, but not when nurse species were lost (Verdú & 

Valiente-Banuet, 2008). Ring architectures with negative interactions among three to five species (i.e. 

a type of intransitive competitive architecture) can reduce resilience, since no two species can coexist 

in the community without the presence of another species (Mack et al. 2019).  

The effect of conspecific interactions on community resilience has also been investigated. Negative 

conspecific interactions can promote diversity by making soil conditions less suitable for individuals of 

the same species (conspecifics), which increases the probability of a conspecific being replaced by a 

different species better suited to the altered soil conditions (Bever, 2003; Mangan et al. 2010; van der 

Putten et al. 2013). Mack et al. (2019) found that communities with only negative conspecific 

interactions experienced fewer secondary extinctions following disturbance compared to communities 

with random, or negative ring heterospecific interaction architectures. They suggested negative 

conspecific interactions promote resilience by promoting a different kind of species coexistence where 

the presence of any one species does not depend on the presence of any other species. In another study, 

Zee & Fukami (2015) found that plant communities simulated with a random mix of conspecific and 
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heterospecific interactions experienced fewer secondary extinctions following a fragmentation event 

compared to communities with no interactions. The randomly generated network combinations were 

most resilient when they induced a negative conspecific interaction effect, when conspecific 

interactions were more negative than heterospecific interactions. This was found to increase species 

coexistence and reduce the spatial clustering of species, so whole populations of species were not lost 

from a simulated fragmentation event (Zee & Fukami, 2015).  

Modular interactions, where species interact in groups/modules, with relatively few interactions 

occurring among the different modules, can increase the resilience of simulated trophic communities 

(e.g. Thebault & Fontaine, 2010). Modular interactions could also occur in natural plant communities, 

as functionally similar species generally interact in competitive ways, while functionally different 

species generally interact in facilitative ways (Gómez‐Aparicio, 2009; Montesinos‐Navarro et al. 2012; 

Valiente‐Banuet & Verdú, 2013). Such interactions could therefore lead to negative modular 

architectures (modules of functionally similar species interacting in negative ways) and positive 

modular architectures (modules of functionally different species interacting in positive ways). While 

studies have found that a modular network architecture can increase plant diversity (Chapter 2), its 

effect on plant community resilience remains unknown. Furthermore, nested architectures with negative 

interactions among species, and ring architectures with positive interactions among species could also 

exist in plant communities. For example, a negative nested network architecture could occur when a 

few species accumulate pathogens that negatively affect many other species in the community as found 

with invasive species (Gaertner et al. 2014), and a positive ring architecture where pioneers colonise 

gaps which are then filled by increasingly shade-tolerant species until the system is mature and senesces, 

starting again (Yamamoto, 2000). However, like modular interaction networks, the effect of negative 

nested and positive ring interaction network architectures on plant community resilience remains 

unexplored.  

Since some plant interactions, such as negative conspecific interactions, promote both diversity and 

resilience (Mack et al. 2019; Zee & Fukami, 2015), it is important to explore whether other 

characteristics of the species interaction network that promote diversity also promote resilience. While 

a diversity-resilience relationship has been explored both empirically and theoretically (see Oliver et al. 

2015, McCann, 2000) a relationship between community compositional stability and resilience has 

received less attention (Morecroft et al. 2016). However, given that the species interaction network 

architecture can also affect community compositional stability (Chapter 2; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013; 

Mack et al. 2019), and compositional stability could affect the rate of species re-immigration into the 

community, it is also necessary to explore whether architectures that promote higher rates of species 

turnover (lower compositional stability) also promote faster recovery following disturbance (resilience). 

Using a stochastic grid-based simulation model, we investigated:  
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1) whether and how resilience (how quickly and to what extent the alpha diversity and composition of 

a community recovers following disturbance) and compositional stability differ among plant 

communities with different networks of interactions; and 

2) whether species interaction network architectures that lead to communities with higher diversity and 

compositional stability also generally create more resilient communities.  

 

METHODS 

 

Model overview and simulations 

To explore the effects of interaction networks on plant community recovery, we used a stochastic grid-

based simulation model, based on a model previously developed by Teste et al. (2017), and later adapted 

by Trevenen et al. (2017) & Chapter 2 of this thesis. As explained in Chapter 2, the model simulates 

plant community dynamics on a 100 by 100 square grid, with each grid cell being occupied by at most 

one individual plant. All cells are set to be empty at the start of a simulation, and the soil set to be 

unconditioned. Then, at each time step for the duration of the simulation (15 000 time steps), the 

following processes occur in this order: immigration, recruitment, growth and mortality. With 

immigration, each empty cell has a 0.001 probability of being colonized by a new individual chosen 

randomly from a pool of 100 possible ‘species’, with each species being equiprobable. With 

recruitment, empty cells are colonised by new individuals. The species identity of these new individuals 

is chosen randomly from the plants in the simulated area in that time step, with the probability of a 

species recruiting being weighted by the total current biomass of that species, based on an assumption 

that larger plants are more fecund. In the first time step no recruitment occurs; this allowed new 

immigrants from time steps 1 & 2 to establish. Dispersal was set to be global, meaning that there was 

no weighting given to distance from existing plants when choosing species identity of recruits. The 

model represents plant-soil feedback interactions (PSFI) where each plant alters the ‘soil’ properties of 

its cell, which in turn can either have a positive, negative or no effect on the growth rate of the future 

occupant of that cell (see Chapter 2). Therefore, with growth, the size (biomass) of an individual 

increases according to its growth rate, which is a function of its species identity and the soil conditions 

in its grid cell. The size of individual plants is constrained in a simple way by capping the size of any 

five neighbouring plants (a plant plus its 4 immediate neighbours) to not exceed a certain combined 

biomass. With mortality, individuals have a 0.1 chance of dying and its cell being set to empty. We 

assume that all species are identical apart from differences in how different heterospecific soil affects 

their growth rates. This neutral model approach is not intended to represent any particular real system, 

but it allows us to identify the effects of plant interaction networks known to exist in plant communities. 
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For more details on the model and all these processes see Teste et al. (2017) and Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

For the simulation code that runs the model which is performed in the programme R (R Core Team, 

2021) see Supplementary Material section “Simulation model code”.   

Unlike Teste et al. (2017) and the study presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, but similar to Trevenen et 

al. (2017), the version of the model used in the present study simulates acute disturbance occurring in 

certain time steps, in which the probability of mortality for each individual is increased from the usual 

0.1 to 0.9.  

Teste et al. (2017) found that changing the interactions to occur between the previous and future 

occupant, to between an individual and its four neighbouring individuals, had little effect on community 

dynamics over time, and this was backed up by the more extensive sensitivity analysis conducted for 

the study presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. We therefore assume our study may represent plant 

interactions more generally, such as shading, or protection from the impacts of herbivores or the 

extremes of climate.  

 

Plant-soil interaction scenarios  

Interaction network scenarios used in this study included modular, nested and ring heterospecific 

interactions as per Chapter 2 of this thesis. For the nested scenarios, the interactions between species 

were one-directional, where a number of highly interactive species either positively or negatively affect 

the growth of all the other species. For modular scenarios, interactions between species occurred in 

discrete modules of species, where a species either positively or negatively affects the growth of other 

species within the module, and its growth is also equally affected by the other species in the module. 

For ring scenarios, interactions between species were one-directional, where the first species affects a 

number of other species, each of which in turn affects a number of other species, which in turn affect a 

number of still different species, and so on, eventually creating a ring structure. 

Several variations of the modular, nested and ring architectural types were tested. This involved 

changing the number of species that interacted in each module in the modular networks from 5 to 10 to 

20; changing the number of highly interactive species in nested networks from 5 to 10 to 20; and 

changing the number of species affected by any given species from 5 to 10 to 20 in ring scenarios (Table 

1). This variation changed the connectivity of the networks, i.e. the total number of interactions among 

species. For all architectures, we use the term “group size” for this varying number (5, 10, or 20). Note 

that the number of species that facilitated/hindered any given species is one less than group size in a 

modular system, equal to group size in a ring system and either one less than group size (for highly 

connected species) or equal to group size (for species with fewer connections) in a nested system. This 

resulted in three different variations of modular and nested network scenarios, and ring network 
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scenarios. For all these variations, both positive and negative heterospecific PSFI were considered. A 

null scenario (no heterospecific interactions) was also included as a ‘control’, bringing the total number 

of heterospecific PSFI scenarios considered to (3+3+3) x 2 + 1 = 19 (Table 1). For each of the 19 

scenarios described above, we considered two possibilities for conspecific interactions: the growth rate 

of species in soil conditioned by a conspecific plant (same species) was either set to standard (no 

conspecific interaction) or to slow (negative conspecific interaction). This resulted in 19x2=38 different 

PSFI scenarios in total (Table 1). Only negative conspecific interactions were considered in this study, 

as they are common among native species in communities (Kulmatiski et al. 2008), and can promote 

diversity (Chapter 2, Mangan et al. 2010), and thus may also promote resilience.  

Table 1. The PSFI network scenarios used in this study with details on the heterospecific interaction 

type (negative implies growth rates of species are slow in heterospecific soil, positive implies growth 

rates of species are fast in heterospecific soil, otherwise heterospecific growth rate is equal to standard 

growth rate); heterospecific interaction architecture; the group size; and conspecific interactions 

(negative implies growth rates of species are slow in conspecific soil and are indicated by adding NC 

suffix onto the PSFI scenario name, none implies growth rates in conspecific soil are equal to standard 

growth rate). Group size indicates the number of species interacting in each module for the modular 

networks (5, 10 or 20), the number of highly interacting species for nested networks (5, 10, or 20), and 

the number of species that interact with other species for ring scenarios (5, 10, or 20). Under the standard 

growth rate, plants increased in size (biomass) by 1.65 times each time step, under the slow growth rate 

plants increased in size by 1.49 times each time step, and the fast growth rate plants increased in size 

by 1.82 times each time step. 

PSFI Scenario 
Heterospecific 

interaction type 

Heterospecific 

interaction 

architecture 

Group size* 
Conspecific 

interaction 

Null /NC Null Null - None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.5 /NC Positive Modular 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.10 /NC Positive Modular 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.20 /NC Positive Modular 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.5 /NC Negative Modular 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.10 /NC Negative Modular 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.20 /NC Negative Modular 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.5 /NC Positive Ring 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.10 /NC Positive Ring 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.20 /NC Positive Ring 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.5 /NC Negative Ring 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.10 /NC Negative Ring 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.20 /NC Negative Ring 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.5 /NC Positive Nested 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.10 /NC Positive Nested 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.20 /NC Positive Nested 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.5 /NC Negative Nested 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.10 /NC Negative Nested 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.20 /NC Negative Nested 20 None/Negative 
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Disturbance scenarios 

We considered four different disturbance regime treatments: three with varying frequencies of 

disturbance, and a fourth undisturbed reference treatment. In the three disturbance treatments, after an 

initial period of undisturbed community development (10 000 time steps) there was a relatively short 

period of regular acute disturbances every 2, 6 or 12 time steps between time steps 10 001 and 10 061. 

Recall that in an acute disturbance event the probability of mortality for each individual increased from 

the usual 0.1 to 0.9.  

 

Simulations and data analysis 

The 38 PSFI scenarios were simulated 100 times under each of the four disturbance treatments to 

account for the variation arising from the stochasticity of the model, and for a total of 15 000 time steps 

to allow for long-term patterns to be identified (5000 to allow the system to settle into more stable long-

term dynamics, 5000 to observe these more stable long-term dynamics pre-disturbance, and 5000 to 

observe post-disturbance dynamics of recovery).  

 

Measuring the effects of diversity, stability and PSFI interactions on resilience 

Four main measurements for each simulated community were recorded, two before the disturbance 

regime and two measures relating to how the community responded to disturbance:  

1) Pre-disturbance diversity, which was calculated as the diversity (Inverse Simpson’s Diversity, 1/D) 

of the community before disturbance (at time step 10 000). Alpha diversity was measured using 

Inverse Simpson’s Diversity Index (1/D) as it considers both the number of species present and 

the abundance/collective biomass of each species. 

2) Pre-disturbance compositional change, calculated as the difference in composition (Bray Curtis 

distance) between a community at time step 5 000 to the same community at time step 10 000. 

It is a measure of temporal beta diversity, i.e. change in community composition through time 

(Legendre, 2019). When this measure is high, species turnover is high and/or abundance of 

species has greatly changed. 

3) Post-disturbance diversity recovery time, measured as the time after disturbance finishes that it 

takes to recover 90% of the alpha diversity (measured as both 1/D & richness) of the 

undisturbed reference community. A larger value of this measure would be interpreted as slower 

recovery or less resilient.  

4) Post-disturbance compositional difference, calculated as Bray Curtis distance (BC) between the 

undisturbed reference communities and the communities that underwent the disturbance at the 
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final time step (15 000). A larger value of this measure would be interpreted as slower recovery 

or less resilient.  

 

We did consider alternative measures of compositional recovery or difference: distance between the 

disturbed communities at the final time step (15 000) and the same community at the pre-disturbance 

time step 5 000 or 10 000. However, we found these gave comparable results and we preferred our 

measure of recovery of composition (similarity of composition between disturbed communities and 

undisturbed references) as it is more likely to be measurable in real situations.  

We plotted the mean pre-disturbance compositional change, diversity recovery time and post-

disturbance compositional difference for each PSFI scenario with 95% confidence intervals (measures 

2-4 above). We also plotted how diversity (1/D) and ‘compositional change’ varied over time from time 

step 5 000  ̶ 15 000 for each PSFI scenario. In this case, compositional change was measured as the 

Bray-Curtis distance between a community at any time point from time step 5 000  ̶15 000 to the same 

community as it was at time step 5 000; this measure was chosen as it shows the rate of compositional 

change over time pre- and post-disturbance as well as how the disturbance can affect the rate of 

compositional change over time. In all cases, we used a conservative criteria of non-overlapping 95% 

confidence intervals to judge ‘significance’ of differences.  

Scatter plots and multiple regression analysis were used to illustrate and test for relationships among 

pre-disturbance diversity, pre-disturbance compositional change, post-disturbance diversity recovery 

time and post-disturbance compositional difference. For this analysis we used averages for each PSFI 

scenario under the 12 time step disturbance frequency treatment. We also used heat maps to identify 

relationships between the abundance of individual species over time (calculated every 500 time steps) 

and community resilience. All data were analysed using the R environment for statistical computing (R 

Core Team, 2021) with alpha diversity calculated using the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2017). 

 

RESULTS   

 

Differences in resilience and stability among plant communities with different PSFI networks  

Our two measures of resilience, the post-disturbance diversity recovery time and the post-disturbance 

compositional difference, and the pre-disturbance compositional change of the communities, all varied 

significantly among the different PSFI scenarios (Figure 1). In most cases, the addition of negative 

conspecific interactions increased these three measures (Figure 1, first column compared to the second 

column). The diversity recovery time when measured as richness followed similar patterns to 1/D 

(Figures S1 & S2).  
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Figure 1. Differences in two measures of resilience (post-disturbance diversity recovery time and post-

disturbance compositional difference) and a measure of compositional stability (pre-disturbance 

compositional change) among all scenarios considered in this study under the 12 time step disturbance 

frequency treatment. Diversity recovery time was measured as time steps taken to recover 90% of the 

undisturbed diversity (1/D) (panel 1), with a longer time representing a slower recovery. Compositional 

difference was calculated as the Bray Curtis difference in composition between the undisturbed 

community and the disturbed community at the final time step (15 000), with a greater difference 

representing less recovery. Compositional change was calculated as the difference in composition (Bray 

Curtis distance) between a community at time step 5 000 to the same community at time step 10 000. 

When this measure is high, species turnover is high and/or abundance of species has greatly changed. 

Symbols represent the means of 100 replicates for each scenario, and the lines the 95% confidence 

intervals. Different colours and symbols are used to help differentiate the different PSFI network 
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scenarios. Different colour shades represent the different group size variations. Lighter shades represent 

the architectural variation with a group size of 5, middle shades a group size of 10, and darker shades a 

group size of 20. 

 

Relationships among diversity, stability and resilience, and patterns over time 

A faster diversity recovery time and a smaller compositional difference (higher resilience) were 

generally associated with lower pre-disturbance diversity (Figure 2A) and a smaller pre-disturbance 

compositional change (Figure 2E), respectively. These relationships can also be observed by plotting 

diversity and compositional change for the different scenarios over time (Figure 3). For instance, 

scenarios with high pre-disturbance diversity (1/D>5) generally experienced a sharp drop in diversity 

after disturbance, then slowly recovered back towards a reference state at different rates depending on 

the disturbance frequency; whereas for scenarios with low pre-disturbance diversity (1/D <3), 

disturbance caused little to no drop in diversity and diversity quickly recovered back to the reference 

state (Figures 3A & S3). Additionally, scenarios that experienced greater pre-disturbance compositional 

change saw composition continually drift away from the reference states at a faster rate; whereas 

scenarios with less pre-disturbance compositional change saw composition drift away from reference 

states at a slower rate (thus a lower post-disturbance compositional difference), or even saw 

composition remain unchanged throughout and following the disturbance regime, e.g. the negative 

nested scenarios (Figures 3B & S4). 

Generally, a faster diversity recovery time was also associated with a lower pre-disturbance 

compositional change (Figure 2B), and a smaller compositional difference with a lower pre-disturbance 

diversity (Figure 2D). Positive ring scenarios were an exception to these trends, having a relatively fast 

recovery of diversity (<500 time steps) despite having the highest pre-disturbance compositional change 

(BC >0.6), and a high compositional difference following disturbance (~BC >0.7). We also found 

positive relationships between our two measures of resilience (Figure 2C) and our two pre-disturbance 

measures (Figure 2F), with the ring scenarios again being outliers. 
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Figure 2. Relationships among our two measures of resilience: post-disturbance diversity recovery time 

and the post-disturbance compositional difference, and our two pre-disturbance measures: pre-

disturbance diversity and pre-disturbance compositional change, for all scenarios considered in this 

study under the 12 time step disturbance frequency treatment. Above the scatterplots is a conceptual 

diagram of the relationships among the 4 measures. The letters in the conceptual diagram correspond 

to the letters above each scatterplot to help navigate the scatterplots. In the conceptual diagram, direct 

and indirect relationships are distinguished with solid and dotted lines, respectively (see discussion). 

Diversity recovery time was calculated as the average number of time steps taken for each disturbed 

scenario to recovery of 90% of the diversity of the respective undisturbed scenarios. Compositional 

difference was calculated as the average Bray Curtis difference between the respective disturbed and 

undisturbed communities for each scenario at time step 15 000. Pre-disturbance diversity is the diversity 
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(1/D) at time step 10 000 just before disturbance, and compositional change (stability) is calculated by 

comparing the Bray Curtis distance between a community at time step 5 000, to the same community 

at time step 10 000. Points represent the average from 100 replicate simulation runs of each PSFI 

scenario. Different colours and symbols represent different heterospecific PSFI network architecture 

types (modular, ring, nested or no interactions/null); solid/outline represents positive/negative PSFI; 

with cross/without cross represents with negative conspecific interactions/without; and colour shades 

represent the different group size variations of the PSFI network scenarios. Lighter shades represent the 

variation with a group size of 5, middle shades a group size of 10, and darker shades a group size of 20.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Changes in alpha diversity (Inverse Simpson’s Diversity) and compositional change over 

time before and after four different disturbance regimes for each type of PSFI network with a group 
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size of 20 and without negative conspecific interactions. Compositional change was calculated based 

on the Bray Curtis distance of each scenario community and each time point to the reference 

composition at time step 5000. The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs 

and the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any 

point in time indicate a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that 

confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line.  

 

Species abundances and recovery  

Species abundances varied over time and disturbance in different ways for the different PSFI scenarios 

(Figures 4 & S5). Negative modular and negative ring scenarios saw the dominance of one or two 

species, which was unaffected by disturbance. Positive modular scenarios saw the dominance of species 

from one module, which was also mostly unaffected by disturbance. Species in positive ring scenarios 

tended to stay abundant for a period, then disappeared, and then reappeared after some time, with 

disturbance having little effect on this pattern. For the nested scenarios, the identity of the abundant 

species before and after disturbance had little effect on the recovery of the community, with a faster 

recovery relating to a higher extent of species dominance (Figures 4 & S5). The null scenario displayed 

a drop in species abundances during the disturbance regime (time step 10 000) followed by greater 

species dominance (Figure S5). 
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Figure 4. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps from 

a randomly chosen replicate for only the PSFI scenarios with a group size of 20. The disturbance regime 

occurred at time step 10 000 and involved disturbance occurring every 12 time steps within a 60 time 

step period (the 12 time step disturbance frequency treatment). These PFSI scenarios are presented 

because they best help explain our results (see discussion); all other PSFI scenarios can be found in 

Figure S5. For the positive nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 species that facilitate the growth of 

the others were species 81–100. For the negative nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 species that 

hindered the growth of the others were species 81–100. For the nested scenarios, two replicates 

communities were chosen to illustrate the characteristics of communities with different diversity 

recovery times. For the negative ring scenarios, two replicates communities were chosen to illustrate 

the difference with and without negative conspecific interactions (Neg.Ring.20 vs Neg.Ring.20.NC). 
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DISCUSSION  

 

We found that resilience and compositional stability differ among plant communities with different 

networks of interactions (Aim 1), and that relationships among diversity, compositional stability and 

resilience arise among communities with different networks of interactions, but not as expected (Aim 

2).  

 

Relationships among diversity, compositional stability and resilience  

Our results indicate that plant interaction network architecture can affect the diversity, compositional 

stability, and resilience of communities in ways that lead to direct and indirect relationships among 

these properties. Generally, but with some exceptions, species-poor communities with dominance and 

compositional stability recovered more quickly and to a greater extent than diverse and compositionally 

unstable plant communities. For example, negative conspecific interactions increased diversity and 

compositional instability, but slowed the recovery of diversity and composition (i.e. decreased 

resilience). To our knowledge, negative conspecific interactions have not previously been linked to 

reduced resilience. Instead, other simulation studies found they increase resilience by promoting species 

coexistence in a way that can reduce secondary extinctions following disturbance (Mack et al. 2019) 

and by reducing the spatial clustering of species, which lessens the probability of whole populations of 

species being lost during a fragmentation event (Zee & Fukami, 2015). In our study, a direct relationship 

between high diversity and a slow recovery of diversity (low resilience) arises simply because it takes 

longer for many species to return and establish into a community than it does when there are only a few 

species.  

Compared to diversity, the effects of compositional stability on resilience have received less attention 

(Morecroft et al. 2016). We expected that communities with high compositional instability may see a 

faster rate of species re-immigration into the community, and therefore may recover diversity and 

composition to a greater extent. Instead, we found that communities with higher compositional 

instability recovered composition to a lesser extent (i.e. lower resilience). However, it makes sense that 

communities that are not attracted towards a stable compositional state do not revert to a reference state 

after disturbance, and thus appear less resilient by our measure. 

We also found a relationship between high pre-disturbance diversity and high pre-disturbance 

compositional instability, which then led to several indirect relationships among the community 

properties. A relationship between diversity and compositional stability likely arose because 

communities with higher diversity were more likely to experience changes in composition caused by 

the stochastic processes in the model (e.g. mortality and immigration). In comparison, communities 

with lower diversity often had a species interaction network that promoted the long-term stable 
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dominance of a few species (e.g. negative nested, modular and ring scenarios Figures 4 & S5). 

Additionally, some interactions that promoted diversity, such as negative conspecific interactions, also 

promoted compositional instability, in this case by causing species that became dominant to then be 

disadvantaged (e.g. Neg.Mod vs Neg.Mod.NC and Neg.Ring vs Neg.Ring.NC, Figure S5). That said, 

scenarios with a similar pre-disturbance diversity still had different diversity recovery times and 

different levels of compositional stability, and many of the other relationships among our community 

measures were not strong. The lack of strong relationships among our measures can be explained by 

specific dynamics that arise from the different types of interaction networks. We now discuss this with 

examples from nested, modular and ring interaction network architectures. 

 

How resilience differed among plant communities with different interaction network 

architectures  

Nested interactions: Positive nested network architectures can increase resilience via highly interactive 

species facilitating the return of lost species following disturbance (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008). 

However, as also seen in Chapter 2 of this thesis, highly interactive species were rare in our simulated 

communities, likely because the “facilitators” become disadvantaged due to fewer positive interactions 

with other species compared to the other less interactive species (e.g. 19 vs 20 when the group size was 

20). As our positive nested communities are mostly comprised of non-interacting species, this explains 

why they had similar levels of diversity, compositional stability and resilience to the null scenario, 

which also comprised of non-interacting species. 

In contrast, negative nested scenarios often saw the extreme and stable dominance of a few highly 

interactive species, which likely arose because the highly interactive species experienced fewer negative 

interactions compared to the other less interactive species (e.g. 19 vs 20 when the group size was 20) 

(Chapter 2). The dominance of these species was unaffected by disturbance, which explains the fast 

recovery of diversity and composition for these scenarios. Some empirical evidence supports our results 

in suggesting that communities with negative nested plant interaction networks are resilient. For 

instance, removing dominant, highly interactive invasive species that are established in native 

communities is often challenging and re-invasion is common. For example, the dominance of the highly 

interactive (allelopathic) bracken fern (Gliessman et al. 1976) quickly recovers after an event of 

“successful” chemical removal (Petrov & Marrs, 2000).  

Modular interactions: The effects of modularity have primarily been explored in trophic and plant-

pollinator communities (Thebault & Fontaine, 2010). Here we expand on this work by considering 

modularity in plant communities, where each member of the module affects every other member of the 

module equally. We found that positive modular scenarios recovered diversity and composition more 

quickly and to a greater extent than other scenarios of equal diversity. Like in Chapter 2, we found that 
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positive modular interactions resulted in the stable dominance of species from one module, with a few 

species from other modules also present (Figures 4 & S5). This resulted in high compositional stability 

and high diversity when the group size was large. Interestingly, positive modular scenarios recovered 

more quickly than other scenarios of equal diversity, because members of the dominant module that 

survived disturbance facilitate the return of lost members. This mechanism by which modules 

encourage the return of lost members could be a beneficial aspect of positive modular networks that has 

been largely overlooked.  

Negative modular scenarios led to one species from each module dominating, creating a community of 

non-interacting species. Over time the species with the fewest negative interactions (i.e. fewest amount 

of members from the same module present) dominated, resulting in a community with very low 

diversity. Disturbance further increased dominance, as the abundance of other coexisting non-dominant 

species mostly decreased. To recover diversity and composition, negative modular scenarios needed 

members from other modules to re-establish in the community. This can be a slow process as it takes 

time for other species not affected by the dominant species or other newly immigrated species to 

establish in the community following disturbance. This explains why negative modular scenarios were 

less resilient by our measure, despite having very low diversity.  

Ring interactions: We found that positive ring interactions create a cyclic species turnover where a 

few species dominate for a period, which facilitate and are then replaced by other species, which in turn 

facilitate and are replaced by others and so on (Chapter 2). This resulted in exceptionally high 

compositional instability over time, yet low alpha diversity at one point in time. Therefore, for these 

scenarios, the low level of diversity recovers quickly following disturbance, yet composition does not 

recover due to the high compositional instability.  

Intransitive competition, which can be a type of negative ring interaction, can promote coexistence in 

small (two to five species) communities, through each species reducing the competitiveness and thus 

dominance of another species in the community (Laird & Schamp, 2006; Mack et al. 2019). However, 

like in Chapter 2, we found that in more diverse communities, negative ring interactions instead result 

in the stable dominance of a few non-interacting species (Figures 4 & S5). Dominance of non-

interacting species arises because there is a lower probability of an individual encountering an 

individual of the species it negatively interacts with within a diverse community. This is especially the 

case when the interactions occur between the current and previous occupant (see Chapter 2). Despite 

differences in the extent of species coexistence, like Mack et al. (2019), the diversity of our negative 

ring scenarios crashed following disturbance and dominance was promoted. Recovery of these 

scenarios was also slow as it takes time for other species not affected by the dominant species or other 

newly immigrated species to re-establish in the community.  
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Future directions 

Further investigation is needed to understand how plant interactions affect other forms of community 

resilience. For instance, negative conspecific interactions may still promote resilience in communities 

by promoting diversity, which could increase the amount of functional redundancy and response 

diversity in communities, thus making them more resilient to a loss of ecosystem functioning following 

disturbance (i.e. the insurance hypothesis). However, as negative conspecific interactions also promote 

high levels of compositional instability, these benefits may be lost as the abundance of important 

functional groups oscillates over time.  

Our neutral model approach assumes species are identical except for differences in the interactions 

between species. This has the important advantage of allowing for the effects of plant interactions on 

diversity, stability and resilience to be investigated in isolation, without being confounded by species 

differences, as would occur in real systems. However, other differences among species that occur in 

nature can affect how the community responds to a disturbance, e.g. differences in the species 

disturbance response strategies (Elmqvist et al. 2003). Therefore, the effects of plant interaction 

networks in more realistic communities should be investigated. Furthermore, future studies should 

consider how different network scenarios respond to a targeted loss of certain species, which is more 

likely to happen under certain types of disturbance such as herbivory or fungal infection. For instance, 

we expect that communities with nested interactions will respond in different ways when the highly 

interactive species are targeted by disturbance (Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008).  

Further development of empirical and analytical methods for identifying and quantifying interaction 

networks in real plant communities is required. Identifying the architecture of interaction networks 

among species, as well as long term monitoring of communities over time, are priorities. Once 

interaction networks have been identified, the long-term effects of these plant interaction networks on 

community dynamics can then be investigated through simulation studies such as this one, and the 

results may then be applied to real systems. 

 

Conclusions 

Our model demonstrated several so far unexplored mechanisms by which species interaction networks 

can affect plant community resilience and stability. For example, negative conspecific interactions 

promoted diversity but slowed the recovery of diversity. They also promoted compositional instability, 

which we found reduced the extent of compositional recovery. However, not all interactions that 

promoted diversity also promoted compositional instability and vice versa. Overall, identifying the 

mechanisms by which plant interactions promote diversity and compositional instability is useful for 

understanding complex relationships between diversity, stability, and plant community resilience. Our 

results suggest that the architecture of species interaction networks is one of these key mechanisms. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

 

Figure S1. Post diversity recovery time measured as years taken to recover 90% of the undisturbed 

diversity (1/D) (top panel) and richness (bottom panel) for all PSFI network scenarios under the 12 time 

step disturbance frequency treatment, with a longer time representing a slower recovery. Scenarios with 

and without negative conspecific interactions are presented on the right and left, respectively. Symbols 

represent the means of 100 replicates for each scenario, and the lines the 95% confidence intervals. 

Different colours and symbols are used to help differentiate the different PSFI network scenarios. 

Different colour shades represent the different group size variations. Lighter shades represent the 

architectural variation with a group size of 5, middle shades a group size of 10, and darker shades a 

group size of 20. 
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Figure S2. Richness over time before and after four different disturbance regimes for all PSFI scenarios. 

The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons represent the 

95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time indicate a 

significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence interval 

ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line.  
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Figure S3. Inverse Simpson’s Diversity over time before and after four different disturbance frequency 

regimes for all PSFI scenarios. The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs 

and the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any 

point in time indicate a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that 

confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line.  
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Figure S4. Compositional difference over time before and after four different disturbance frequency 

regimes for all PSFI scenarios. Compositional difference over time was calculated based on the Bray 

Curtis distance of each disturbed PSFI scenario community to the undisturbed reference composition 

along a subset of time steps. The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and 

the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point 

in time indicate a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that 

confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line.  
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Figure S5. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of years from a 

randomly chosen replicate for all PSFI scenarios. The disturbance regime occurred at year 10 000 and 

involved disturbance occurring every 12 years within a 60–year period. For the positive nested PSFI 
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network scenario, the species that facilitate/ hinder the growth of the others were species 81–100 when 

group size was 20, 91–100 when the group size is 10, and 96–100 when the group size is 5.  

 

Simulation model code  

The simulation code for the model in this chapter is presented as 1) an R script of the simulation model 

and 2) an R script for the matrices of the different PSFI scenarios. The R script for the simulation model 

is presented below, and the R script for the matrices of the different PSFI scenarios are presented in the 

supplementary material of Chapter 1.   

 

Simulation R script   

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

 

########################################################################################## 

############################### parameters 

########################################################################################## 

nruns= 1                

nyrs = 5                 

worldsize=100                 

nsp=100                     

minsize = 0.01                 

pmortnormal= 0.1              

pmortdis = 0.8                

freq = 2                      # disturbance frequency 

pimmigration = 0.001            

recruitment='global'            

effect.type='previous'        

comp.type='notsimple'              

seedbankdeclinerate= 1        

startdisturbance = 10001      # disturbance duration 

enddisturbance = 10061 

initial.empty.prop= 1 

 

############################## 

init.soiltype.unconditioned = TRUE    

#unconditioned.soil="min"   

#unconditioned.soil="max" 

unconditioned.soil="mean"  

#unconditioned.soil="sterile"  

  

############################## 

source('Master_PSFI_matricies.R') 

 

################################################################################## 

ani = FALSE    

 

library(vegan) 

 

######################## 

## set up neighbours 

######################## 
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pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

neighbourlist = matrix(0,nrow=worldsize^2,ncol=4) 

rr = pos$x 

cc = pos$y 

rru = rr-1  

rru[rru==0]=worldsize  

ccu = cc-1 

ccu[ccu==0]=worldsize  

rrd = rr+1 

rrd[rrd==worldsize+1]=1  

ccd = cc+1 

ccd[ccd==worldsize+1]=1 

#cbind(rr,cc,rru,ccu,rrd,ccd) 

neighbourlist[,1] = rru+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,2] = rrd+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,3] = rr+(ccu-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,4] = rr+(ccd-1)* worldsize 

#neighbourlist  

 

## for example  

#plot(rr[136],cc[136],ylim=c(1,80),xlim=c(0,80)) 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,1]],cc[neighbourlist[136,1]],col='red') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,2]],cc[neighbourlist[136,2]],col='red') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,3]],cc[neighbourlist[136,3]],col='blue') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,4]],cc[neighbourlist[136,4]],col='green') 

 

########## define functions 

rgr.func = function(i){ 

 if (planttype[i]==0) return(0) 

 if (soiltype[i]==0) { 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="min") return(min(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="max") return(max(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="mean") return(rowMeans(rgrm)[planttype[i]]) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="sterile") return(no.soil.biota[planttype[i],1]) 

 } 

 if (effect.type=='self') return(rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[i]])## self is a limited interaction, a weak 

interaction   

 if (effect.type=='previous') return(rgrm[planttype[i],soiltype[i]]) # growing in previous soil. soil type 

what is growing there before  

 if (effect.type=='neighbour') { 

  grs = rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[neighbourlist[i,1:4]]] 

  grs = c(grs, rep(exp(4), 4-length(grs))) 

  return(prod(grs)^(1/4)) # effect of neighbour  

 } 

} 

 

# plant max size is its constraint, grows until it reaches max size  

## there is a curve in here used to reflect a more realistic growth curve, however when tested it was made no 

difference.  

constrainfunc = function(plantsize ,potgrowth, maxsize){  

 if (comp.type=='simple') {      

  plantsize = plantsize+potgrowth 

  plantsize[plantsize>maxsize]=maxsize 

  return (plantsize) 

 } else { 

  psc = plantsize  

  psc[1:(worldsize-1),] = psc[1:(worldsize-1),] + plantsize[2:worldsize,]  

  psc[2:(worldsize),] = psc[2:(worldsize),] + plantsize[1:(worldsize-1),]  

  psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] = psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] + plantsize[,2:worldsize]  

  psc[,2:(worldsize)] = psc[,2:(worldsize)] + plantsize[,1:(worldsize-1)]   
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  maxsz = matrix(maxsize*5, nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

  maxsz[1,]=maxsz[1,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[worldsize,]=maxsz[worldsize,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,1]=maxsz[,1]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,worldsize]=maxsz[,worldsize]-maxsize 

  actgrowth = potgrowth*((maxsz-psc)/maxsz) 

  actgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth]=potgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth] 

  actgrowth[actgrowth<0]=0  

  return(plantsize+actgrowth) 

 } 

} 

 

################################################################################## 

################################################################################## 

 

### loop options flags 

iiii=0  # counter set to 0  

ptm <- proc.time()  

 

# start PSFI loop  

for (hypn in 1:length(hyplist)){    

 

#for (hypn in 50:52){     

 

iiii=iiii+1 

 

print(paste('hyp:',hypn)) 

if (hypn<50) {rgrm = hyplist[[hypn]]  

head(rgrm) 

rgrm = exp(rgrm) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

head(rgrm) 

} 

 

### set up overall records and start runs loop  

allrichrec=NULL # set it to be null to start with becasue you are going to add stuff to it as you go  

allshrec=NULL ### you set these all to be empty to start with so that you can add data, creates an empty container 

to put stuf in  

allsimprec=NULL 

allinvsimprec=NULL 

allallrec=list() 

allrichrecff=NULL 

allshrecff=NULL 

allsimprecff=NULL 

alltotalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

# run  PSFI loop  

for (run in 1:nruns){ 

print(paste('run',run,'elapsed time:')) # print run number adn print elasped time  

#print(proc.time()-ptm) # can tell you how long it takes to run the model. so you can come back and see how far 

the computer has progressed through tthe simulation 

 

############################ 

## random architectures 

############################ 

 

if (hypn==50){ 

 # random interactions and growth rates with a negative conspecific line . 

 real.random.feedbacks.NC = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 diag(real.random.feedbacks.NC)=n 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.NC) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 
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} 

 

if (hypn==51){ 

 # random interactions and growth rates with a negative conspecific line . 

 real.random.feedbacks.MC = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 diag(real.random.feedbacks.MC)=m 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.MC) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

} 

 

if (hypn==52){ 

 real.random.feedbacks.null = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 image(real.random.feedbacks.null) 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.null) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

} 

 

################################# 

## setting up the world 

################################# 

 

no.sp=0 

initialspeciespool = no.sp; initialspeciespooln = "no.sp" 

 

planttype=matrix(sample(initialspeciespool,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize) 

planttype[runif(worldsize^2)<initial.empty.prop] = 0  

plantsize=matrix(minsize ,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize)  

plantsize[planttype==0]=0  

if (init.soiltype.unconditioned) {soiltype=matrix(rep(0,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} else 

{soiltype=matrix(sample(1:nsp,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)}  

soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*5) 

 

#### and plot 

soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*0.01) 

 

## set up recorders for each simulation 

richrec = NULL 

shrec = NULL 

simprec = NULL 

invsimprec=NULL 

richrecff = NULL 

shrecff = NULL 

simprecff = NULL 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

totalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

if (recruitment=='global'){ 

 seedbank=rep(0,nsp) 

} else { 

 seedbank = array(0,dim=c(worldsize*worldsize,nsp)) 

} 

 

########################### 

## simulate 

########################### 

for (t in 1:nyrs){      

 #print(t)    

 ######################################################################## 
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 ## immigration 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 ifimmigrant=rbinom(length(spaces), 1,pimmigration) 

 immigrant = spaces[ifimmigrant==1]  

 planttype[immigrant]= sample(1:nsp,length(immigrant),replace=TRUE) 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## recruitment and seedbank dynamics 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 if (t>1){ 

 if (recruitment=='global'){ 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate)  

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) seedbank[planttype[e]]=seedbank[planttype[e]]+plantsize[e] 

  probs=seedbank/sum(seedbank) 

  newrecruits = sample(1:nsp,length(spaces),replace=TRUE,prob=probs) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits  

 } else if (seedbankdeclinerate==1) {     

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   poss=neighbourlist[i,] 

   if (all(planttype[poss]==0)) return(0) 

   return (sample(planttype[poss],1,prob=plantsize[poss]))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 } else {    ## local AND persistent seedbank 

  #print ('yes') 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate) 

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) {   

   poss=neighbourlist[e,] 

   if (any(planttype[poss]!=0))  { 

    pts = planttype[poss] 

    pss = plantsize[poss][pts>0] 

    seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] = seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] + 

pss 

   } 

  } 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   if (sum(seedbank[i,])==0) return (0) else return 

(sample(0:nsp,1,prob=c(minsize,seedbank[i,])))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 

 } 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 } 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## mortality 

 ######################################################################## 

 pmort = pmortnormal 

 if (t%%freq == 0 & t>=startdisturbance & t<=enddisturbance) pmort = pmortdis + pmortnormal 

 chance.death = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , function(i) pmort ))  

 chance.death [plantsize>minsize ] = pmort  

 chance.death [planttype == 0 ] = 0 

 chance.death[is.na(chance.death)]= pmort  

 ifdie = chance.death>runif(worldsize^2) 

 soiltype[ifdie] = planttype[ifdie] 
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 planttype[ifdie]=0 

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## growth 

 ######################################################################## 

 rgr = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , rgr.func ))  

 rgr[is.na(rgr)]=0 

 potgrowth = plantsize*rgr - plantsize 

 plantsize = constrainfunc(plantsize ,potgrowth , 100) 

 

 

 ## plot and record 

 #print(table(planttype)) 

 #print(mean(plantsize)) 

 if (ani) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab=t,ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=log(plantsize)/4) 

 richrec = c(richrec,length(unique(as.vector(planttype)))-1) 

 biomassbyspecies = tapply(plantsize ,planttype, sum) 

 biomassbyspeciesrec = rbind(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

data.frame(biomass=biomassbyspecies,species=names(biomassbyspecies),year=t)) 

 totalbiomassrec = c(totalbiomassrec , sum(biomassbyspecies )) 

 #shrec = c(shrec,diversity(table(planttype),index = "shannon") )   

 shrec = c(shrec,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "shannon") ) 

 #simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(table(planttype),index = "simpson") ) 

 simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "simpson") ) 

 invsimprec= c(invsimprec, diversity(biomassbyspecies, index ="inv")) 

 #allfunctype = functype[planttype] 

 #richrecff = c(richrecff,length(unique(as.vector(allfunctype )))-1) 

 #shrecff = c(shrecff,diversity(table(allfunctype ),index = "shannon") ) 

 #simprecff = c(simprecff ,diversity(table(allfunctype ),index = "simpson") ) 

 #readline() 

 

if (t ==enddisturbance){ 

  write.csv(planttype, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmort

normal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

  write.csv(plantsize, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmort

normal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

 

}  

 

if (t ==5000){ 

  write.csv(planttype, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmort

normal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

  write.csv(plantsize, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmort

normal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

 

}  

 

} ## end of each year 

print(run) 
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#####  

write.csv(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

paste('biomassouts/biomassbyspecies',run,'h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmor

tnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

allrichrec=rbind(allrichrec,richrec) 

allshrec=rbind(allshrec,shrec) 

allsimprec=rbind(allsimprec,simprec) 

alltotalbiomassrec = rbind(alltotalbiomassrec ,totalbiomassrec ) 

allinvsimprec=rbind(allinvsimprec, invsimprec) 

 

#allrichrecff=rbind(allrichrecff,richrecff) 

#allshrecff=rbind(allshrecff,shrecff) 

#allsimprecff=rbind(allsimprecff,simprecff) 

 

}   ## end of each run 

 

write.csv(allrichrec , 

paste('allrichrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,c

omp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initial.empty.prop

,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allshrec, 

paste('allshrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,co

mp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initial.empty.prop,'

.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allsimprec, 

paste('allsimprec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,c

omp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initial.empty.prop

,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(alltotalbiomassrec , 

paste('alltotalbiomassrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmi

gration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initial.e

mpty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allinvsimprec, 

paste('allinvsimprec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigrati

on,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initial.empty.

prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

 

 

#write.csv(allrichrecff , 

paste('allrichrec2ff',effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,

freq'.csv',sep='')) 

#write.csv(allshrecff, 

paste('allshrec2ff',effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,fr

eq'.csv',sep='')) 

#write.csv(allsimprecff, 

paste('allsimprec2ff',effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdi

s,freq'.csv',sep='')) 

 

}  ## end of all loops 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

totalbiomassrec = NULL 

################################################################################## 

################################################################################## 

################################################################################## 

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  
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ABSTRACT 

Understanding what makes a community vulnerable to invasion is integral to the successful 

management of invasive species. Our understanding of how characteristics of native plant species 

interactions, such as the network architecture of interactions, can affect the invasibility of plant 

communities is limited.  

 

We developed a stochastic grid-based simulation model to explore how species interaction network 

architecture could affect plant community invasibility over time. Using this model, we tested how 

successfully a new plant invader established in existing communities with different network 

architectures of species interactions. We also investigated whether species interaction networks lead to 

relationships between invasibility and other community properties also affected by species interaction 

networks, such as diversity, species dominance, compositional stability and the average growth rate of 

the native species in the community (community productivity).  

 

We found that higher invasibility strongly related to a lower average growth rate of the native 

community. Plant species interaction networks influenced diversity and invasibility in ways that led to 

complex but clear relationships between the two. Heterospecific interactions that increased diversity 

tended to decrease invasibility. Negative conspecific interactions always increased diversity and 

invasibility, but increased invasibility more when they increased diversity less.  
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This study provides new theoretical insights into the effects of plant interaction networks on community 

invasibility and relationships between diversity and invasibility. Combined with increasing empirical 

evidence, these insights could have useful implications for the management of invasive plant species. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Understanding and predicting invasion in plant communities has been a critical question in ecology, 

and significant progress has been made through identifying traits of the invader (invasiveness), and the 

native community (invasibility), that either facilitate or hinder invasion. Invader traits shown to increase 

invasibility include high seed mass, long-range seed dispersal (Catford et al. 2019), the ability to alter 

growth conditions favoured by native species (Eppinga et al. 2006; Gaertner et al. 2014; Grove et al. 

2017), and rapid evolutionary change that results in increased competitive ability (Richardson & Pyšek, 

2006), such as the evolution of novel traits or novel biochemical ‘weapons’ (see review Reinhart & 

Calloway, 2006). Native community properties shown to affect invasibility include the availability of 

niche space and the presence of enemies and or competitors (Funk et al. 2008). While it is suggested 

that diverse communities may have fewer niche spaces and more enemies/competitors, and thus may 

be less invadable, a general relationship between diversity and invasibility is debated (Fridley et al. 

2007).  

 

A network approach is increasingly being used in ecology as a framework to explore the complexity of 

species interactions and their effects on community structure and functioning (Heleno et al. 2014). As 

collecting empirical data on complete ecological interaction networks is challenging, most studies 

model invasion in simulated communities with defined interaction networks. This allows for the roles 

of different factors in the invasion process to be disentangled. Such work has led to the identification 

of several network properties that can affect community invasibility. These include connectivity - the 

number of interactions among species (Lurgi et al. 2014), interaction symmetry - the differences in the 

number or strength of interactions among species (Arnoldi et al. 2016), and the network architecture 

type - the arrangement of interactions among species also known as network topology or structure (Hui 

et al. 2016; Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). From such studies, nested architectures, where a group of highly 

interactive species interact with many other species, with few to no interactions occurring among the 

other species, have been found to increase invasibility in trophic communities (negative interactions 

among species) (Hui et al. 2016), but not in plant-pollinator communities (positive interactions among 

species) (Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016). Modularity, where species interact in groups/modules, with 
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relatively few interactions occurring among the different modules, has been found to increase 

invasibility in both trophic and plant-pollinator networks (Hui et al. 2016; Minoarivelo & Hui, 2016).  

 

In plant communities, a range of positive and negative interactions between species occur, directly 

through facilitation or competition, or indirectly through changes to abiotic /biotic conditions. While 

studies have explored the effect of network architecture on plant community diversity and resilience 

(Chapters 2 and 3, Fukami & Nakajima, 2013; Mack et al. 2019; Zee & Fukami, 2015; Verdú & 

Valiente-Banuet, 2008), few have considered its effects on invasibility (Mack et al. 2019; Arnoldi et al. 

2019). Mack et al. (2019) compared the invasibility of plant communities with either intransitive 

competition or with only negative conspecific interactions. Intransitive competition can be a type of 

negative ring network architecture where species A negatively affects species B which then negatively 

affects species C which then negatively affects species A, creating a ring architecture A>B>C>A. 

Negative conspecific interactions are a type of negative frequency-dependent feedback where 

individuals of the same species (conspecifics) make conditions less suitable for each other. Mack et al. 

(2019) found that the communities with intransitive competitive interactions were less susceptible to 

invasion than communities with negative conspecific interactions which were highly susceptible. As 

many other network architectures of positive and negative species interactions could exist and also 

affect the invasibility of plant communities, e.g. nested and modular, the effects of other architectures 

on plant community invasibility should also be explored.  

 

It is suggested that how diversity affects invasibility depends critically on the processes regulating 

diversity in resident communities (Moore et al. 2001; McDougall et al. 2005; Richardson & Pyšek, 

2006; Godoy et al. 2019). The same could be true for other lesser studied emergent properties such as 

compositional stability, which like diversity, will also affect the presence of functional groups such as 

competitors. As networks of plant interactions can affect emergent community properties, such as 

diversity and compositional stability (Chapters 2 and 3), considering their effects on invasibility may 

help explain relationships between these emergent properties and plant community invasibility.  

 

In this study, we explored how plant interaction networks affect community invasibility using a 

stochastic grid-based simulation model of plant community dynamics. Specifically, we aimed to 

investigate:  

1) how different network architectures of heterospecific interactions, with and without negative 

conspecific interactions, affect a plant community’s vulnerability to invasion; and 

2) whether species interaction networks can lead to and explain relationships between invasibility and 

other emergent community properties also affected by plant species interaction networks such 

as pre-invasion alpha diversity, average growth rate and compositional stability.  
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METHODS 

Model overview  

To explore how plant interaction networks affect community invasibility, we used a stochastic grid-

based simulation model of plant community dynamics, based on a model previously developed by Teste 

et al. (2017) and later adapted by Trevenen et al. (2017). All simulations were performed in R (R Core 

Team, 2021) see Supplementary Material section “Simulation model code” for the simulation code. As 

summarised in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the model simulates plant community dynamics on a 100 by 

100 square grid, with each grid cell being occupied by at most one individual plant. Plants interact via 

plant-soil feedback, a process whereby plants alter the biotic and/or abiotic properties of the soil they 

grow in, which in turn alters the growth performance of plants growing in that soil (van der Putten et 

al. 2013). At the start of a simulation all cells are set to be empty, and the soil in all cells is set to be 

unconditioned. Then, at each time step for the duration of the simulation, the following processes occur 

in order: immigration, recruitment, growth and mortality. With immigration, each empty cell has a 

0.001 probability of being colonized by a new individual chosen randomly from a pool of 100 possible 

‘species’, with each species being equiprobable. With recruitment, empty cells are colonised by new 

individuals that are the offspring of plants currently in the simulated area, with the species identity of 

these new individuals chosen randomly with a probability weighted by the total current biomass of that 

species (based on an assumption that larger plants are more fecund). For the first time step, there was 

no recruitment; this allowed new immigrants from time step 1 and 2 to establish. Dispersal was set to 

be global, meaning that there was no weighting given to distance from existing plants when choosing 

species identity of recruits. The model represents plant-soil feedback interactions (PSFI) where each 

plant alters the ‘soil’ properties of its cell, which in turn can either have a positive, negative or no effect 

on the growth rate of the future occupant of that cell (see Chapter 2). The size of individual plants is 

constrained in a simple way by capping the size of neighbouring plants (immediate neighbours so five 

individuals in total) to not exceed a certain combined biomass. With mortality, each individual has a 

0.1 probability of dying and its cell being set to empty (including newly immigrated or recruited 

individuals). We assume that all species are identical apart from their defined heterospecific 

interactions; this ‘neutral model’ approach is not intended to represent any particular real plant 

community, but it allows us to identify and isolate the effects of plant interactions that are known to 

exist in such communities. For more details on the model and all these processes see Teste et al. (2017) 

and Chapter 2. 

 

 In contrast to Chapter 2, we did not explicitly consider current neighbour interactions as an alternative 

to previous-occupant interactions in this study, but as both Teste et al. (2017) and Chapter 2 found that 

changing the effect type from neighbour to the previous occupant had little effect on patterns of diversity 

over time, we therefore assume that our study represents plant interactions more generally. 
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Plant-soil feedback interaction scenarios  

Plant-soil feedback interaction (PSFI) network architectural types considered in this study included 

modular, nested and ring heterospecific interactions as per Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. For the nested 

scenarios, the interactions between species were one-directional, where a number of highly interactive 

species either positively or negatively affect the growth of all the other species. For modular scenarios, 

interactions between species occurred in discrete modules of species, where a species either positively 

or negatively affects the growth of other species within the module, and its growth is also equally 

affected by the other species in the module. For ring scenarios, interactions between species were one-

directional, where the first species affects a number of other species, each of which in turn affects a 

number of other species, which in turn affect a number of still different species, and so on, eventually 

creating a ring structure. 

 

Several variations of the modular, nested and ring architectural types of heterospecific interaction 

networks were tested. This involved changing the number of species that interacted in each module for 

the modular networks from 5 to 10 to 20, changing the number of highly interactive species for nested 

networks from 5 to 10 to 20, and for ring scenarios changing the number of species affected by any 

given species from 5 to 10 to 20. This variation changed the connectivity of the networks i.e. the total 

number of interactions among species. For all architectures, we use the term “group size” for this 

varying number (5, 10 or 20). Note that the number of other species that facilitated/hindered any given 

species is one less than group size in a modular system, equal to group size in a ring system and either 

one less than group size (for highly connected species) or equal to group size (for species with fewer 

connections) in a nested system. This resulted in three different variations of modular, ring and nested 

PSFI network scenarios. For all these variations, both positive and negative heterospecific PSFI were 

considered. A negative/positive heterospecific PSFI between species A and species B meant that the 

growth rate of species A in a soil conditioned by species B was set to be slow/fast. A null scenario (no 

heterospecific interactions) was also included as a ‘control’, bringing the total number of heterospecific 

PSFI scenarios considered to (3+3+3)x2+1 = 19 (Table 1). For each of the 19 scenarios described above, 

we considered two possibilities for conspecific interactions: the growth rate of species in soil 

conditioned by a conspecific plant (same species) was either set to standard or to slow (negative 

conspecific interaction). This resulted in 19x2=38 different PSFI scenarios in total (Table.1). 

 

The single species of invader was assumed to have positive conspecific interactions, as it is a commonly 

observed trait amongst invading species (Klironomos, 2002), and no heterospecific interactions, for 

simplicity, as countless possible heterospecific interactions between the invader and the species of the 

native community could exist.  
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Table 1. The 38 PSFI scenarios used in this study with details on the heterospecific interaction type 

(negative implies growth rates of species are slow (slow=1.49 time step−1) in heterospecific soil, positive 

implies growth rates of species are fast (fast = 1.82 time step−1) in heterospecific soil, otherwise 

heterospecific growth rate is equal to the standard growth rate (standard=1.65 time step−1); group size 

(changing the number of species that interacted in each module for the modular networks, changing the 

number of highly interactive species for nested networks, changing the number of species that interacted 

with other species for ring scenarios); and conspecific interactions (none implies growth rates of species 

are standard in conspecific soil, negative implies growth rates of species are slow in conspecific soil 

and are indicated by adding NC suffix onto the PSFI scenario name). Information on heterospecific 

network scenarios with and without negative conspecific interactions are combined in the same row, 

and separated by a “/”, with information on the scenario without conspecific interactions presented first.  

PSFI Scenario 
Heterospecific 

interaction type  

Heterospecific 

interaction 

architecture 

Group 

size* 

Conspecific 

interaction 

Null /NC - - - None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.5 /NC Positive Modular 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.10 /NC Positive Modular 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Mod.20 /NC Positive Modular 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.5 /NC Negative Modular 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.10 /NC Negative Modular 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod.20 /NC Negative Modular 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.5 /NC Positive Ring 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.10 /NC Positive Ring 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring.20 /NC Positive Ring 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.5 /NC Negative Ring 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.10 /NC Negative Ring 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring.20 /NC Negative Ring 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.5 /NC Positive Nested 5 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.10 /NC Positive Nested 10 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest.20 /NC Positive Nested 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.5 /NC Negative Nested 5 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.10 /NC Negative Nested 10 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest.20 /NC Negative Nested 20 None/Negative 

 

 

Simulations and data analysis 

Each of the 38 PSFI scenarios was simulated with and without an invasion event, each of these 76 

different simulation scenarios was replicated 100 times, and each of these 7600 replicate simulations 

was run for 12 000 time steps. For simulations with invasion, 100 invader individuals were placed into 

100 randomly selected empty cells in the 100x100 grid at time step 10 001. The 100 replicates were 

used to account for the variation arising from the stochasticity of the model. 12 000 time steps were 

chosen to allow the communities to settle into long-term patterns pre-invasion (first 10 000 time steps) 

and to allow long-term patterns following invasion to be identified (following 2 000 time steps). 

Invasibility was quantified as the percentage biomass of the invader in the community at the final time 
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step. To illustrate differences in invasibility among the PSFI scenarios we also plotted the mean 

percentage total biomass of the invader with 95% confidence intervals for 2 000 time steps following 

invasion. 

 

 

We also considered the relationship between invasibility and other attributes of the native community 

also affected by PSFIs, such as diversity, compositional change, and the average growth rate of the 

native community before invasion.  

1. Pre-invasion compositional change was calculated as the difference in composition (Bray 

Curtis distance) between a community at time step 5 000 and the same community at time step 

10 000. It is thus a measure of temporal beta diversity or change in community composition 

through time (Legendre, 2019). When this measure is high, species turnover is high and/or 

abundance of species has greatly changed, indicating greater compositional instability.  

2. Pre-invasion diversity was calculated as the Inverse Simpson’s Diversity (1/D) of each 

community immediately before invasion (at time step 10 000).  

3. The average growth rate of the native community prior to invasion was estimated based on the 

frequency of each species in the community at timepoint 10 000. This could be considered a 

measure of the productivity of the pre-invasion community.  

 

All data were generated and analysed using the R environment for statistical computing (R Core Team, 

2021) with Inverse Simpson’s Diversity calculated using the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2017). 

 

RESULTS 

The effect of networks of PSFI on invasibility 

Invasibility depended strongly on the architecture of the species interaction network present in the 

native community (Figure 1, Table S1). In general, the invader only became dominant (percentage total 

biomass >10%) when species in the native community had negative conspecific interactions as well as 

negative heterospecific interactions. Of those scenarios, the most heavily (and earliest) invaded were 

the negative nested scenarios (Neg.Nest.NC), where the average percentage total biomass of the invader 

exceeded 80% at the final time step (Figure 1, Table S1). The second most invaded scenarios were those 

with negative modular (Neg.Mod.NC) and negative ring (Neg.Ring.NC) heterospecific PSFI, in which 

the average percentage total biomass of the invader varied between ~ 11.5–54% depending on the group 

size of the network (Figure 1, Table S1). For the negative nested, modular and ring scenarios with 

negative conspecific interactions, the highest levels of invasion occurred when the group size was large 

(greater connectivity) (Figure 1, Table S1).  
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After scenarios with negative conspecific and negative heterospecific interactions, invasion then 

occurred most frequently in the null scenario with negative conspecific interactions (Null.NC, ~12%), 

then in positive nested scenarios with negative conspecific interactions (Pos.Nest.NC, ~3.5–7.5%). In 

scenarios with negative heterospecific interactions and no negative conspecific interactions, the average 

percentage total biomass of the invader ranged from ~2.5–4% for negative ring scenarios, ~2–2.5% for 

negative nested scenarios and ~0.5–1.8% for negative modular communities. The null scenario with no 

interactions had similar extents of invasion (Null, ~2.2%). Communities with positive ring interactions 

were only invaded when negative conspecific interactions were present and the group size was small 

(Pos.Ring.5.NC, ~2%). Communities with positive modular interactions were never invaded regardless 

of the presence of negative conspecific interactions (Table S1).  
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Figure 1. Percentage total biomass of the invader over time in PSFI scenarios with negative conspecific 

interactions. Coloured lines show the average percentage biomass with a 95% confidence interval 

ribbon calculated from 100 replications. Non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time thus indicates a 

significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence interval 

ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line. Different colours represent different 

group size variations of the networks i.e. number of species in each module for the modular networks; 

the number of highly interacting species within the community for nested networks; and the number of 

other species that each species interacts with for ring networks.  

 

Associations among diversity, compositional change and the average growth rate of the 

community.  

Invasibility strongly related to the average growth rate of the native community before invasion, with 

lower average growth rates being associated with a higher average percentage total biomass of the 

invader (Figure 2B). There was also a clear relationship between pre-invasion diversity and invasibility 

among PSFI scenarios with negative conspecific interactions, with greater pre-invasion diversity being 

associated with a lower percentage total biomass of the invader (Figures 2A & 3). This relationship was 

also evident among PSFI scenarios without negative conspecific interactions. However, for each PSFI 

scenario adding negative conspecific interactions increased both pre-invasion diversity and invasibility 

(Figure 2A see coloured arrows).  

 

Similar, but inverted, relationships were observed between pre-invasion diversity and average native 

community growth rate: there were positive relationships among communities with/without negative 

conspecific interactions, while negative conspecific interactions always decreased average community 

growth rate (Figure 2C).  

 

There was no clear relationship between compositional change over time and the average percentage 

biomass of the invader or the average growth rate of the native community (Figure S1).  
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Figure 2. Associations among the average total percentage biomass of the invader at the final time step, 

and the average pre-invasion diversity (1/D) (A), and the average growth rate of the native community 

before invasion (B). Associations between the average growth rate of the native community before 

invasion against the average pre-invasion diversity (1/D) (C). Only PSFI scenarios with an average % 

total biomass of the invader at the final time step >0.5 % are included in these plots. Both axes are 

logged for plot (A) and the x-axis for plot (C). Pre-invasion diversity was calculated as the diversity at 

time step 10 000, just before invasion. The average growth rate of the native community before invasion 

was estimated based on the frequency of each species in the community at timepoint 10 000. This could 

be considered a measure of the productivity of the community. In (B) the minimum growth rate of the 

invader in each community is represented by a grey dotted line. Coloured arrows in (A) indicate the 

changes in values based on the presence of negative conspecific interactions. Symbols represent the 

means of 100 replicates for each scenario. Different colours and symbols are used to help differentiate 

the different PSFI network scenarios. Different colour shades represent the different group size 

variations. Lighter shades represent the architectural variation with a group size of 5, middle shades a 

group size of 10, and darker shades a group size of 20. 
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Figure 3. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species including the invader species 

for a subset of time steps from a replicate simulation for three PSFI network scenarios. These PSFI 

scenarios are presented because they best help explain our results (see discussion). For the negative 

nested PSFI network scenario, the 20 species that hinder the growth of the others were species 81–100. 

Note that the first 10 000 time steps of the data are the same results as presented in Chapter 2.  

 

 

DISCUSSION  

General patterns in diversity, growth rates and invasibility  

Our results indicate that plant interaction networks that negatively affect the average growth rate of the 

native community can make the community more vulnerable to invasion. This is consistent with theory 

that shows that invasion can occur when the invader has a competitive advantage over the native species 

(Reinhart & Callaway, 2006; Richardson & Pyšek, 2006). However, how plant interaction networks 
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affected the average growth rate of the community, and thus invasibility, was not simply due to the 

presence/absence of negative or positive interactions. Instead, it also depended on the diversity, 

dominance, composition and compositional stability of the communities resulting from the network 

architecture of plant interactions.  

 

Our results showed two main diversity-invasibility and diversity-growth rate relationships. Negative 

conspecific interactions promoted diversity and increased vulnerability to invasion, but among our PSFI 

scenarios with negative conspecific interactions, those with higher diversity were less vulnerable to 

invasion. These apparently contradictory relationships could be explained by considering the 

mechanism by which plant interaction networks affected diversity and average growth rate. For 

example, negative conspecific interactions promoted diversity in our plant communities, but also 

reduced the average growth rate and thus made them more vulnerable to invasion. However, in our 

PSFI scenarios with negative conspecific interactions, species have a lower probability of propagating 

into soil conditioned by a conspecific if there is high diversity. Therefore, native species with negative 

conspecific interactions are more likely to grow at a faster rate in a diverse community, making them 

more competitive, and thus these communities are less vulnerable to invasion. Following this, PSFI 

scenarios where the addition of negative conspecific interactions did not greatly increase diversity, e.g. 

negative nested scenarios, had the highest invasibility. It is not surprising that mechanisms that promote 

species coexistence can also make the community more vulnerable to invasion, as by definition, stable 

coexistence requires species to be able to successfully invade an established population of the other 

species (Chesson, 2000). However, interestingly, our results provide a novel explanation for why the 

relationship between coexistence, diversity, productivity, and community invasibility can be complex, 

based on plant species interaction networks alone. Therefore, our results add to a growing body of 

literature that suggests that how diversity affects invasibility depends critically on the processes 

regulating diversity in resident communities (Moore et al. 2001; McDougall et al. 2005; Richardson & 

Pyšek, 2006; Godoy et al. 2019).  

 

Effects of heterospecific interaction network architecture on the average growth rate of native 

communities and invasibility 

Negative nested interactions can lead to a stable dominance of one or two of the highly interactive 

species (Chapters 2 and 3), which arises due to a difference in the number of species negatively affected 

by other species. For example, when the group size is 20, the 20 highly interactive species are negatively 

affected by 19 other species, while the other 80 less interactive species are negatively affected by 20 

other species. The addition of negative conspecific interactions to this network scenario just makes this 

21 vs 20 species instead of 20 vs 19, and thus did not significantly curb the dominance of the highly 

interactive species. In a negative nested community with negative conspecific interactions when a 

highly interactive species dominates, conspecifics, other highly interactive species, and other less 
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interactive neutral species, all grow at a slower rate in soil conditioned by the dominant highly 

interactive species. As a slower average growth rate of the native community equates to a reduced 

competitive ability, this explains why negative nested communities, especially those with negative 

conspecific interactions, were the most easily invaded PSFI scenario.  

 

Negative modular scenarios can lead to one species from each module dominating, resulting in a 

community with, for example, five non-interacting dominant species for a scenario of five modules 

(Chapters 2 and 3). Negative ring scenarios also lead to the dominance of non-interacting species 

(Chapters 2 and 3). Despite both having a stable dominance of a few non-interacting species, negative 

ring communities were more invadable than negative modular communities. This is because the 

difference in the number of species negatively affected by soil conditioned by any other species (e.g. 

20 species under ring scenarios vs 19 species under modular scenarios when group size is 20) makes 

the average growth rate lower in the negative ring communities. Because each dominant species grows 

at the standard rate in soil conditioned by the other dominant species, the average growth rate of 

negative ring or modular communities was higher than that of the negative nested communities, and 

thus negative ring and modular communities were less invadable.  

 

Invasion was most prevalent in scenarios with negative heterospecific interactions, but sometimes 

scenarios with positive heterospecific interactions were also invaded. These included scenarios with 

positive ring heterospecific interactions and negative conspecific interactions, which have previously 

been found to encourage extreme species dominance at one point in time (Chapters 2 and 3). We suspect 

that under this scenario the population of dominant species in the community temporarily crashes as the 

probability of propagating in conspecific soil becomes high, resulting in a sharp drop in the average 

growth rate of the native community. We believe that this rise of dominance through positive 

interactions, then crash following the effects of negative conspecific interactions, created a window of 

opportunity for the invader to establish in communities with positive heterospecific, and negative 

conspecific interactions.  

 

Positive nested scenarios also saw the establishment and coexistence of the invader. This is due to the 

highly interactive facilitator species becoming disadvantaged due to a difference in the number of 

species positively affected by other species, the reverse of the effect observed for negative nested 

interaction scenarios explained above. This eventually results in a community containing mostly non-

interactive species that is then functionally equivalent to the null scenario (contains only non-interacting 

species). In these null and positive nested scenarios, the invader’s positive conspecific interactions are 

enough to allow it to immigrate, coexist and eventually dominate in these communities, especially (but 

not only) when negative conspecific interactions slow the average growth of the native community. 
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Future direction 

Our work is only a first step towards understanding how plant interaction networks can affect the 

invasibility of communities over time. We used a ‘neutral model’ approach where species are identical 

except for differences in species interactions. While this allowed for the effects of plant interaction 

networks on community invasibility to be clearly distinguished, it also meant that differences among 

species were relatively subtle. While 2000 years would be much longer than the usual time period of 

interest to managers of invasive species, further work is needed to predict whether effects of plant 

interaction networks might emerge faster in real systems with a wider range of species differences as 

would occur in nature, which may also depend on varying abiotic drivers such as climate and 

disturbance. This will require further development of empirical and analytical methods for identifying 

and quantifying plant species interaction networks. Once species interaction networks can be identified, 

the long-term effects of interaction networks on community dynamics can then be investigated through 

simulation studies such as this one (also see Teste et al. 2017). These developments will help the ideas 

of this study to be applied to real systems.  

 

It is suggested that mechanisms driving alternative stable states and priority effects in communities, 

such as species interactions, are deeply entangled with a community’s long-term response to invasions 

(Arnoldi et al. 2019). Our results suggest that models like ours can help untangle such complex 

relationships, and from a theoretical perspective, understanding how plant interactions can lead to 

alternative stable states and priority effects and how this relates to invasibility is an interesting question 

that should also be explored.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our model demonstrated that different plant interaction networks can lead to communities with different 

levels of invasibility. Native communities with lower average growth rates were more invadable. The 

effect of plant interactions on the average growth rate of the native species was not simply explained 

by the presence/absence of negative or positive heterospecific interactions, but also depended on the 

dominance, composition, and compositional stability of the communities as derived from the plant 

interactions. We also found that plant interactions can lead to and explain apparently contradictory 

relationships between diversity and invasibility, with negative conspecific interactions leading to a 

positive relationship between diversity and invasibility and heterospecific interactions leading to a 

negative relationship between diversity and invasibility. Overall, our results suggest that understanding 

the mechanisms driving emergent properties such as species coexistence, diversity and compositional 

stability, can be useful for understanding complex relationships between emergent community 

properties and invasibility, and that network architecture of species interactions could be one of these 

key mechanisms.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

 

Table S1. The average percentage total biomass of the invader in each of the PSFI scenarios at the final 

time step (12 000), along with 95% confidence error bound.  

PSFI scenario 
Average 

(%) 

95% Confidence 

error bound 

Neg.Nest.20.NC 97.94 2.67 

Neg.Nest.10.NC 93.85 4.77 

Neg.Nest.5.NC 82.59 7.48 

Neg.Ring.20.NC 54.45 9.75 

Neg.Mod.20.NC 50.36 9.82 

Neg.Ring.10.NC 34.24 9.08 

Neg.Mod.10.NC 20.63 7.11 

Neg.Ring.5.NC 16.09 6.51 

Null.NC 12.08 5.82 

Neg.Mod.5.NC 11.80 5.48 

Pos.Nest.10.NC 7.46 4.50 

Pos.Nest.5.NC 6.33 3.93 

Neg.Ring.20 3.94 3.01 

Pos.Nest.20.NC 3.42 2.85 

Neg.Ring.10 2.76 2.77 

Neg.Ring.5 2.52 2.16 

Neg.Nest.20 2.25 2.20 

Null 2.23 1.92 

Neg.Nest.5 2.07 1.64 

Neg.Nest.10 2.01 1.60 

Pos.Ring.5.NC 1.93 2.52 

Neg.Mod.10 1.79 1.80 

Pos.Nest.10 1.66 1.59 

Neg.Mod.20 1.16 1.17 

Pos.Nest.20 1.09 1.92 

Neg.Mod.5 0.59 0.33 

Pos.Nest.5 0.55 0.37 

Pos.Ring.10.NC 0.16 0.17 

Pos.Ring.20.NC 0.03 0.04 

Pos.Ring.5 0.02 0.02 

Pos.Mod.5 0.01 0.01 

Pos.Mod.10.NC 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Ring.10 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Ring.20 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Mod.5.NC 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Mod.20 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Mod.20.NC 0.00 0.00 

Pos.Mod.10 0.00 0.00 
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Figure S1. Associations between the average pre-invasion compositional change, the average total 

percentage biomass of the invader at the final time step (12 000), and the average growth rate of the 

native community prior to invasion. Only PSFI scenarios with an average percentage total biomass of 

invader >0.5 % at the final time step are included in these plots. Compositional change was calculated 

by comparing the Bray Curtis distance between a community at time step 5 000, to the same community 

at time step 10 000 (prior to invasion). The average growth rate of the native community prior to 

invasion was estimated based on the frequency of each species in the community at timepoint 10 000. 

This could be considered a measure of the productivity of the community. Symbols represent the means 

of 100 replicates for each scenario. Different colours and symbols are used to help differentiate the 

different PSFI network scenarios. Different colour shades represent the different group size variations. 
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Lighter shades represent the architectural variation with a group size of 5, middle shades a group size 

of 10, and darker shades a group size of 20. 

 

Simulation model code  

The simulation code for the model in this chapter is presented as two separate simulation R scripts. Note 

each of these simulation R scripts contains a corresponding R script for the matrices of the different 

PSFI scenarios.  

The first simulation R script observes the long-term dynamics of the community before the invader 

arrives. The second simulation R script uses the outputs from the first script to simulate how these 

already established communities are affected by the addition of an invader.  

The code for the first simulation script (and corresponding R script for the PSFI matrices) can be found 

in the Supplementary material of Chapter 2. The code for the second script (and corresponding R script 

for the PSFI matrices) is presented below.  

Simulation R script  

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste et al 2017. 
### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

#################################################################################### 

### this is the second script to run for simulating invasion 
### you first need to run the diversity script  to get the data for  

### the first 10000 years (without invader present). 

### Then need to run this script to simulate the community now with the invader  
 

############################### parameters 

nruns= 1                   
nyrs = 5                          

worldsize=100                  

nsp=101                          
minsize = 0.01                  

pmortnormal= 0.1               
pmortdis = 0.8             

freq = 0                       

pimmigration = 0.001           
recruitment='global'             

comp.type='notsimple'            

seedbankdeclinerate= 1          
startdisturbance = 3000 

enddisturbance = 3000 

initialspeciespoolnumber = 10   
initial.empty.prop= 1           

percertage.invaded = 0.01        

#############################   
#effect.type='neighbour'     

effect.type='previous'  

treatment='invasion'  
#treatment='invasion_disturbance' # invasoin and disturbance  

############################## 

###### PSFI MATRIX  

############################## 

source('Master_PSFI_matricies_invasion.R') 

for (hypn in 1:length(hyplist)){  
iiii=0  # counter set to 0  

iiii=iiii+1 

print(paste('hyp:',hypn)) 
if (hypn<43) {rgrm = hyplist[[hypn]] 

head(rgrm) 
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rgrm = exp(rgrm)                   
} 

############################## 

## THE DIFFERENT INITIAL SOIL GROWH TYPES 
## choose 1 

############################## 

init.soiltype.unconditioned = TRUE    
#unconditioned.soil="min"   

#unconditioned.soil="max" 

unconditioned.soil="mean"  
#unconditioned.soil="sterile"  

 

######################################################################################################### 
ani = FALSE    ##### #ani = TRUE  - TRUE is to plot  

 

#library(vegan)## for super computer have ## out   
 

### set up neighbourlist  

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 
neighbourlist = matrix(0,nrow=worldsize^2,ncol=4) 

rr = pos$x 

cc = pos$y 
rru = rr-1 ### uppper row. row 0 -1 

rru[rru==0]=worldsize ## if i am in the top row the next row up will be on the bottom. the world wraps around on eachother  

ccu = cc-1 
ccu[ccu==0]=worldsize ### columns wrap around on eachother  

rrd = rr+1 
rrd[rrd==worldsize+1]=1 ### if your the bottom neighbour your down neighbour is the top row 

ccd = cc+1 

ccd[ccd==worldsize+1]=1 
#cbind(rr,cc,rru,ccu,rrd,ccd) 

neighbourlist[,1] = rru+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,2] = rrd+(cc-1)* worldsize 
neighbourlist[,3] = rr+(ccu-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,4] = rr+(ccd-1)* worldsize 

 
########## define functions 

rgr.func = function(i){ 

 if (planttype[i]==0) return(0) 
 if (soiltype[i]==0) { 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="min") return(min(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="max") return(max(rgrm)) 
  if (unconditioned.soil=="mean") return(rowMeans(rgrm)[planttype[i]]) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="sterile") return(no.soil.biota[planttype[i],1]) 

 } 
 if (effect.type=='self') return(rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[i]])## self is a limited interaction, a weak interaction   

 if (effect.type=='previous') return(rgrm[planttype[i],soiltype[i]]) # growing in previous soil. soil type what is growing there before  

 if (effect.type=='neighbour') { 
  grs = rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[neighbourlist[i,1:4]]] 

  grs = c(grs, rep(exp(4), 4-length(grs))) 

  return(prod(grs)^(1/4)) # effect of neighbour  
 } 

} 

 
## plant max size is its constraint, grows until it reaches max size  

## there is a curve in here used to relfect a more realistic growh curve, however when tested it was made no difference.  

constrainfunc = function(plantsize ,potgrowth, maxsize){  
 if (comp.type=='simple') {     # simple is a type of growth rate 

  plantsize = plantsize+potgrowth 

  plantsize[plantsize>maxsize]=maxsize 
  return (plantsize) 

 } else { 

  psc = plantsize  
  psc[1:(worldsize-1),] = psc[1:(worldsize-1),] + plantsize[2:worldsize,]  

  psc[2:(worldsize),] = psc[2:(worldsize),] + plantsize[1:(worldsize-1),]  

  psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] = psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] + plantsize[,2:worldsize]  
  psc[,2:(worldsize)] = psc[,2:(worldsize)] + plantsize[,1:(worldsize-1)]   

  maxsz = matrix(maxsize*5, nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

  maxsz[1,]=maxsz[1,]-maxsize 
  maxsz[worldsize,]=maxsz[worldsize,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,1]=maxsz[,1]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,worldsize]=maxsz[,worldsize]-maxsize 
  actgrowth = potgrowth*((maxsz-psc)/maxsz) 

  actgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth]=potgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth] 

  actgrowth[actgrowth<0]=0  
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  return(plantsize+actgrowth) 
 } 

} 

 
######################################################################################################### 

######################################################################################################### 

 
### loop options flags 

ptm <- proc.time()               

 
if (recruitment=='global'){ 

 seedbank=rep(0,nsp) 

} else { 
 seedbank = array(0,dim=c(worldsize*worldsize,nsp)) 

} 

 
### set up overall records before run loop  

allrichrec=NULL  

allshrec=NULL  
allsimprec=NULL 

allinvsimprec=NULL 

allallrec=list() 
alltotalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

#############################################  
#############################################  

# beginning of loop  
#############################################  

#############################################  

 
for (run in 1:nruns){ 

print(paste('run',run,'elapsed time:')) 

#print(proc.time()-ptm)  
 

#################################################################################### 

### this part is not retriving the data for the first 10,000 years that was  
### simulated prior using the diversity script 

### we will use this state as the starting conditions.  

#################################################################################### 
 

### using start conditions from previously simuated data.  

 
############################ 

## PSFI matrices 

############################ 
 

fn = paste('planttype10000',"_",run,hypnames[hypn],'_previous1global0.10.001notsimple.csv',sep='') 

planttype = as.matrix(read.csv(fn)[,-1]) 
fn = paste('plantsize10000',"_",run,hypnames[hypn],'_previous1global0.10.001notsimple.csv',sep='') 

plantsize = as.matrix(read.csv(fn)[,-1]) 

soiltype = t(planttype) 
 

 

############################################################## 
## adding the invader to the community  

############################################################## 

 
##### so what we are going to do is replace a porpotion(invader proportion) of the empty cells (species 0) with the new invader 

##### so here using which we pull out all the empty spaces (planttupe==0) and then we sample a small percentage of them 

 
if (treatment =="invasion"){ 

 

planttype2=sample(which(planttype==0),I(percertage.invaded*worldsize^2))# the second part is choosing the number to be swapped 
##### now we have to find a way to replace these locactions with the invader 

planttype[planttype2]=101 

#### now to make the size = minsize 
plantsize[planttype2]=minsize 

#### and plot 

if (init.soiltype.unconditioned) {soiltype=matrix(rep(0,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} else 
{soiltype=matrix(sample(1:nsp,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)}  

soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 
plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*0.01) 

} 
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### STARTING FROM PREVIOUS STATE BUT WITH INVASION FOLLOWING A DISTURBANCE 
if (treatment =="invasion_disturbance"){ 

 

 pmort = pmortdis + pmortnormal 
 chance.death = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , function(i) pmort ))  

 chance.death [plantsize>minsize ] = pmort  

 chance.death [planttype == 0 ] = 0 
 chance.death[is.na(chance.death)]= pmort  

 ifdie = chance.death>runif(worldsize^2) 

 soiltype[ifdie] = planttype[ifdie] 
 planttype[ifdie]=0 

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

## now addinging the invader 
planttype2=sample(which(planttype==0),I(percertage.invaded*worldsize^2)) 

planttype[planttype2]=101 

plantsize[planttype2]=minsize 
#### and plot 

if (init.soiltype.unconditioned) {soiltype=matrix(rep(0,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} else 

{soiltype=matrix(sample(1:nsp,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)}  
soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*0.01) 
} 

 

## set up recorders before the time loop 
richrec = NULL 

shrec = NULL 
simprec = NULL 

invsimprec=NULL 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 
totalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

#############################################  
#############################################  

# beginning of simulation 

#############################################  
############################################# 

 

print(hypnames[hypn]) 
 

for (t in 1:nyrs){      

 #print(t)   # i think this tells you how long  
 ######################################################################## 

 ## immigration 

 ######################################################################## 
 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 ifimmigrant=rbinom(length(spaces), 1,pimmigration) 
 immigrant = spaces[ifimmigrant==1]  

 planttype[immigrant]= sample(1:nsp,length(immigrant),replace=TRUE) 

 
 ######################################################################## 

 ## recruitment and seedbank dynamics 

 ######################################################################## 
 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 if (t>1){ 

 if (recruitment=='global'){ 
  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate)  

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) seedbank[planttype[e]]=seedbank[planttype[e]]+plantsize[e] 

  probs=seedbank/sum(seedbank) 
  newrecruits = sample(1:nsp,length(spaces),replace=TRUE,prob=probs) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits  

 } else if (seedbankdeclinerate==1) {    ## ie no seedbank 
  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   poss=neighbourlist[i,] 

   if (all(planttype[poss]==0)) return(0) 
   return (sample(planttype[poss],1,prob=plantsize[poss]))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 
 } else {    ## local AND persistent seedbank 

  #print ('yes') 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate) 
  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) {  ## replenish seedbank locally 

   poss=neighbourlist[e,] 

   if (any(planttype[poss]!=0))  { 
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    pts = planttype[poss] 
    pss = plantsize[poss][pts>0] 

    seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] = seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] + pss 

   } 
  } 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   if (sum(seedbank[i,])==0) return (0) else return (sample(0:nsp,1,prob=c(minsize,seedbank[i,])))  
  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 
 } 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 
 } 

 

 ######################################################################## 
 ## mortality 

 ######################################################################## 

 pmort = pmortnormal 
 if (t%%freq == 0 & t>=startdisturbance & t<=enddisturbance) pmort = pmortdis + pmortnormal 

 chance.death = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , function(i) pmort ))  

 chance.death [plantsize>minsize ] = pmort  
 chance.death [planttype == 0 ] = 0 

 chance.death[is.na(chance.death)]= pmort  

 ifdie = chance.death>runif(worldsize^2) 
 soiltype[ifdie] = planttype[ifdie] 

 planttype[ifdie]=0 
 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 

 ######################################################################## 
 ## growth 

 ######################################################################## 

 rgr = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , rgr.func ))  
 rgr[is.na(rgr)]=0 

 potgrowth = plantsize*rgr - plantsize 

 plantsize = constrainfunc(plantsize ,potgrowth , 100) 
 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## plot and record 
 ######################################################################## 

 if (ani) plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab=t,ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=log(plantsize)/4) 

 biomassbyspecies = tapply(plantsize ,planttype, sum) 
 biomassbyspeciesrec = rbind(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

data.frame(biomass=biomassbyspecies,species=names(biomassbyspecies),year=t)) 

 totalbiomassrec = c(totalbiomassrec , sum(biomassbyspecies )) 
 #shrec = c(shrec,diversity(table(planttype),index = "shannon") )    

 #shrec = c(shrec,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "shannon") ) 

 #simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(table(planttype),index = "simpson") )   
 #simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "simpson") ) 

 #invsimprec= c(invsimprec, diversity(biomassbyspecies, index ="inv"))  

 richrec = c(richrec,length(unique(as.vector(planttype)))-1) 
  

 ## INVERSE SIMPSONS INDEX##  # use for super computer without vegan package 

 invsimp_diversity = function(x){ 
 ps=x/sum(x) 

 1/sum(ps^2) 

 } 
 invsimprec= c(invsimprec, invsimp_diversity(biomassbyspecies))  

  

 
if (t ==2000){ 

 save(planttype, file = 

paste0('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',treatment,t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pim
migration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.rda')) 

 save(plantsize, file = 

paste0('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',treatment,t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimm
igration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.rda')) 

 #write.csv(planttype, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/planttype',treatment,t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmi
gration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 

 #write.csv(plantsize, 

paste('plantsizeplanttype/plantsize',treatment,t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmi
gration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 

}  
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}      ## end of each year 
 

print(run)  

 
#write.csv(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

paste('biomassouts/biomassbyspecies',treatment,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pim

migration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 
save(biomassbyspeciesrec, file = 

paste0('biomassouts/biomassbyspecies',treatment,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pim

migration,comp.type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.rda')) 
  

allrichrec=rbind(allrichrec,richrec) 

allinvsimprec=rbind(allinvsimprec, invsimprec) 
 

#allshrec=rbind(allshrec,shrec) 

#allsimprec=rbind(allsimprec,simprec) 
#alltotalbiomassrec = rbind(alltotalbiomassrec ,totalbiomassrec ) 

 

}   ## end of each simulation run 
 

#write.csv(allrichrec , 

paste('allrichrec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,per
certage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 

save(allrichrec, file = 

paste0('allrichrec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pe
rcertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.rda'))  

#write.csv(allinvsimprec, 
paste('allinvsimprec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,

percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 

save(allinvsimprec, file = 
paste0('allinvsimprec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.typ

e,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.rda'))  

 
#write.csv(allshrec, 

paste('allshrec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,perce

rtage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 
#write.csv(allsimprec, 

paste('allsimprec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,per

certage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 
#write.csv(alltotalbiomassrec , 

paste('alltotalbiomassrec2',treatment,"_",hypnames[hypn],"_",effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,comp.

type,percertage.invaded,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,'.csv',sep=''),row.names=F) 
 

}   ## end of all loops 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 
totalbiomassrec = NULL 

######################################################################################################### 

######################################################################################################### 
######################################################################################################### 

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste et al 2017. 

 

Corresponding R script for the PSFI matrices with the addition of an invader 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  
 

 

######################################################################################## 
###########  making the matrices 

######################################################################################## 

 
# growth rates 

 

p = 0.6           # fast growth -average increase in growth rate due to plant soil interaction 

n = 0.4  # slow growth -average decrease in growth rate due to plant soil interaction  

m = 0.5  # standard growth 
 

 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

# Null scenarios  

######################################################################################## 
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######################################################################################## 
 

Null = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

#windows() 
###image(Null[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(Null,zlim=c(n,p)) 

diag(Null)[c(101,101)] = p 
Null 

 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

# conspecifics 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 
##  Null.NC 

 

Null.NC = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
diag(Null.NC)=n 

diag(Null.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(Null.NC[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(Null.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

 

############################# 
##  Null.PC 

 
Null.PC = matrix(m, nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(Null.PC)=p 

diag(Null.PC)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(Null.PC[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(Null.PC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Null.PC 
 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
### Ring PSI NC 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
 

############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.10.NC 
############################## 

neff = 10 

ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
diag(ring.10)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 

 ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 
} 

###image(ring.10[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 
ring.10[101,1:25] = m  

ring.10[1:101,101] = m  

diag(ring.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
Pos.Ring.10.NC=ring.10 

 

############################## 
##  Pos.Ring.5.NC 

#######  

neff = 5 
ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(ring.5)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 
 ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 

} 

###image(ring.5[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

ring.5[1:101,101] = m  

ring.5[101,1:25] = m  
diag(ring.5)[c(101,101)] = p 

Pos.Ring.5.NC=ring.5 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.20.NC 

#######  
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neff = 20 
ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(ring.20)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 
 ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 

} 

###image(ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 
ring.20[101,1:25] = m   

ring.20[1:101,101] = m  

diag(ring.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
Pos.Ring.20.NC=ring.20 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Ring.10 

#######  

neff = 10 
Neg.Ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(Neg.Ring.10)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 
 Neg.Ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 

} 

###image(Neg.Ring.10[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(Neg.Ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

 

Neg.Ring.10[1:101,101] = m 
Neg.Ring.10[101,1:25] = m  

diag(Neg.Ring.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
Neg.Ring.10.NC=Neg.Ring.10 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Ring.5 

#######  

neff = 5 
Neg.Ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(Neg.Ring.5)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 
 Neg.Ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 

} 

###image(Neg.Ring.5[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(Neg.Ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Ring.5[101,1:25] = m  

Neg.Ring.5[1:101,101] = m   
diag(Neg.Ring.5)[c(101,101)] = p 

 

Neg.Ring.5.NC=Neg.Ring.5 
 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.20.NC 
#######  

neff = 20 

Neg.Ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
diag(Neg.Ring.20)=n 

for (i in 1:101) { 

 Neg.Ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 
} 

###image(Neg.Ring.20[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(Neg.Ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Ring.20[1:101,101] = m 

Neg.Ring.20[101,1:25] = m  

diag(Neg.Ring.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
Neg.Ring.20.NC=Neg.Ring.20 

 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

### Modular PSI NC 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

 

############################## 
##  Pos.Mod.10.NC 

#######  

Pos.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Pos.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = p 

} 
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diag(Pos.Mod.10)=n 
diag(Pos.Mod.10)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(Pos.Mod.10[seq(101,1,by=-1),][80:101,1:20]) 

#windows() 
###image(Pos.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.10.NC=Pos.Mod.10 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.5.NC 

####### 20 groups of 5 species 
Pos.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Pos.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = p 
} 

diag(Pos.Mod.5)=n 

diag(Pos.Mod.5)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(Pos.Mod.5[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(Pos.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.5.NC=Pos.Mod.5 
 

############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.20.NC 
####### 5 groups of 20 species 

Pos.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 
 Pos.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = p 

} 
diag(Pos.Mod.20)=n 

diag(Pos.Mod.20)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(Pos.Mod.20[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(Pos.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.20.NC=Pos.Mod.20 

 
############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.10.NC 

#######  
Neg.Mod.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 Neg.Mod.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = n 
} 

diag(Neg.Mod.10)=n 

diag(Neg.Mod.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(Neg.Mod.10[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

#windows() 

###image(Neg.Mod.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Mod.10.NC=Neg.Mod.10 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Mod.5.NC 

#######  

Neg.Mod.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
for (gr in 1:20) { 

 Neg.Mod.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = n 

} 
diag(Neg.Mod.5)=n 

diag(Neg.Mod.5)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(Neg.Mod.5[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 
###image(Neg.Mod.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.5.NC=Neg.Mod.5 

 
############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.20.NC 

#######  
Neg.Mod.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 Neg.Mod.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = n 
} 

diag(Neg.Mod.20)=n 

diag(Neg.Mod.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(Neg.Mod.20[seq(101,1,by=-1),]) 

###image(Neg.Mod.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.20.NC=Neg.Mod.20 
 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
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### Nested PSI NC 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.10.NC 

#######  
a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=11) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=90) 

nested.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 
diag(nested.10.NC)=n 

diag(nested.10.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

nested.10.NC[101,90:100] = m 
nested.10.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(nested.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Nest.10.NC=nested.10.NC 
 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.20.NC 
#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=21) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=80) 
nested.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(nested.20.NC)=n  

diag(nested.20.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
nested.20.NC[101,80:100] = m 

nested.20.NC[1:100,101] = m 
###image(nested.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Nest.20.NC=nested.20.NC 

 
 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.5.NC 
#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=6) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=95) 
nested.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(nested.5.NC)=n 

diag(nested.5.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
nested.5.NC[101,80:100] = m 

nested.5.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(nested.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Pos.Nest.5.NC=nested.5.NC 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Nest.10.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=11) 
b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=90) 

neg.nested.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(neg.nested.10.NC)=n 
diag(neg.nested.10.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

neg.nested.10.NC[101,90:100] = m 

neg.nested.10.NC[1:100,101] = m 
##image(neg.nested.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Nest.10.NC=neg.nested.10.NC 

 
############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.20.NC 

#######  
a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=21) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=80) 

neg.nested.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 
diag(neg.nested.20.NC)=n  

diag(neg.nested.20.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

neg.nested.20.NC[101,80:100] = m 
neg.nested.20.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(neg.nested.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Nest.20.NC=neg.nested.20.NC 
 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Nest.5.NC 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=6) 
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b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=95) 
neg.nested.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(neg.nested.5.NC)=n  

diag(neg.nested.5.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
neg.nested.5.NC[101,80:100] = m 

neg.nested.5.NC[1:100,101] = m 

##image(neg.nested.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Nest.5.NC=neg.nested.5.NC 

 

 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Ring PSI MC 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.10 

#######  
neff = 10 

ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(ring.10)=m 
 

 

for (i in 1:101) { 
 ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 

} 
ring.10[1:101,101] = m 

ring.10[101,1:25] = m    

diag(ring.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Ring.10=ring.10 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.5 

#######  
neff = 5 

ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(ring.5)=m 
for (i in 1:101) { 

 ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 

} 
ring.5[1:101,101] = m 

ring.5[101,1:25] = m    

diag(ring.5)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Ring.5=ring.5 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Ring.20 

####### 
neff = 20 

ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(ring.20)=m 
for (i in 1:101) { 

 ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = p 

} 
ring.20[1:101,101] = m 

ring.20[101,1:25] = m  

diag(ring.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
   

###image(ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Ring.20=ring.20 
 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.10 
#######  

neff = 10 

neg.ring.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
diag(neg.ring.10)=m 

for (i in 1:101) { 

 neg.ring.10[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 
} 

neg.ring.10[1:101,101] = m 

neg.ring.10[101,1:25] = m  
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diag(neg.ring.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
 

###image(neg.ring.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Ring.10=neg.ring.10 
 

############################## 

##  Neg.Ring.5 
#######  

neff = 5 

neg.ring.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
diag(neg.ring.5)=m 

for (i in 1:101) { 

 neg.ring.5[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 
} 

neg.ring.5[1:101,101] = m 

neg.ring.5[101,1:25] = m  
diag(neg.ring.5)[c(101,101)] = p 

 

###image(neg.ring.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Ring.5=neg.ring.5 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Ring.20 

#######  

neff = 20 
neg.ring.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

diag(neg.ring.20)=m 
for (i in 1:101) { 

 neg.ring.20[i,seq(i,i+neff-1)%%101+1] = n 

} 
neg.ring.20[1:101,101] = m 

neg.ring.20[101,1:25] = m  

diag(neg.ring.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(neg.ring.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Ring.20=neg.ring.20 

 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Modular PSI MC 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.5 

#######  
friends.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:20) { 

 friends.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = p 
} 

diag(friends.5)=m 

diag(friends.5)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(friends.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.5=friends.5 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.10 

#######  
friends.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:10) { 

 friends.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = p 
} 

diag(friends.10)=m 

diag(friends.10)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(friends.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Mod.10==friends.10 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Mod.20 

#######  
friends.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 friends.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = p 
} 

diag(friends.20)=m 

diag(friends.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
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###image(friends.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Pos.Mod.20=friends.20 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Mod.10 

####### 

enemies.10 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
for (gr in 1:10) { 

 enemies.10[((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10),  ((gr-1)*10+1):(gr*10)] = n 

} 
diag(enemies.10)=m 

diag(enemies.10)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(enemies.10,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Mod.10=enemies.10 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Mod.5 

#######  

enemies.5 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 
for (gr in 1:20) { 

 enemies.5[((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5),  ((gr-1)*5+1):(gr*5)] = n 

} 
diag(enemies.5)=m 

diag(enemies.5)[c(101,101)] = p 

###image(enemies.5,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Mod.5=enemies.5 

 
############################## 

##  Neg.Mod.20 

#######  
enemies.20 = matrix(m,nrow=101,ncol=101) 

for (gr in 1:5) { 

 enemies.20[((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20),  ((gr-1)*20+1):(gr*20)] = n 
} 

diag(enemies.20)=m 

diag(enemies.20)[c(101,101)] = p 
###image(enemies.20,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Mod.20=enemies.20 

 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

### Nested PSI MC 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 
############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.10 

#######  
a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=11) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=90) 

nested.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 
diag(nested.10.NC)=m 

diag(nested.10.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

nested.10.NC[101,90:100] = m 
nested.10.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(nested.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Pos.Nest.10=nested.10.NC 
 

############################## 

##  Pos.Nest.20 
#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=21) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=80) 
nested.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(nested.20.NC)=m  

diag(nested.20.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
nested.20.NC[101,80:100] = m 

nested.20.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(nested.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Pos.Nest.20=nested.20.NC 

 

############################## 
##  Pos.Nest.5 

#######  

a= matrix(p, nrow=101, ncol=6) 
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b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=95) 
nested.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(nested.5.NC)=m 

diag(nested.5.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
nested.5.NC[101,80:100] = m 

nested.5.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(nested.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Pos.Nest.5=nested.5.NC 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Nest.10 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=11) 
b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=90) 

neg.nested.10.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(neg.nested.10.NC)=m 
diag(neg.nested.10.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

neg.nested.10.NC[101,90:100] = m 

neg.nested.10.NC[1:100,101] = m 
###image(neg.nested.10.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Nest.10=neg.nested.10.NC 

 
############################## 

##  Neg.Nest.20 

#######  
a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=21) 

b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=80) 
neg.nested.20.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(neg.nested.20.NC)=m  

diag(neg.nested.20.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 
neg.nested.20.NC[101,80:100] = m 

neg.nested.20.NC[1:100,101] = m 

###image(neg.nested.20.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 
Neg.Nest.20=neg.nested.20.NC 

 

############################## 
##  Neg.Nest.5 

#######  

a= matrix(n, nrow=101, ncol=6) 
b= matrix(m, nrow=101, ncol=95) 

neg.nested.5.NC= cbind(b,a) 

diag(neg.nested.5.NC)=m  
diag(neg.nested.5.NC)[c(101,101)] = p 

neg.nested.5.NC[101,80:100] = m 

neg.nested.5.NC[1:100,101] = m 
###image(neg.nested.5.NC,zlim=c(n,p)) 

Neg.Nest.5=neg.nested.5.NC 

 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

 

hyplist=list() 
hyplist[[1]]=Null  

hyplist[[2]]=Null.NC 

hyplist[[3]]=Null.PC 
hyplist[[4]]=Pos.Ring.10.NC 

hyplist[[5]]=Pos.Ring.5.NC     

hyplist[[6]]=Pos.Ring.20.NC    
hyplist[[7]]=Neg.Ring.10.NC 

hyplist[[8]]=Neg.Ring.5.NC 

hyplist[[9]]=Neg.Ring.20.NC 
hyplist[[10]]=Pos.Mod.10.NC 

hyplist[[11]]=Pos.Mod.5.NC 

hyplist[[12]]=Pos.Mod.20.NC 
hyplist[[13]]=Neg.Mod.10.NC 

hyplist[[14]]=Neg.Mod.5.NC 

hyplist[[15]]=Neg.Mod.20.NC 
hyplist[[16]]=Pos.Nest.10.NC 

hyplist[[17]]=Pos.Nest.20.NC  

hyplist[[18]]=Pos.Nest.5.NC  
hyplist[[19]]=Neg.Nest.10.NC   

hyplist[[20]]=Neg.Nest.20.NC 

hyplist[[21]]=Neg.Nest.5.NC 
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hyplist[[22]]=Pos.Ring.10 
hyplist[[23]]=Pos.Ring.5 

hyplist[[24]]=Pos.Ring.20 

hyplist[[25]]=Neg.Ring.10 
hyplist[[26]]=Neg.Ring.5 

hyplist[[27]]=Neg.Ring.20    

hyplist[[28]]=Pos.Mod.10 
hyplist[[29]]=Pos.Mod.5 

hyplist[[30]]=Pos.Mod.20 

hyplist[[31]]=Neg.Mod.10 
hyplist[[32]]=Neg.Mod.5 

hyplist[[33]]=Neg.Mod.20 

hyplist[[34]]=Pos.Nest.10 
hyplist[[35]]=Pos.Nest.20 

hyplist[[36]]=Pos.Nest.5 

hyplist[[37]]=Neg.Nest.10 
hyplist[[38]]=Neg.Nest.20 

hyplist[[39]]=Neg.Nest.5 

 
hypnames = c(  

"Null",  

"Null.NC",  
"Null.PC",  

"Pos.Ring.NC",  

"Pos.Ring.10.NC",  
"Pos.Ring.5.NC",      

"Pos.Ring.20.NC",     
"Neg.Ring.NC",  

"Neg.Ring.10.NC",  

"Neg.Ring.5.NC",  
"Neg.Ring.20.NC",  

"Pos.Mod.10.NC",  

"Pos.Mod.5.NC",  
"Pos.Mod.20.NC",  

"Neg.Mod.10.NC",  

"Neg.Mod.5.NC",  
"Neg.Mod.20.NC",  

"Pos.Nest.10.NC",  

"Pos.Nest.20.NC",  
"Pos.Nest.5.NC",   

"Neg.Nest.10.NC",    

"Neg.Nest.20.NC",  
"Neg.Nest.5.NC",  

"Pos.Ring",  

"Pos.Ring.10",  
"Pos.Ring.5",  

"Pos.Ring.20",  

"Neg.Ring",  
"Neg.Ring.10",  

"Neg.Ring.5",  

"Neg.Ring.20",   
"Pos.Mod.10",  

"Pos.Mod.5",  

"Pos.Mod.20",  
"Neg.Mod.10",  

"Neg.Mod.5",  

"Neg.Mod.20",  
"Pos.Nest.10",  

"Pos.Nest.20",  

"Pos.Nest.5",  
"Neg.Nest.10",  

"Neg.Nest.20",  

"Neg.Nest.5") 
 

######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 
######################################################################################## 

######################################################################################## 

 
### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  
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ABSTRACT 

The initial species present during community assembly can have long-term effects on the resulting 

diversity and composition of plant communities when early arriving species influence the growth and 

survival of later arriving species (priority effects). This is particularly important when restoring 

communities because our choice of initial species could affect the restoration outcomes. Our ability to 

predict how the initial species composition will affect the diversity and composition of resulting plant 

communities is limited. As species interaction networks can affect community alpha diversity, beta 

diversity, resilience and invasibility, their influence on priority effects should also be explored.  

We investigated whether species interaction networks can affect the strength of priority effects in plant 

communities using a grid-based simulation model of plant community dynamics. We simulated plant 

community assembly for several theoretical species interaction network scenarios under several 

different initial species pool compositions and recorded measures of diversity and species abundance 

over time. We then assessed the degree to which changing the initial species pool composition affected 

the resulting diversity and composition among communities with different species interaction network 

architectures.  

We found that communities with modular or ring interaction network architectures experienced stronger 

priority effects than those with nested architectures or no interactions. The addition of negative 
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conspecific interactions to communities with different heterospecific interactions had little effect on the 

strength of priority effects.  

Combined with empirical evidence, these insights and techniques could help identify communities 

likely to experience stronger priority effects, and help practitioners select species to replant an area to 

best achieve desired restoration outcomes.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

Predicting patterns of plant community recovery following severe disturbance has been notoriously 

challenging yet is essential to further improve restoration efforts (Hobbs & Norton, 1996; Suding, 2011: 

Brudvig, 2017; Riviera et al. 2021). Traditionally, studies have focused on abiotic drivers in determining 

patterns of vegetation recovery since data are reasonably obtainable (Prach, et al. 2007; Meiners et al. 

2015; Standish et al. 2015). However, even when many management practices and environmental 

variables are considered, abiotic drivers are still not sufficient in explaining vegetation outcomes 

following severe disturbance (Riviera et al. 2021). There is an increasing realisation that biotic 

interactions play an important role in community assembly and recovery (Fukami, 2015), and when 

considered together with abiotic variables, may help increase the predictability of vegetation outcomes 

following severe disturbance.   

Biotic interactions can affect vegetation assembly through 1) niche preemption, where initial species 

reduce the resources available to later arriving species (Fargione et al. 2003); and 2) niche modification, 

where initial species change the abiotic/ biotic conditions which either positively or negatively affect 

the abundance of later arriving species (Clements, 1936; Gómez‐Aparicio et al. 2004; Padilla & 

Pugnaire, 2006; Filazzola & Lortie, 2014). As both these biotic interactions involve initial species 

affecting the abundance of later arriving species, the identity of the initial species can have large 

implications for the trajectory of the community in terms of diversity and composition, a phenomenon 

known as “priority effects” (Fukami, 2015). Priority effects are therefore particularly important when 

restoring communities because our choice of initial species selected to populate a disturbed area can 

affect the restoration outcomes. 

Predicting priority effects in plant communities is challenging, as long-term empirical data is limited, 

and many context-dependent variables contribute to priority effects making it difficult to identify 

general drivers (Fukami, 2015). Despite this, theoretical studies suggest that the presence of alternative 

stable states, as indicated by high beta diversity, may be indicative of stronger priority effects in plant 

communities, as it demonstrates that a community can result in one or more different and stable states 

of composition and diversity (Fukami & Nakajima, 2011). One driver of alternative stable states in 

simulated communities is the presence of positive conspecific interactions where individuals of the 
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same species (conspecifics) make conditions more suitable for other conspecifics. This type of plant 

interaction has been found to result in the stable dominance of whichever species happened to arrive 

earlier during community assembly leading to high beta diversity among community replicates (Bever, 

2003; Fukami & Nakajima, 2011 & 2013; Bever et al. 2012). 

The architecture of species interaction networks can also affect the long-term beta diversity of simulated 

plant communities (Chapter 2), as well as their resilience and invasibility (Chapter 3 and 4). High beta 

diversity, low resilience, or the ability for initial species to exclude an invading/immigrating species 

could all be indicative of the presence of alternative stable states (Serván & Allesina, 2021). Therefore, 

the effects of the architecture of species interaction networks on a community’s sensitivity to the initial 

species pool composition should also be investigated. Furthermore, negative conspecific interactions 

can reduce beta diversity in communities by making conditions less suitable for conspecifics, which 

encourages the establishment of other species better suited to the altered conditions, resulting in 

communities with similar diversity and composition (Bever, 2003; Mangan et al. 2010; van der Putten 

et al. 2013; Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). As negative conspecific interactions are common among native 

species (Klironomos, 2002), the combined effect of heterospecific plant interactions (that may increase 

the strength of priority effects) and negative conspecific interactions (that may decrease the strength of 

priority effects) on a community’s sensitivity to the initial species pool should also be investigated.  

We investigated whether the architecture of species interaction networks can affect the strength of 

priority effects in communities using a stochastic grid-based simulation model of plant community 

dynamics. Specifically, our objectives were to measure the degree to which changing the initial species 

pool composition affects resulting diversity and composition for plant communities with different 

network architectures of species interactions both with and without negative conspecific interactions.  

 

METHODS  

 

Model overview  

To explore how plant interaction networks can affect priority effects in communities, we used a grid-

based simulation model, based on a model developed by Teste et al. (2017) and later adapted by 

Trevenen et al. (2017). As summarised in Chapter 2, the model simulates plant community dynamics 

on a 100 by 100 square grid, with each grid cell being occupied by at most one individual plant at a 

time. Plants interact via plant-soil feedback, a process where plants alter the biotic and/or abiotic 

properties of the soil in the cell they grow in, which in turn alters the growth performance of plants 

subsequently growing in that soil. To investigate the effects of different initial species pool 

compositions on the dynamics of restored communities with different networks of plant interactions, 

20% of the cells at the start of the simulation were set to be occupied by 20% of the total species pool 
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of 100 possible ‘species’ (i.e. 20 species, each occupying roughly 100 cells), and the soil in all cells 

was set to be unconditioned. 

At each time step for the duration of the simulation, the following processes occur in order: immigration, 

recruitment, growth, and mortality. For immigration, each empty cell has a 0.001 probability of being 

colonized by a new individual chosen randomly from a pool of 100 possible ‘species’, with each species 

being equiprobable. With recruitment, empty cells are colonised by new individuals that are the 

offspring of plants currently in the simulated area, with the species identity of these new individuals 

chosen randomly with a probability weighted by the total current biomass of that species (based on an 

assumption that larger plants are more fecund). For the first time step, there is no recruitment, which 

allows new immigrants from time step 1 and 2 to establish. Dispersal was set to be global, meaning that 

there was no weighting given to distance from existing plants when choosing species identity of recruits. 

With growth, the size (biomass) of an individual is increased according to its growth rate which depends 

on the soil conditions in its grid cell. Each plant alters the ‘soil’ properties of its cell, which after the 

plant dies, can either have a positive, negative or no (neutral) effect on the growth rate of the next 

occupant of that cell. The size of individual plants is constrained by capping the size of neighbouring 

plants (immediate neighbours, five individuals in total) to not exceed a certain combined biomass. This 

represents a situation where resource limitation would become a limiting factor on the growth of large 

neighbouring individuals as would occur in nature. With mortality, each individual (including newly 

immigrated or recruited individuals) has a 0.1 probability of dying and its cell being set to empty. We 

assume that all species are identical apart from their defined heterospecific interactions; this neutral 

model approach is not intended to represent any particular real plant community, but it allows us to 

distinguish the effects of plant interactions that may well be a component of such communities.  

While the model is based on interactions between the previous and future occupant of cells 

(conceptually representing soil-mediated legacy effects), Teste et al. (2017) found through using a 

previous version of the model, that community patterns and outcomes were quite similar if the proposed 

interactions existed between plants in neighbouring cells rather than successive plants in the same cell. 

The extensive sensitivity analysis presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis also supports this proposition. 

We therefore believe that this study may represent plant interactions more generally, such as shading, 

or protection from the impacts of herbivores.  

All simulations were performed in R (R Core Team, 2021) see Supplementary Material section 

“Simulation model code” for the simulation code. 

Plant-soil feedback interaction scenarios  

To investigate the effects of network architecture on priority effects, we considered modular, nested 

and ring plant-soil feedback interaction (PSFI) scenarios, because they are commonly observed network 

architectures in ecological communities (Chapter 2). All network scenarios were based on a pool of 100 
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species. For the nested scenarios, there were 20 highly interactive species (species 81-100) that affected 

the growth of the other highly interactive species as well as all the 80 other species. For modular 

scenarios, interactions between species occurred in 5 discrete modules, each including 20 species that 

affect the growth of other species within the module, and are also equally affected by the other species 

in the module. For ring scenarios, interactions between species were one-directional, with each species 

affecting 20 other species: the first species affects species 2-21, the second species affects species 3-22 

the third species affects species 4-23, and so on, eventually creating a ring structure with species 100 

affecting species 1-20. For all these scenarios we considered both positive and negative heterospecific 

PSFIs, resulting in 3x2=6 variations of each architectural type. We also considered a null scenario, with 

no interactions between the species, to provide a baseline for comparison. For each of the 7 scenarios 

described above, we considered two possibilities for conspecific (same species) interactions: the growth 

rate of species in soil conditioned by a conspecific plant was either set to standard or to slow (negative 

conspecific interaction). This resulted in 14 different PSFI scenarios in total (Table 1). 

Table 1. The 14 PSFI network scenarios used in this study with details on the heterospecific interaction 

type (negative implies growth rates of species are slow in heterospecific soil, positive implies growth 

rates of species are fast in heterospecific soil, otherwise heterospecific growth rate is equal to standard 

growth rate); heterospecific interaction architecture; the group size; and conspecific interactions 

(negative implies growth rates of species are slow in conspecific soil and are indicated by adding NC 

suffix onto the PSFI scenario name, none implies growth rates in conspecific soil are equal to standard 

growth rate). Group size indicates the number of species interacting in each module for the modular 

networks, the number of highly interacting species for nested networks, and the number of species that 

interact with other species for ring networks. Under the standard growth rate, plants increased in size 

(biomass) by 1.65 times each time step, under the slow growth rate plants increased in size by 1.49 

times each time step, and under the fast growth rate plants increased in size by 1.82 times each time 

step. 

PSFI Scenario Heterospecific 

interaction type 

Heterospecific 

interaction 

architecture 

Group 

size* 

Conspecific 

interaction 

Null /NC Null Null - None/Negative 

Pos.Mod /NC Positive Modular 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Mod/NC Negative Modular 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Ring/NC Positive Ring 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Ring/NC Negative Ring 20 None/Negative 

Pos.Nest/NC Positive Nested 20 None/Negative 

Neg.Nest/NC Negative Nested 20 None/Negative 
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Initial species pool compositions 

We considered six different initial species pool compositions (ISPCs) (Table 2). For every ISPC, the 

same 20 species out of the total 100 species pool were chosen to populate the empty simulated area at 

time step 0, except for the “Random” ISPC, where 20 randomly selected species were chosen to 

populate the empty simulated area for every simulation replicate. These six different ISPCs were 

designed to contain different numbers of interacting and non-interacting species for each PSFI scenario. 

For example, for ring and modular scenarios, two of the ISPCs (“First 20” & “Last 20” ISPCs) meant 

that only interacting species were initially present while another (“Equal spread” ISPC) meant that 

mostly non-interacting species were initially present (Figure 1). For the nested scenarios, one of the 

ISPCs (“Last 20” ISPC) meant that only the highly interactive species (species 81-100) were initially 

present (Figure 1), while another ISPC (“First 20” ISPC) meant that no highly interactive species were 

initially present, and all other ISPCs meant a mixture of highly interactive species and less interactive 

species. 

Table 2. The six initial species pool compositions (ISPCs) used in this study. Each ISPC consists of a 

total of 20 out of 100 possible species. Each of the 100 possible species are represented as numbers 

from 1 to 100. If the species number is present in the ISPC then it along with the other 19 species 

represented by numbers will populate the simulated empty restoration site.  

Name of ISPC Species by number (1-100) chosen for 

each ISPC  

Equal spread 5, 10, 15, 20, 25.......100 

First 20 1-20 

Last 20 81-100 

First 11 plus equal spread 1-11, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 

Last 11 plus equal spread 1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71, 81, 90-100, 

Random 20 randomly assigned species 
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Figure 1. A schematic of three of the initial species pool compositions (ISPCs) superimposed onto 

matrices representing the 100 species (x axis) and their growth in soil conditioned by the other 100 

species (y axis) for four different PSFI scenarios. The grey shaded bands indicate the species chosen to 

populate the simulated empty area for a particular ISPC, with the first row indicating the 20 species 

included in the “First 20” ISPC, the second row indicating the species included in the “First 11 plus 

equal spread” ISPC, and the third row indicating the species included in the “Equal spread” ISCP. Note 

for ring and modular PSFI scenarios (Neg.Ring & Neg.Mod), the ISPC could include only interacting 

species (row 1 and partially 2), or mostly species that do not interact (row 3). For the nested PSFI 

scenarios (Neg.Nest), the highly interactive species are species 81-100, so none are included in the 

“First 20” ISPC (first row), two in the “First 11 equal spread” ISPC (second row, sp 90, 100) and four 

in the “Equal spread” ISPC (third row. species 85, 90, 95, 100).  

 

Simulations and data analysis  

Each simulation was run for 300 time steps to monitor community dynamics. This time frame was 

chosen to allow for patterns to emerge within a time period of interest to restoration practitioners. Due 

to the stochasticity of the model, each treatment combination (PFSI scenario–ISPC) simulation was 

replicated 100 times.  

Priority effects were measured as 

1) the extent to which the different ISPC led to differences in alpha diversity, beta diversity, total 

diversity over time among the replicate communities, and 

2) the extent to which the different ISPC led to differences in composition among the replicate 

communities.  

To measure the extent to which the different ISPC led to differences in diversity we conducted an 

ANOVA test to measure the difference in diversity at time step 300 among the ISPCs for each PSFI 

scenario, and extracted the f-value (the ratio of the mean sums of squares within ISPC scenarios to the 

mean sums of squares among ISPC scenarios). This gave us one f-value for each PSFI scenario, with 

larger f values indicating that the PSFI scenario resulted in larger differences in diversity among ISPCs 

compared to differences in diversity within replicate runs of the same ISPC, i.e. larger priority effects. 

P values from the ANOVA tests were also used to indicate a conservative ‘significance’ of difference 

(p>0.001) in diversity among the ISPCs.  

Alpha diversity was measured for each simulation at each time point in two ways: 1) Inverse Simpson’s 

Diversity Index (1/D), which considers the number of species present and the abundance of each species 
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(the total biomass of the species in the 100 × 100 grid); and 2) species richness, the number of different 

species in the grid. 1/D is a useful measure of alpha diversity as it is less sensitive than richness to the 

presence of newly immigrated species with very low abundances that do not necessarily have an 

important impact on community dynamics. Beta diversity was calculated as the average Bray-Curtis 

dissimilarity between each of the replicate communities for each ISPC (except the “Random” ISPC) 

over time to their group centroid in multivariate space (Anderson et al. 2006). Total diversity over time 

was measured by calculating the mean abundance (biomass) of each species over the entire 300 time 

steps and then calculating the Inverse Simpson's Diversity of these average abundances. This measure 

will be high when alpha diversity is high, but it can also be high when alpha diversity is low if there is 

high species turnover.  

To measure the extent to which the different ISPC led to differences in composition among the replicate 

communities, we calculated and compared the percentage change in compositional spread of the 

communities from time step 1 to time step 300. Compositional spread was calculated as follows. We 

first took all simulated communities for one PSFI at a single time step, i.e. all replicates for all ISPCs 

except “Random”, which is 5 × 100 = 500 simulated communities. We then calculated compositional 

spread as the average bray Curtis distance of those 500 communities to their group centroid, with a 

larger value for compositional spread indicating a larger difference in composition among the 500 

replicate communities. For each PFSI scenario, we then calculated the percentage change from the 

initial compositional spread at time step 1 to the final compositional spread at time step 300. A positive 

change in compositional spread thus indicates composition diverging among replicates, while a negative 

change in compositional spread indicates that replicates are becoming more compositionally similar to 

each other over time. Compositional spread was also evaluated through non-metric multidimensional 

scaling (NMDS) ordination, for a selection of PSFI scenarios using only 20 replicate communities for 

each ISPC at the final time step. All data was combined in the NMDS to allow for species compositions 

to be comparable across PSFI scenarios.  

Permutation multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; adonis function in vegan) was used to 

examine and compare the effect of ISPC, time since establishment and PSFIs on the final species 

composition. Additionally, heat maps were used to illustrate how the abundance of individual species 

changed over time for a selection of PSFI scenario-ISPC combinations.  

All data were analysed using the R environment for statistical computing (R Core Team, 2021) with 

alpha diversity, total diversity over time and adonis analysis calculated/conducted using the vegan 

package (Oksanen et al. 2013)  
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RESULTS  

The effect of ISPC on the diversity of the different PSFI scenarios  

Initially, all restored communities started with the same diversity regardless of the ISPC (1/D ~ 20), 

since communities were initialised with roughly even numbers of the 20 different species in all ISPCs. 

Then for all PSFI scenarios, diversity was generally lost over time, and for some scenarios diversity 

was lost to different extents depending on the ISPCs (Figures 2 & S1, Table 3). Different ISPCs led to 

significant differences in diversity within as little as 50 time steps in some PSFI scenarios (Figure 2). 

For the null and positive nested scenarios, diversity slowly decreased over time regardless of the IPSC. 

For the ring and modular scenarios, diversity quickly decreased over time at varying rates depending 

on the IPSC.  

The ISPC that resulted in the highest and lowest alpha diversity (1/D) differed among PSFI scenarios 

(Figures 2 & S1). For example, for ring scenarios, diversity decreased most quickly and to the greatest 

extent when the ISPC contained only interacting species, i.e. “First 20” and “Last 20” (decreased by ~ 

63% for Pos.Ring, and by ~74% for Neg.Ring at final time step). In contrast, for modular scenarios, 

diversity decreased most quickly and to the greatest extent when the ISPC contained an equal mix of 

interacting and non-interacting species, e.g. “First 11 plus equal spread” and “Last 11 plus equal spread” 

(decreased by ~ 40% for Pos.Mod, and by ~37% for Neg.Mod at final time step). For nested scenarios, 

diversity decreased most quickly and to the greatest extent when large proportions of the highly 

interactive species were present in the ISPC, i.e. “Last 20” and “Last 11 plus equal spread” (decreased 

by ~ 12% for Pos.Nest, and by ~18% for Neg.Nest at final time step). Notably, when the ISPC contained 

all members from one module (“First 20” and “Last 20”), negative modular scenarios had the highest 

richness (Figure S2) and for a short time the highest 1/D of all PSFI scenarios (Figure 2, S1). For all 

PSFI scenarios, whether negative conspecific interactions were included or not had little effect on the 

difference and ranking of diversity among the IPSCs (Table 3, Figure S1).  
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Figure 2. Changes in Inverse Simpson’s Diversity (1/D) over time under each of the 6 ISPCs for a 

selection of PSFI scenarios. The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and 

the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point 

in time indicates a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that 

confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line. 
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Table 3. F-values extracted from ANOVA tests on the difference in diversity at time step 300 among 

the different ISPCs for each PSFI scenario. The f-value is calculated as the ratio of the mean sums of 

squares within ISPC scenarios to the mean sums of squares among ISPC scenarios, with larger f values 

thus indicating that the PSFI scenario resulted in larger differences in diversity among ISPCs, i.e. larger 

priority effects. Four measurements of diversity were considered for this analysis being Inverse 

Simpson’s Diversity, richness, beta diversity and total diversity over time. The colour gradient 

highlights differences among the sizes of the F values, with large F values coloured a darker red 

indicating a large difference in diversity among the different ISPCs, and small F values coloured a 

lighter red indicating a small difference in diversity among the different ISPCs. Light grey coloured F 

values represent no significant difference in diversity amongst the different ISPCs (p> 0.001). The F 

values for the PSFI scenarios without and with negative conspecific interactions are presented in the 

left and right sub-columns of the 4 diversity super-columns, with scenarios with negative conspecific 

interactions presented in the right sub-column under the heading “NC”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The general pattern for which ISPC yielded the highest and lowest diversity for each PSFI scenario was 

similar for Inverse Simpson’s Diversity (1/D), richness and total diversity over time, but not beta 

diversity (Figures S1, S2, S3 & S4). The “First 20” and “Last 20” ISPC for negative ring scenarios, and 

the “Last 20” ISPC for negative nested scenarios, resulted in high beta diversity but low 1/D (Figures 

S1 & S3). Inverse Simpson’s Diversity (1/D) and total diversity over time were more sensitive to 

changes to the ISPC, i.e. resulted in larger F values, than richness and beta diversity (Table 3).  

 

The effect of ISPC on the composition of different PSFI scenarios  

Although the final composition of each community was most strongly associated with the ISPC 

(PERMANOVA, R2=0.30, pseudo-P=0.001) and time since establishment (PERMANOVA, R2=0.16, 

pseudo- P=0.001), the effect of PSFI scenario on final composition was also significant (PERMANOVA, 

R2=0.011, P=0.001) (Table S1).  

PSFI 

scenario 

Inv Simpson’s 

Diversity 

Richness Beta diversity Total diversity 

over time 

  NC   NC  NC  NC 

Null 1 0.1 1.2 1 1.4 0.4 1.3 1.3 

Pos.Mod 817.4 927.1 29.8 42.8 61.6 83.4 1157.8 1313.8 

Pos.Nest 10.2 6.8 2.3 1.8 5.4 5 7.8 3.6 

Pos.Ring 1172.1 1544.5 2.6 3 23.4 37.8 721.6 913.5 

Neg.Mod 137.8 105 99.1 94 2354.6 3234.7 950.5 920.3 

Neg.Nest 32.6 19.3 3.8 1.6 30.4 12.5 25.4 16.4 

Neg.Ring 2345.9 2365.6 7.9 9.6 5.4 7.9 1392.5 1409 
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For some PSFI scenarios, community composition stayed very similar to the initial species composition 

even after 300 time steps (Figure 3). For example, positive nested and null scenarios had very low 

compositional change over time, thus the position of the replicate communities for these PSFIs 

corresponds to the initial species composition. For other PSFI scenarios, composition diverged away 

from the initial species pool composition (Figures 3 & 4). For the positive modular and ring scenarios, 

divergence away from the ISPC reflected communities having a greater positive percentage change in 

compositional spread from the first to last time step, i.e. communities becoming more different with 

time (Figure 3, Table S2). In contrast, for negative modular scenarios, the composition of communities 

with different ISPC became more similar over time. PSFI scenarios that experienced a larger percentage 

change in compositional spread mostly also had larger differences in diversity among the ISPC (larger 

F values). The addition of negative conspecific interactions mostly only slightly increased the extent of 

convergence in composition in communities with different ISPC (Table. S2).  

 

The effect of ISPC on the abundance of species in communities with PSFIs  

For some PSFI scenarios, the abundances of species were found to change over time away from the 

initial species pool abundances (Figure 4). For positive modular scenarios, when the IPSC contained 

only interacting species (i.e. species belonging to the same module), these species dominated, and no 

species belonging to other modules established (Figure 4, “Last 20”). However, when the IPSC 

contained many species of one module and a few species from other modules, species from the module 

with the most members present dominated, and the abundance of the species from other modules 

diminished (Figure 4, “Last 11 plus equal spread”). Over time some missing members of the dominant 

module began to establish in the community. For negative modular scenarios, when the ISPC contained 

many species belonging to the same module, the abundance of these species declined over time, and 

immigrating species from other modules begun establishing (Figure 4, “Last 20 & Last 11 plus equal 

spread”). 

For positive ring scenarios, when the ISPC contained only interacting species, the species that had the 

greatest number of positive interactions (species 100) quickly began to dominate (Figure 4, “Last 20”). 

When the ISPC contained a mix of interacting and non-interacting species, the species that experienced 

the most positive interactions initially dominated (e.g. Figure 4, “Last 20”, species 90 & 81), then 

species that positively interact with these dominant species began to establish into the community. For 

negative ring scenarios, when the ISPC contained interacting species, the species with the least amount 

of negative interactions quickly dominated (Figure 4, “Last 20”, species 100). For both positive and 

negative ring and modular scenarios, dominance did not eventuate when the ISPC contained species 

that would experience an equal amount of interactions (Figure 4, “Equal spread”).  
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For both positive and negative nested scenarios, as well as the null scenario, the species abundances at 

the final step closely reflected those at the first time step (Figure 4). There was little observable 

difference in species abundances over time between PSFI scenarios with and without negative 

conspecific interactions (Figure S5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination showing the difference in species 

composition at the final time step (time step 300) among the different ISPCs for several of the PSFI 

scenarios. Bray Curtis distances were used to observe differences in composition between ISPCs and 
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PSFIs and were calculated based on 20 simulation runs of each PSFI - ISPC combination. All data was 

combined in the analysis to allow for species composition under one PSFI to be comparable to 

compositions under another PSFI. Therefore, if points of a particular ISPC under one PSFI occupies a 

similar space within the grid as an ISPC under another PSFI, this means that they have similar species 

compositions. The stress values of the NMDS was 0.201 from 1000 runs with no convergence. The 

percentage change in compositional spread from the first and last time step is also represented in the 

top right corner of each plot. Compositional spread is calculated as the average Bray Curtis distance of 

the 500 replicate communities (100 replicates for each of the 5 ISPCs = 500) to a group centroid for 

each PSFI scenario. A larger compositional spread indicates a larger difference in composition among 

the 500 replicate communities for that given PSFI scenario. The percentage change in compositional 

spread is calculated as the change in compositional spread from time step 1 and time step 300. A positive 

change in compositional spread (blue) thus indicates composition diverging among replicates, while 

negative change (red) indicates that replicates are becoming more compositionally similar over time. 

As the null scenarios had very low compositional change over time, the position of the replicate 

communities for the null scenario thus corresponds to the initial species composition.  The composition 

of initial species is represented for each PSFI scenario with a star with a black outline coloured the same 

as the ISPC it represents.  
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Figure 4. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps from 

a randomly chosen replicate community for four PSFI scenarios under the “Equal spread”, “Last 20” 

and “Last 11 plus equal spread” ISPCs. These four PSFI scenarios are presented because they best help 

explain our results (see discussion). A species’ abundance is indicated by the intensity of the grey/black 

bar, using a square root scale, as represented in the legend. For the nested PSFI network scenarios, the 

20 highly interactive species that either facilitate (Pos.Nest) or hinder (Neg.Nest) the growth of the 

others were species 81–100. 
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DISCUSSION 

Overall, we found that the network architecture of species interactions can affect the strength of priority 

effects in plant communities, resulting in differences in the diversity and composition of communities 

assembled under different ISPCs. Generally, for all scenarios, diversity was lost over time, and for some 

scenarios, diversity was lost at different rates depending on the ISPC. Communities with modular or 

ring interaction architectures experienced stronger priority effects than communities with nested or null 

interaction architectures. 

Modular interaction networks: For negative modular scenarios, when the ISPC contained only 

interacting species (i.e. all members of one module present), the abundance of these initial species 

decreased, yet alpha diversity and beta diversity initially increased. This was because the initial species 

experienced a reduced growth rate in heterospecific soil, hence new immigrants were able to easily 

establish into the community. Over more time, these new immigrants might dominate, as they 

experience fewer negative heterospecific interactions compared to the initial species, as found when the 

IPSC contained both interacting and non-interacting species. As the identity of the dominant species 

will vary among replicates, it makes sense that communities with negative modular interactions can 

have high long-term beta diversity (Chapter 2). For positive modular scenarios, the species belonging 

to the module that had the most members present in the initial species pool would dominate and would 

later begin to recruit any missing members not present at the start - a mechanism that has been suggested 

to promote resilience (Chapter 3). This explains why positive modular interactions led to high diversity 

when the ISPC contained all members of a module (20 species dominate), or low diversity when the 

IPSC contained both interacting and non-interacting species (12 species dominate). For both positive 

and negative modular scenarios, dominance did not eventuate when species from all modules were 

equally present in the ISPC, as species presumably experienced an equal amount of interactions hence 

had similar growth rates.  

In nature, functionally similar species generally interact in negative/competitive ways, while 

functionally different species interact in positive/facilitative ways (MacArthur & Levins, 1967; Gómez‐

Aparicio, 2009; Navarro-Cano et al. 2019). These interactions among functional groups could thus lead 

to negative modular architectures (modules of functionally similar species interacting in 

negative/competitive ways) and positive modular architectures (modules of functionally different 

species interacting in positive/facilitative ways). Populating a restored area with functionally similar 

competitor species is often suggested as a restoration strategy to exclude a functionally similar invasive 

species (Funk et al. 2008; Fagúndez & Lema, 2019). However, our results suggest that populating an 

area with mostly competing species could result in a community with a reduced average growth rate 

(i.e. decreased productivity), which would likely increase the invasibility of the community (Chapter 
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4). Therefore, selecting an ISPC that increases the average growth rate of the native community, 

especially that increases the growth rate of the native species that are functionally like the invader, may 

better protect a community from invasion (Schuster et al. 2018).  

Ring interaction networks: Our negative ring scenarios represent a network architecture commonly 

known as intransitive competition, where there is no single best competitor. This type of interaction 

network is widely reported to promote competitor coexistence by reducing species’ competitive ability 

(Laird & Schamp, 2006; Gallien et al. 2017; Soliveres et al. 2015; Maynard et al. 2017; Stouffer et al. 

2018; Mack et al. 2019). Most studies consider intransitive competition in small 2-5 species 

communities, where all species are present and hence all experience equal amounts of negative 

interactions (e.g. Laird & Schamp, 2006; Mack et al. 2019). We found that for negative ring scenarios 

when the IPSC resulted in species experiencing an unequal amount of interactions, the species with the 

fewest negative interactions dominated, and alpha diversity sharply dropped. This is consistent with 

other studies that found that diversity crashes in negative ring communities when species are removed 

(Mack et al. 2019; Chapter 3).  

Positive ring scenarios represent a situation similar to relay floristics during succession (Clements, 

1936) or forest gap dynamics (Yamamoto, 2000), where a species positively affects the establishment 

of another species, which then positively affects the establishment of another and so on. However, in 

our ring scenarios, the last species in the chain will also positively affect the first species. When the 

IPSC contained only interacting species, the species with the most positive interactions dominated. In 

contrast, when the ISPC contained mostly non-interacting species, species abundances changed little 

over time as species presumably experienced an equal amount of interactions hence had similar growth 

rates, which resulted in the higher alpha diversity. However, when the IPSC contained a mix of 

interacting and non-interacting species, a cyclic dynamic of species dominance and turnover began to 

occur, a dynamic that can lead to greater total diversity over time (see Chapter 2). Potentially the trade-

off between high alpha diversity at one point in time and species cycling (which may also be desired) 

could be balanced by introducing many small groups of interacting species, which could result in 

multiple cycles of species turnover and a greater number of species of significant abundances at any 

one point in time.  

Nested interaction networks: In nature, nested interactions, such as facilitation from nurse species 

(positive nested) or competition from quickly establishing species (negative nested), can result in 

different trajectories of diversity and composition depending on whether these highly interactive species 

are initially present during community assembly or not (Gómez‐Aparicio et al. 2004; Padilla & 

Pugnaire, 2006; Gómez‐Aparicio, 2009). In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we considered long-term dynamics 

of randomly assembled nested communities (10 000 time steps), and found that negative nested 
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interactions can lead to the dominance of the highly interactive species, while positive nested 

interactions can lead to the exclusion of the highly interactive species. In the long-term, this 

dominance/exclusion arises due to differences in the number of interactions experienced by the highly 

interactive species compared to the less interactive neutral species (see Chapter 2). In the short term 

however, the process driving dominance/exclusion in nested scenarios is slower than the process driving 

dominance/exclusion in modular or ring scenarios. This explains why our nested scenarios appeared 

less sensitive to the ISPC, compared to the modular and ring scenarios, but given more time our nested 

PSFI scenarios may result in stronger priority effects as seen in nature. 

Negative conspecific interactions: Negative conspecific interactions have been shown to reduce beta 

diversity (Fukami and Nakajima, 2013, Chapter 2). Therefore, we expected that negative conspecific 

interactions may also reduce the strength of priority effects. However, we found adding negative 

conspecific interactions to the PSFI scenarios had little effect on priority effects, most likely because in 

the short term there is a greater probability of propagating into soil conditioned by a heterospecific 

species than a conspecific. Given more time, differences in priority effects may become more noticeable 

between scenarios with and without negative conspecific interactions, especially for scenarios that led 

to extreme species dominance, where the probability of propagating into conspecific soil will be high.  

 

Applications and future directions  

For modular and ring scenarios, we found that different levels of diversity emerged depending on the 

ISPC, and high diversity could be selected for by replanting an area with species that would experience 

an equal number of interactions and hence have similar growth rates. However, the number of 

interactions each species experiences in these communities could subsequently become imbalanced, as 

stochastic processes such as immigration and mortality result in some species being favoured more than 

others, leading to reduced diversity. Therefore, the next obvious step would be to explore these 

dynamics over a longer time to see if these different levels of diversity are stable or transient (Fukami 

& Nakajima, 2011). Disturbance has been found to affect the stability of diversity in plant communities 

in both modelling (Chapter 3 of this thesis) and empirical studies (Collins, 2000). For instance, 

disturbance can promote diversity though keeping communities in an arrested state of higher diversity 

or accelerate the loss of diversity (Chapter 3). Hence, it would also be of interest to explore how 

disturbance can affect the stability of communities assembled under different ISPC.  

For modelling studies such as ours to help practically guide species selection to best achieve restoration 

outcomes, we would first need to further develop empirical and analytical methods for identifying and 

quantifying plant interaction networks in nature (Blanchet et al. 2020). Potentially, plant interaction 

networks could be inferred by considering species’ functional traits, as functionally similar species 
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generally interact in negative/competitive ways, while functionally different species interact in 

positive/facilitative ways (MacArthur & Levins, 1967; Gómez‐Aparicio, 2009; Navarro-Cano et al. 

2019). In this case, our results suggest that having an equal spread or random mix of functional types, 

that are likely to interact in positive ways, may promote desired restoration outcomes such as diversity 

and variability among restored sites (Weidlich et al. 2021), as well as reduce vulnerability to invasion 

(Chapter 4). Future trait-based studies exploring species selections to meet restoration outcomes (e.g. 

Funk et al. 2008; Laughlin, 2014), should therefore also consider the species interaction network, and 

the interplay between the species interaction network and species functional types. 

Once a plant community’s species interaction network can be accurately identified, we can test whether 

the effects of species interaction networks on priority effects, as seen in our simulation study, occur in 

real ecosystems. Potentially, priority effects may emerge faster in real communities, where plant 

interactions can affect species survival and establishment instead of only growth rates, as suggested in 

the sensitivity analysis of the Teste et al. (2017) study. This could have important implications for 

communities with positive interactions such as facilitation from nurse species, which are more 

frequently found to affect the emergence and survival of species, whereas negative interactions such as 

competition predominately affect species growth (Gómez‐Aparicio et al. 2004). Once our model can be 

validated against empirical data, it could help practitioners better select initial species pool compositions 

to help achieve restoration outcomes for a community of interest.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Differences in Inverse Simpson’s Diversity over time for each ISPC under each PSFI 

scenario. The lines represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons 

represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time 

indicates a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence 

interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line. 
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Figure S2. Differences in richness over time for each ISPC under each PSFI scenario. The lines 

represent the mean value from 100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons represent the 95% 

confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time indicates a significant 

difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence interval ribbons are 

often too narrow to distinguish from the mean line. 
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Figure S3. Differences in beta diversity over time for each ISPC (minus the “Random” ISPC) under each PSFI scenario The lines represent the mean value 

from 100 replicate simulation runs and the ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean, so non-overlapping ribbons at any point in time indicates 

a significant difference between the PSFI scenarios for that time point. Note that confidence interval ribbons are often too narrow to distinguish from the mean 

line. 
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Figure S4. Boxplot showing the differences in total diversity over time for each ISPC under each PSFI scenario. The central line represents the median, while 

boundaries are the interquartile range.
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Table S1. Results from the permutation multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) used to 

examine and compare the effect of the initial species pool composition (ISPC), time since establishment 

(Time) and the plant-soil feedback network scenarios (PSFI) on final species composition. 

 Df 

Sums of 

Sqs 

Mean 

Sqs 

F 

Model R2 pr(>F) 

IPSC 5 278.67 55.734 272.76 0.30149 0.001 

PFSI  6 10.38 1.73 8.47 0.01123 0.001 

Time 1 148.74 148.743 727.94 0.16092 0.001 

       

Residuals 2381 486.52 0.204 0.52636   

Total  2393 924.31         

Number of permutations: 999 

 

 

     

Table S2. The percentage change in compositional spread from the first to last time step among the 

PSFI scenarios. Compositional spread was calculated as the average Bray Curtis distance of each 

replicate ISPC community (minus “Random” ISPC communities) to a group centroid for each PSFI 

scenario, with a large compositional spread indicating a large difference in composition among the 

replicate communities. The values for the PSFI scenarios without and with negative conspecific 

interactions are presented in the left and right sub-columns, with scenarios with negative conspecific 

interactions presented in the right sub-column under the heading “NC”. The colour gradient highlights 

differences in the percentage change in compositional spread among the scenarios. More negative 

values are coloured a darker green indicating the extent the composition is converging among the ISPC 

combinations, and more positive values are coloured a darker red indicating the extent the composition 

is diverging among the ISPC combinations. Light-grey coloured values represent that the final 

composition has changed little over time from the initial composition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSFI 

scenario 

Percentage 

change 

  NC 

Null -0.93 -1.13 

Pos.Mod 2.55 2.73 

Neg.Mod -8.27 -9.51 

Pos.Ring 3.06 2.09 

Neg.Ring 5.04 2.65 

Pos.Nest 0.07 -0.55 

Neg.Nest -1.88 -2.04 
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Figure S5. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of time steps 

from a randomly chosen replicate simulation for all PSFI network scenarios under the “Equal spread”, 

“Last 11 plus equal spread” and “Last 20” ISPCs. A species’ abundance is indicated by the intensity of 

the grey/black bar, using a square root scale, as represented in the legend. For the nested PSFI network 

scenarios, the 20 highly interactive species that either facilitate (Pos.Nest) or hinder (Neg.Nest) the 

growth of the others were species 81–100.  
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Simulation model code   

The simulation code for the model in this chapter is presented as 1) an R script of the simulation model 

and 2) an R script for the matrices of the different PSFI scenarios. The R script for the simulation model 

is provided below, and the R script for the matrices of the different PSFI scenarios can be found in the 

supplementary material of Chapter 1.   

 

Simulation R script   

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  

 

################################################################################## 

############################### parameters 

################################################################################## 

 

nruns= 1                           

nyrs = 10                          

worldsize=100                     

nsp=100                            

minsize = 0.01                    

pmortnormal= 0.1     

pmortdis = 0               

freq = 12                          

pimmigration = 0.001              

recruitment='global'               

effect.type='previous'             

comp.type='notsimple'            

seedbankdeclinerate= 1             

startdisturbance = 355 

enddisturbance = 455 

initialspeciespoolnumber = 20     

initial.empty.prop= 0.8           

 

############################## 

## the different initial soil growth types 

############################## 

init.soiltype.unconditioned = TRUE    

#unconditioned.soil="min"   

#unconditioned.soil="max" 

unconditioned.soil="mean"  

#unconditioned.soil="sterile"  

############################## 

 

source('Master_PSFI_matricies.R') 

 

############################## 

if (nsp==100 & initialspeciespoolnumber==20){ 

no.sp=0 

all.sp=1:nsp 

even.spread=seq(5,100,by=5) 

begining.block= seq(1,20) 

end.block= seq(81,100) 

random=sample(1:100,20) 

begining.block.with.even.spread=c((seq(1,11)),(seq(20,100, by=10))) 
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end.block.with.even.spread=c((seq(90,100)),(seq(1,90, by=10))) 

disconected.blocks.begining= 

c((seq(1,3)),(seq(11,13)),(seq(21,23)),(seq(31,33)),(seq(41,43)),(seq(51,53)),(seq(61,62))) 

disconected.blocks.end= 

c((seq(99,97)),(seq(89,87)),(seq(79,77)),(seq(69,67)),(seq(59,57)),(seq(49,47)),(seq(39,38))) 

} 

 

initialspeciespoolnlist = list( 

     "even.spread",  

     "begining.block",  

     "end.block",  

     "begining.block.with.even.spread",  

     "end.block.with.even.spread", 

     "disconected.blocks.begining", 

     "disconected.blocks.end", 

     "random") 

initialspeciespoollist=list() 

initialspeciespoollist[[1]]=even.spread 

initialspeciespoollist[[2]]=begining.block 

initialspeciespoollist[[3]]=end.block  

initialspeciespoollist[[4]]=begining.block.with.even.spread  

initialspeciespoollist[[5]]=end.block.with.even.spread 

initialspeciespoollist[[6]]=disconected.blocks.begining 

initialspeciespoollist[[7]]=disconected.blocks.end 

initialspeciespoollist[[8]]=random  

 

################################################################################## 

ani = FALSE    

 

## plant soil feedback  

library(vegan) 

 

### set up neighbourlist  

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

neighbourlist = matrix(0,nrow=worldsize^2,ncol=4) 

rr = pos$x 

cc = pos$y 

rru = rr-1  

rru[rru==0]=worldsize  

ccu = cc-1 

ccu[ccu==0]=worldsize  

rrd = rr+1 

rrd[rrd==worldsize+1]=1  

ccd = cc+1 

ccd[ccd==worldsize+1]=1 

#cbind(rr,cc,rru,ccu,rrd,ccd) 

neighbourlist[,1] = rru+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,2] = rrd+(cc-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,3] = rr+(ccu-1)* worldsize 

neighbourlist[,4] = rr+(ccd-1)* worldsize 

#neighbourlist  

 

## for example  

#plot(rr[136],cc[136],ylim=c(1,80),xlim=c(0,80)) 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,1]],cc[neighbourlist[136,1]],col='red') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,2]],cc[neighbourlist[136,2]],col='red') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,3]],cc[neighbourlist[136,3]],col='blue') 

#points(rr[neighbourlist[136,4]],cc[neighbourlist[136,4]],col='green') 

 

########## define functions 
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rgr.func = function(i){ 

 if (planttype[i]==0) return(0) 

 if (soiltype[i]==0) { 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="min") return(min(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="max") return(max(rgrm)) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="mean") return(rowMeans(rgrm)[planttype[i]]) 

  if (unconditioned.soil=="sterile") return(no.soil.biota[planttype[i],1]) 

 } 

 if (effect.type=='self') return(rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[i]])## self is a limited interaction, a weak 

interaction   

 if (effect.type=='previous') return(rgrm[planttype[i],soiltype[i]]) # growing in previous soil. soil type 

what is growing there before  

 if (effect.type=='neighbour') { 

  grs = rgrm[planttype[i],planttype[neighbourlist[i,1:4]]] 

  grs = c(grs, rep(exp(4), 4-length(grs))) 

  return(prod(grs)^(1/4)) # effect of neighbour  

 } 

} 

 

# plant max size is its constraint, grows until it reaches max size  

constrainfunc = function(plantsize ,potgrowth, maxsize){  

 if (comp.type=='simple') {      

  plantsize = plantsize+potgrowth 

  plantsize[plantsize>maxsize]=maxsize 

  return (plantsize) 

 } else { 

  psc = plantsize  

  psc[1:(worldsize-1),] = psc[1:(worldsize-1),] + plantsize[2:worldsize,]  

  psc[2:(worldsize),] = psc[2:(worldsize),] + plantsize[1:(worldsize-1),]  

  psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] = psc[,1:(worldsize-1)] + plantsize[,2:worldsize]  

  psc[,2:(worldsize)] = psc[,2:(worldsize)] + plantsize[,1:(worldsize-1)]   

  maxsz = matrix(maxsize*5, nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

  maxsz[1,]=maxsz[1,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[worldsize,]=maxsz[worldsize,]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,1]=maxsz[,1]-maxsize 

  maxsz[,worldsize]=maxsz[,worldsize]-maxsize 

  actgrowth = potgrowth*((maxsz-psc)/maxsz) 

  actgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth]=potgrowth[actgrowth>potgrowth] 

  actgrowth[actgrowth<0]=0  

  return(plantsize+actgrowth) 

 } 

} 

 

### loop options flags 

iiii=0  # counter set to 0  

ptm <- proc.time()   

 

for (hypn in 1:length(hyplist)){  

 

iiii=iiii+1 

 

print(paste('hyp:',hypn)) 

if (hypn<50) {rgrm = hyplist[[hypn]] 

head(rgrm) 

rgrm = exp(rgrm)  

head(rgrm) 

} 

 

##### this is to loop through the initial species pool options 
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for (ispi in 1:(length(initialspeciespoollist)) ){ 

iiii=iiii+1 

initialspeciespooln = initialspeciespoolnlist[[ispi]] 

 

 

### set up overall records   

allrichrec=NULL # set it to be null to start with becasue you are going to add stuff to it as you go  

allshrec=NULL ### you set these all to be empty to start with so that you can add data, creates an empty container 

to put stuf in  

allsimprec=NULL 

allinvsimprec=NULL 

allallrec=list() 

allrichrecff=NULL 

allshrecff=NULL 

allsimprecff=NULL 

alltotalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

#############################################  

# beginning of loop  

 

for (run in 1:nruns){ 

print(paste('run',run,'elapsed time:'))  

#print(proc.time()-ptm)  

 

 

if (initialspeciespooln!="random") {initialspeciespool = initialspeciespoollist[[ispi]]} else { 

 initialspeciespool=sample(1:100,initialspeciespoolnumber) 

 }  

 

########### 

## random PSFI architectures 

 

if (hypn==50){ 

 # random interactions and growth rates with a negative conspecific line . 

 real.random.feedbacks.NC = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 diag(real.random.feedbacks.NC)=n 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.NC) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

} 

if (hypn==51){ 

 # random interactions and growth rates with a negative conspecific line . 

 real.random.feedbacks.MC = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 diag(real.random.feedbacks.MC)=m 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.MC) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

} 

if (hypn==52){ 

 real.random.feedbacks.null = matrix( runif(100*100)*0.2+n , nrow=100,ncol=100) 

 image(real.random.feedbacks.null) 

 rgrm = exp(real.random.feedbacks.null) ### gets the exponential of relative growth rate matrix 

} 

 

################################# 

##now setting up the worlds for a single simulatoin 

planttype=matrix(sample(initialspeciespool,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize) 

planttype[runif(worldsize^2)<initial.empty.prop] = 0  

plantsize=matrix(minsize ,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) ### they all begin at their minimun size  

plantsize[planttype==0]=0 # adding in spaces  

if (init.soiltype.unconditioned) {soiltype=matrix(rep(0,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)} else 

{soiltype=matrix(sample(1:nsp,worldsize^2,replace=TRUE),nrow=worldsize)}   

soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 
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plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*5) 

 

#### and plot 

#soilstrength=matrix(0.1,nrow=worldsize,ncol=worldsize) 

#pos=expand.grid(x=1:worldsize,y=1:worldsize) 

#plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=plantsize*0.01

) 

 

## set up recorders for each simulation 

richrec = NULL 

shrec = NULL 

simprec = NULL 

invsimprec=NULL 

richrecff = NULL 

shrecff = NULL 

simprecff = NULL 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

totalbiomassrec = NULL 

 

if (recruitment=='global'){ 

 seedbank=rep(0,nsp) 

} else { 

 seedbank = array(0,dim=c(worldsize*worldsize,nsp)) 

} 

 

######################################################################## 

## simulate! 

for (t in 1:nyrs){      

 #print(t)    

  

 ######################################################################## 

 ## immigration 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 ifimmigrant=rbinom(length(spaces), 1,pimmigration) 

 immigrant = spaces[ifimmigrant==1]  

 planttype[immigrant]= sample(1:nsp,length(immigrant),replace=TRUE) 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## recruitment and seedbank dynamics 

 ######################################################################## 

 spaces=which(planttype==0) 

 if (t>1){ 

 if (recruitment=='global'){ 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate)  

  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) seedbank[planttype[e]]=seedbank[planttype[e]]+plantsize[e] 

  probs=seedbank/sum(seedbank) 

  newrecruits = sample(1:nsp,length(spaces),replace=TRUE,prob=probs) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits  

 } else if (seedbankdeclinerate==1) {    ## ie no seedbank 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   poss=neighbourlist[i,] 

   if (all(planttype[poss]==0)) return(0) 

   return (sample(planttype[poss],1,prob=plantsize[poss]))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 } else {    ## local AND persistent seedbank 

  #print ('yes') 

  seedbank = seedbank * (1-seedbankdeclinerate) 
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  for (e in 1:worldsize^2) {  ## replenish seedbank locally 

   poss=neighbourlist[e,] 

   if (any(planttype[poss]!=0))  { 

    pts = planttype[poss] 

    pss = plantsize[poss][pts>0] 

    seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] = seedbank[e,planttype[poss][pts>0]] + 

pss 

   } 

  } 

  newrecruits = unlist(sapply(spaces, function(i){ 

   if (sum(seedbank[i,])==0) return (0) else return 

(sample(0:nsp,1,prob=c(minsize,seedbank[i,])))  

  })) 

  planttype[spaces]=newrecruits 

 

 } 

 plantsize[spaces]=minsize  

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 } 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## mortality 

 ######################################################################## 

 pmort = pmortnormal 

 if (t%%freq == 0 & t>=startdisturbance & t<=enddisturbance) pmort = pmortdis + pmortnormal 

 chance.death = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , function(i) pmort ))  

 chance.death [plantsize>minsize ] = pmort  

 chance.death [planttype == 0 ] = 0 

 chance.death[is.na(chance.death)]= pmort  

 ifdie = chance.death>runif(worldsize^2) 

 soiltype[ifdie] = planttype[ifdie] 

 planttype[ifdie]=0 

 plantsize[planttype==0]=0 

 

 ######################################################################## 

 ## growth 

 ######################################################################## 

 rgr = unlist(sapply(1:worldsize^2 , rgr.func ))  

 rgr[is.na(rgr)]=0 

 potgrowth = plantsize*rgr - plantsize 

 plantsize = constrainfunc(plantsize ,potgrowth , 100) 

 

 ## plot and record 

 #print(table(planttype)) 

 #print(mean(plantsize)) 

 if (ani) 

plot(pos$x,pos$y,col=planttype,pch=(planttype>8)*2+15,xlab=t,ylab="",xaxt='n',yaxt='n',cex=log(plantsize)/4) 

 richrec = c(richrec,length(unique(as.vector(planttype)))-1) 

 biomassbyspecies = tapply(plantsize ,planttype, sum) 

 biomassbyspeciesrec = rbind(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

data.frame(biomass=biomassbyspecies,species=names(biomassbyspecies),year=t)) 

 totalbiomassrec = c(totalbiomassrec , sum(biomassbyspecies )) 

 #shrec = c(shrec,diversity(table(planttype),index = "shannon") )    

 shrec = c(shrec,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "shannon") ) 

 #simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(table(planttype),index = "simpson") )   

 simprec = c(simprec ,diversity(biomassbyspecies ,index = "simpson") ) 

 invsimprec= c(invsimprec, diversity(biomassbyspecies, index ="inv")) 

 #allfunctype = functype[planttype] 

 #richrecff = c(richrecff,length(unique(as.vector(allfunctype )))-1) 

 #shrecff = c(shrecff,diversity(table(allfunctype ),index = "shannon") ) 
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 #simprecff = c(simprecff ,diversity(table(allfunctype ),index = "simpson") ) 

 #readline() 

 

 

if (t ==300){ 

  write.csv(planttype, 

paste('plantsize_planttype/planttype',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmo

rtnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecie

spooln,initialspeciespoolnumber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

  write.csv(plantsize, 

paste('plantsize_planttype/plantsize',t,"_",run,hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmor

tnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initialspeciespoolnumber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

}  

 

} ## end of each year (t) 

print(run) 

 

write.csv(biomassbyspeciesrec , 

paste('biomassouts/biomassbyspecies',run,'h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmor

tnormal,pimmigration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspecies

pooln,initialspeciespoolnumber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

allrichrec=rbind(allrichrec,richrec) 

allshrec=rbind(allshrec,shrec) 

allsimprec=rbind(allsimprec,simprec) 

alltotalbiomassrec = rbind(alltotalbiomassrec ,totalbiomassrec ) 

allinvsimprec=rbind(allinvsimprec, invsimprec) 

##################################################### 

 

} ## end of each simulation run (r) 

 

write.csv(allrichrec , 

paste('allrichrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,c

omp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initialspeciespool

number,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allshrec, 

paste('allshrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,co

mp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initialspeciespooln

umber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allsimprec, 

paste('allsimprec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigration,c

omp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initialspeciespool

number,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(alltotalbiomassrec , 

paste('alltotalbiomassrec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmi

gration,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initialsp

eciespoolnumber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

write.csv(allinvsimprec, 

paste('allinvsimprec2','h',hypnames[hypn],effect.type,seedbankdeclinerate,recruitment,pmortnormal,pimmigrati

on,comp.type,pmortdis,freq,startdisturbance,enddisturbance,unconditioned.soil,initialspeciespooln,initialspecies

poolnumber,initial.empty.prop,'.csv',sep='')) 

 

print(initialspeciespooln) 

}  ## end of ISPC 

 

print(hypnames[hypn]) 

}  ## end of PSFI 

 

biomassbyspeciesrec = NULL 

totalbiomassrec = NULL 
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################################################################################## 

################################################################################## 

 

### Copyright 2022 Elizabeth (Libby) J. Trevenen & Dr Michael Renton. Adapted from model described in Teste 

et al 2017. 

### If you wish to modify or share this code, you must obtain permission from the original authors.  
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

Summary of main findings 

Across my four experimental chapters I investigated and compared the effect of a range of different 

species interaction network architectures on plant community properties and the relationships among 

these community properties, which resulted in some interesting and novel findings.  

 

In Chapter 2, I showed that various characteristics of the interaction network architecture of plants can 

have long-term effects on the alpha diversity, beta diversity, and total diversity over time of a 

community. Consistent with the literature, I found that negative conspecific interactions promote high 

alpha diversity but reduce beta diversity. I also found that in general, heterospecific interactions 

decrease alpha diversity compared to a model with no interactions or one with only negative conspecific 

interactions. Most interestingly, I found that positive ring interaction architectures that resulted in the 

cyclic appearance and disappearance of species groups led to the greatest total diversity over time when 

coupled with negative conspecific interactions.  

 

In Chapter 3, I found that the characteristics of the interaction network architecture affected the 

recovery and compositional stability of communities. Communities with interaction networks that 

promoted higher alpha diversity and compositional instability, including negative conspecific 

interactions, appeared less resilient, with a few key exceptions. I also found that certain previously 

unexplored network architectures can increase the rate and extent of return of lost species following 

disturbance.  

 

In Chapter 4, I showed that plant interaction networks can affect community invasibility by impacting 

the average growth rate of the native community, with lower average growth rates relating to higher 

invasibility. As the average growth rate of a community is also influenced by diversity, which is in turn 

affected by interaction networks, we found that plant interaction networks can lead to, and explain, 

complex relationships between diversity and invasibility.  

 

In Chapter 5 I showed that the architecture of species interaction networks can affect the strength of 

priority effects in communities (defined as the degree to which changing the initial species pool 

composition affected the resulting alpha diversity and composition), with communities with modular or 

ring interaction network architectures experiencing stronger priority effects than those with nested 

architectures or without any interactions.  
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Additional questions, patterns and relationships considered  

With modelling, the ability to explore questions is significantly less limited than through empirical 

techniques. As results often raise more questions than answers, it can be very tempting to continue 

exploring these snowballing questions through modelling. Therefore, throughout the course of this 

thesis, I explored many questions, patterns and relationships that were beyond the scope of the thesis 

chapters. Below I discuss three of these explorations that returned interesting preliminary results that 

could lead to promising future studies.  

 

Random network architectures 

Random interaction architectures, sometimes referred to as complex interactions, are interaction 

network architectures generated by randomly assigning positive, negative or neutral conspecific and 

heterospecific interactions to species. The characteristics of random networks often do not match the 

characteristics of networks found in nature. The number of interactions among species is often quite 

homogenous in randomly generated networks, whereas natural networks often have a more 

heterogeneous distribution of interactions among the species than expected by chance (e.g. a few highly 

interactive species and many mostly non-interactive species) (Bascompte et al. 2007). Although random 

interaction network architectures are not common in ecological communities, I, like Fukami & 

Nakajima (2013) and Zee & Fukami (2015), wanted to explore their effects on community dynamics. 

Fukami & Nakajima (2013) found that random heterospecific interactions can enhance gamma diversity 

(total diversity across communities) to a greater extent than communities with only negative conspecific 

interactions. This is thought to occur because random interactions promote prolonged periods of 

compositional instability (Fukami & Nakajima, 2013). Finding this interesting, I wanted to explore how 

random interaction architectures compared to other interaction architectures in their effects on diversity 

and compositional stability.  

 

To disentangle which aspects of random network architectures drive plant community dynamics such 

as diversity and species abundances over time, I considered random heterospecific interactions with 

three scenarios of conspecific interactions: 1) no conspecific interactions (‘Random’), 2) random 

conspecific interactions (‘Random Complex’), and 3) negative conspecific interactions (‘Random NC’). 

I found that ‘Random Complex’ networks resulted in communities with extreme species dominance 

(Figure 1). Communities with ‘Random NC’ networks were considerably more diverse than 

communities with ‘Random’ or ‘Random Complex’ networks, but species dominance was still present. 

Moreover, communities with ‘Random NC’ networks were generally less diverse than communities 

with other network architectures that also had negative conspecific interactions (Figure 1). Species 

dominance in communities with random networks most likely arose because a few species were 

randomly assigned a larger proportion of positive heterospecific interactions than the other species, as 

well as a positive conspecific interaction under the ‘Random Complex’ scenario. Most interesting were 
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the dynamics of communities with ‘Random’ interactions, which experienced great compositional 

instability, a finding consistent with Fukami & Nakajima (2013). Specifically, they showed a cyclic 

dynamic of species turnover as seen in communities with a positive ring network architecture (Figure 

1, see “Random” vs “Pos.Ring.20” & “Pos.Ring.20.NC”).  

 

Although it would have been interesting to continue exploring how random interaction architectures 

compared to other types of architectures on their effects on plant community properties, it is difficult to 

identify which aspects of random network architectures are driving dynamics. Furthermore, it is 

computationally intensive to explore how consistently certain dynamics occur over time for each 

generated random interaction network. However, future studies could use randomly generated 

interaction networks to explore more simple questions, for example, whether any network architectures 

not explored in this thesis can promote alpha diversity to a greater extent than a simple scenario with 

only negative conspecific interactions.  
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Figure 1. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of years from a 

randomly chosen replicate simulation for eight PSFI network scenarios. These PSFI scenarios are 

presented to explore the effects of random interaction architectures on species abundances over time, 

and to compare the dynamics amongst other relevant network scenarios from Chapter 2. For the random 

heterospecific network scenarios, every heterospecific growth rate was randomly chosen from a 

uniform distribution between the slow and fast growth rate as used in Chapter 2. The random growth 

rates were generated at each simulation but remained fixed through time within a simulation. Random 

heterospecific interactions were considered with three scenarios of conspecific interactions; 1) no 
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conspecific interactions (“Random”), 2) random conspecific interactions (“Random.Complex”), and 3) 

negative conspecific interactions (“Random.NC”).   

 

Unequal growth rates among species 

Teste et al. (2017) found that simulated communities with 16 species parameterised with empirically 

observed conspecific and heterospecific interactions maintained higher diversity than the same 

community simulated with only observed conspecific interactions or without any interactions. It makes 

sense that the scenario with only conspecific interactions experienced high species dominance, as the 

species with the fastest growth rate in conspecific soil would dominate. However, for the scenario with 

both heterospecific and conspecific interactions to be so diverse, the dominance of plants with the fastest 

growth rate in conspecific soil must in some way be counteracted by a more reduced growth rate in 

heterospecific soil.  

 

To explore this idea further, I considered an interaction scenario where positive conspecific interactions 

could potentially encourage species coexistence by promoting the growth and recruitment of naturally 

slow-growing species in the community, an idea that has been relatively unexplored (Urcelay & Díaz, 

2003). In this scenario, conspecific interactions were added to species with unequal growth rates so that 

faster-growing species experienced a negative conspecific interaction and slower-growing species 

experienced a positive conspecific interaction (“Uneq.Growth.NC.PC”). I then explored how this 

scenario compared to a scenario where species had unequal growth rates yet equally as strong negative 

conspecific interactions (“Uneq.Growth.NC”).  

 

I found that adding positive conspecific interactions to the slower growing species and negative 

conspecific interactions to faster growing species could not curb the dominance of the faster growing 

species in the community (Figure 2). This was likely because the probability of encountering a 

conspecific interaction is rare in a species-rich community. Potentially, the dominance of fast-growing 

species in a species-rich community could be curbed by having a greater number of negative 

heterospecific interactions. These preliminary results raise some interesting questions that, if tested 

more extensively, could help improve our understanding of whether plant interactions alone can allow 

for less competitive, slow-growing species to coexist in a community with fast-growing species. 
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Figure 2. A heat map showing the percentage biomass of all 100 species for a subset of years for two 

unequal growth PSFI network scenarios. For these scenarios, the growth rate of species increased 

incrementally as the species identity number increased, with species 1 having the slow growth rate and 

species 100 having the fast growth rate. For further details of the slow and fast growth rates see Chapter 

2. “Uneq.Growth.NC.PC” has the addition of negative conspecific interactions to the fast-growing 

species and positive conspecific interactions to the slow-growing species, with the strength of the 

conspecific interaction also increasing incrementally. For instance, species 1 has the slowest growth 

rate in heterospecific soil but the fastest growth rate in conspecific soil and species 100 has the reverse. 

The “Uneq.Growth.NC” scenario had species with the same unequal growth rates, but instead with all 

species growing at the slowest rate in conspecific soil.  

 

Relationship between beta diversity and priority effects 

It has been hypothesised that high beta diversity, which reflects the ability for a community to exist in 

multiple alternative stable states, could relate to a higher sensitivity to the initial species pool 

composition i.e. stronger priority effects (Martin & Wilsey, 2012; Fukami, 2015). Therefore, using data 

on long-term beta diversity from Chapter 2 and data on priority effects from Chapter 5, I compared 

whether communities with interaction networks that led to higher beta diversity also consistently 

experienced stronger priority effects. Priority effects in Chapter 5 were measured as the degree to which 

changing the initial species pool composition affected the resulting community’s alpha diversity and 

composition. I found no clear relationship between high long-term beta diversity and stronger priority 

effects when priority effects were measured based on differences in alpha diversity among community 

replicates (Figure 3). This was not surprising, as the original hypothesis suggests that high long-term 

beta diversity will relate to stronger priority effects when priority effects are measured based on 

differences in composition among community replicates (Fukami, 2015). However, surprisingly, I 

found no clear relationship between high long-term beta diversity and stronger priority effects when 

priority effects were measured this way (Figure 3). I believe this is because for some network scenarios, 
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the type of species dominance that leads to high long-term beta diversity did not develop fast enough 

to cause an effect in the shorter time frame that priority effects were measured in. 

Although it is interesting to consider the short-term implications of priority effects, as this is a more 

realistic time frame for practitioners, communities may take a long time to stabilise and for patterns to 

emerge. Therefore, a relationship between beta diversity and priority effects could be better explored 

using long-term simulated data on priority effects. Furthermore, using random network architectures 

will allow for this relationship to be explored over more data points, and likely a greater range of beta 

diversity and priority effect values.  

It is suggested that priority effects could also relate to the rate of recovery from disturbance, as a fast 

recovery rate can indicate speedy community convergence, and a slow recovery rate can indicate the 

existence of alternative stable states (Arnoldi et al. 2018). Additionally, priority effects could also relate 

to community invasibility, as communities that are vulnerable to invasion are thus vulnerable to existing 

in an alternative stable state (Pearson et al. 2018). Our results suggest that, through understanding the 

effects of plant interaction networks, we can further understand complex relationships between 

emergent community properties. It is worthwhile exploring these relationships as such results could 

contribute to frameworks aimed at identifying communities vulnerable to disturbance, invasion and that 

experience strong priority effects.  
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Figure 3. The relationship between long-term beta diversity (time step 10 000 from Chapter 2) and 

priority effects (at time step 300 from Chapter 5). The strength of priority effects was calculated in two 

ways 1) the extent to which different initial species pool compositions resulted in differences in alpha 

diversity (top plot) and 2) the extent to which different initial species pool compositions resulted in 

differences in species composition (bottom plot). A large Inv Simpson’s Diversity F value indicates that 

the alpha diversity largely differed among communities assembled under different initial species pool 

compositions for that given network scenario (i.e. stronger priority effects). A large value for 

compositional spread indicates that the composition was diverging among communities assembled 

under different initial species compositions for that given network scenario (i.e. stronger priority 

effects). For further details on how the axes were calculated see Chapter 2 (x-axis), and Chapter 5 (y-

axis). Symbols represent the means of 100 replicates for each scenario. Different colours and symbols 

are used to help differentiate the different PSFI network scenarios. Different colour shades represent 

the different group size variations. Lighter shades represent the architectural variation with a group size 

of 5, middle shades a group size of 10, and darker shades a group size of 20. 

 

Applying models to understand and predict real-world situations 

Although modelling studies such as those described in this thesis demonstrate that plant interaction 

networks can affect a range of community properties, applying these results to understand real 
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community dynamics is challenging. This is in part due to trade-offs that arise among different 

modelling objectives; for example, there is often a trade-off among how biologically realistic a model 

is, how easily the effects of the factors included in the model can be distinguished from one another, 

and how accurately the model can predict/describe a situation (Figure 4). Throughout this next section, 

I explore these trade-offs in relation to the results of this thesis, as well as highlight ways in which future 

studies can help increase the application of modelling outputs from this thesis.  

 

To explore how plant interaction networks can affect community properties I employed a relatively 

computationally expensive simulation modelling approach. An even simpler and more theoretical 

approach would have been an analytical modelling approach, where the effect of network architectures 

on community properties is represented as a system of equations solved using mathematical analysis 

(e.g. Mack et al. 2019). This simpler approach would have allowed for the effects of varying network 

architectures and parameters on community outcomes to be more easily analysed. Additionally, as it is 

not as computationally expensive, the effects of a much larger number of interaction network scenarios 

could have been investigated, and a more extensive sensitivity analysis conducted. However, the 

advantage of the simulation model approach used in this thesis was the ability to consider a higher 

degree of biological realism such as stochasticity, spatial effects, non-equilibrium dynamics and the 

finite nature of plant communities. Furthermore, the simulation approach employed here allowed us to 

identify changes in diversity and species abundances over time by comparing a range of interaction 

network architectures that had not been investigated previously, yet could be of interest to empiricists 

trying to make sense of such dynamics in communities.  

 

I also employed a ‘neutral model’ approach that assumes species are identical except for differences in 

how they interact with other species. This had the important advantage of allowing us to investigate the 

effects of plant interactions in isolation. Consequently, this meant our model lacked many elements of 

biological realism, such as differences among species in their life history strategies, dispersal 

limitations, lengths of seed dormancy, and disturbance response strategies. Additionally, our model 

lacked abiotic realism, as we assumed the abiotic conditions were the same for the community over 

space and time. Potentially, including more biological realism into the model could accelerate the 

otherwise slow emergence of patterns in our simulated communities, for example, by allowing plant 

interactions to affect species survival and establishment instead of just growth rates (see Teste et al. 

2017; Verdú & Valiente-Banuet, 2008). That said, including more biological realism into the model 

may reveal that some biotic or abiotic factors can affect the community properties of interest to a much 

greater extent than the species interaction network (see Godsoe et al. 2017; Mohd et al. 2017). To 

increase the application of the modelling outputs from this thesis to real systems, an understanding of 

the extent to which plant interaction networks contribute to outcomes under more realistic conditions is 

vital.  
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Adding more biological realism to our model will increase its complexity considerably (Figure 4, see 

green arrow) making it difficult to distinguish the effects of plant interaction networks on community 

dynamics from other biotic/abiotic factors. To overcome this challenge, one approach I would like to 

try in the future would be to use an individual-based model to explore the effects of plant interaction 

networks on community dynamics under more realistic conditions. For this approach, a plant 

community with a known species interaction network architecture would be simulated over time with 

added elements of biological realism, to see at what point the effects of the network of interactions can 

no longer be distinguished in the simulation outputs. Using an individual-based model is advantageous 

over a grid-based model as it allows for the species interaction network to be measured from the outputs 

of the simulations based on fine-scale patterns of species co-occurrence as done in empirical studies 

(Wiegand & Moloney, 2013). This would be a worthwhile future study, as it would allow for the extent 

to which interaction networks affect community dynamics to be identified and would contribute to our 

growing understanding of the role and relative influence of a range of factors on community dynamics. 

 

For management purposes, ideally, we would like to be able to model a specific community of interest 

(in nature) over time, so that responses to disturbance or invasion, or outcomes of priority effects can 

be explored and predicted for that community. Such endeavours will help practitioners, for example, 

better select species to populate a disturbed area to best achieve the desired restoration outcome. Such 

abilities have been the holy grail of many applied ecological modelling studies aiming to help improve 

the management of specific plant communities. However, models capable of accurately predicting and 

describing a certain situation require a lot of data that can sometimes be impractical to collect or collate 

(Figure 4). Therefore, I suggest, future studies should first explore the extent to which networks of plant 

interactions affect community dynamics under more realistic conditions (as described above), as this 

will help identify the types of abiotic/biotic data (e.g. dispersal limitations, micro-habitat preferences) 

required to then model a system with accuracy. This approach I believe should result in a more accurate 

and useful model compared to an approach where lots of biological details and data are added to a more 

generic model without checking how useful these additions are (Figure 4, green arrow to orange arrow 

vs blue dashed arrow). 

 

If biological modelling endeavours reveal that plant interaction networks have a significant effect on 

community dynamics, then plant interaction networks should be incorporated in models designed to 

accurately predict and describe the dynamics of a community of interest. This will require an ability to 

correctly identify plant interaction networks in nature. Plant interaction networks are often measured 

by identifying fine-scale patterns of species co-occurrence (e.g. Wiegand & Moloney, 2013) the 

assumption being that species that co-occur consistently experience positive pairwise interactions, while 

species that occur consistently apart experience negative pairwise interactions. This approach is 
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troublesome, as several other processes besides species interactions can affect species spatial patterns, 

such as differences in species dispersal ranges, life spans and microhabitat preferences (Condit et al. 

2000; McGill, 2011; D’Amen et al. 2018). Some studies suggest the species interaction network could 

be better detected through using plant functional traits (Losapio et al. 2018), or through measuring how 

the fitness of species (for example as indicated by seed mass) varies depending on the identity of the 

neighbours (Mayfield & Stouffer, 2017). However, it is also unknown how accurately these alternative 

techniques can identify the species interaction network architecture in nature. Potentially, the efficacy 

of these techniques could be explored by applying these techniques to theoretical model outputs from 

an individual based model. For instance, we could first simulate plant communities with known 

interaction networks, then explore how accurately the species interaction networks can be determined 

using only the outputs of the simulations, via a range of techniques. Such work could greatly help 

increase our ability to identify interaction networks in nature, which could allow for communities of 

interest to be modelled, and future dynamics to be predicted.  

  

 

Figure 4. A conceptual figure of the trade-offs among three modelling objectives (accuracy, generality 

and realism) modified from Levins, (1966) and later Sharpe (1990). The red circles show the locations 

of the model used in this thesis (“My model”) and the model used in Teste et al (2017) for reference in 

this trade-off space. The arrows with labels along the edges of the triangle detail what a general/simple 

model requires to meet another objective.  
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Final conclusions  

This thesis provides an important step in furthering our understanding of how plant interaction networks 

can affect the community properties of diversity, compositional stability, resilience to disturbance, 

invasibility and priority effects. To my knowledge, this is the first study to compare the effects of such 

a wide range of possible plant interaction networks on community properties, and to attempt to untangle 

the interactive effects of conspecific and heterospecific interactions. 

 

The results from this thesis suggest that through understanding the effects of plant interaction networks 

we can disentangle complex relationships between emergent properties such as diversity, resilience, 

invasibility and priority effects. Such results could contribute to frameworks aimed at identifying 

communities vulnerable to disturbance, invasion and that experience strong priority effects.  

 

Further work is needed to determine the extent to which plant interaction networks affect community 

dynamics relative to other processes in real/ more complex communities, along with techniques to 

accurately identify plant interaction networks in nature. Both these endeavours could be addressed using 

a simulation approach, which allows for complex factors to be controlled for and techniques for 

measuring interaction networks to be easily tested. The long-term effects of plant interactions on 

community dynamics could then be investigated through simulation studies such as this one, which 

would provide valuable insights that help guide the management and conservation of plant 

communities.  
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